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Abstract
In this thesis, the numerical simulation of strongly-interacting many-body quantum-mechanical
systems using matrix product states (MPS) is considered. Compared to classical systems,
quantum many-body systems possess an exponentially enlarged number of degrees of free-
dom, significantly complicating a simulation on a classical computer.
Matrix-Product-States are a novel representation of arbitrary quantum many-body states.
Using quantum information theory, it is possible to show that Matrix-Product-States pro-
vide a polynomial-sized representation of one-dimensional quantum systems, thus allowing
an efficient simulation of one-dimensional quantum system on classical computers. Matrix-
Product-States form the conceptual framework of the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG). Based upon this connection, deeper understanding of the density matrix renormal-
ization group can be obtained.
After a general introduction in the first chapter of this thesis, the second chapter deals with
Matrix-Product-States, focusing on the development of fast and stable algorithms. It is
possible to extend the Matrix-Product-States approach to be able to represent arbitrary op-
erators, the so-called Matrix-Product-Operators, which allows a fast and flexible calculation
of arbitrary expectation values. To obtain algorithms to efficiently calculate groundstates,
the density-matrix renormalization group is reformulated using the Matrix-Product-States
framework. Further, time-dependent problems are considered. Two different algorithms are
presented, one based on a Trotter decomposition of the time-evolution operator, the other
one on Krylov subspaces. Finally, the evaluation of dynamical spectral functions is discussed,
and a correction vector-based method is presented.
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4In the following chapters, the methods presented in the second chapter, are applied to a
number of different physical problems. The third chapter deals with the existence of chi-
ral phases in isotropic one-dimensional quantum spin systems. A preceding analytical study
based on a mean-field approach indicated the possible existence of those phases in an isotopic
Heisenberg model with a frustrating zig-zag interaction and a magnetic field. In this thesis,
the existence of the chiral phases will be shown numerically by using Matrix-Product-States-
based algorithms.
A key effect of interacting one-dimensional quantum-mechanical many-body systems is the
spin-charge separation. However, up to now only signs of the spin-charge separation have been
observed in experiments. In the fourth chapter, we propose an experiment using ultracold
atomic gases in optical lattices, which allows a well controlled observation of the spin-charge
separation (of different hyperfine states of the ultracold atoms) with current state of the art
experimental techniques. Ultracold atoms in optical lattices are well described by (Bose)-
Hubbard models. In order to support this proposal, we present numerical results for realistic
system parameters.
Matrix-Product-States are an excellent tool for the simulation of one-dimensional quantum
systems, however, they are not well suited for the simulation of higher dimensional systems.
For strongly-correlated systems, for instance cuprates-based high-temperature superconduc-
tors, quantum fluctuations play an essential role. Classical mean-field theories neglect any
kind of fluctuations, thus they are not suitable to describe strongly-correlated systems. The
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) fully takes local quantum fluctuations into account
but neglects any kind of spatial fluctuations. The many-body problem on the lattice is
mapped onto an impurity problem, which needs to be solved self-consistently. In the last
chapter of this thesis, Matrix-Product-States-based algorithms are used to solve the impurity
problem of the dynamical mean-field theory. We present results for a Hubbard model on a
one-dimensional lattice and on a Bethe lattice obtained by the dynamical mean-field and
compare them with exact results.
Kurzzusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Dissertation wird die numerische Simulation von stark-wechselwirkenden
quantenmechanischen Vielteilchensystem mit Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nden (MPS) untersucht.
Quantenmechanische Vielteilchensysteme besitzen im Allgemeinen eine im Vergleich zu klas-
sischen Systemen exponentiell vergro¨ßerte Anzahl Freiheitsgrade, was eine Simulation auf
klassischen Computern signifikant erschwert.
Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nde sind eine neue Darstellung quantenmechanischer Vielteilchen Zusta¨nde.
Basierend auf quanteninformationstheoretischen U¨berlegungen kann gezeigt werden, dass
Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nde Grundzusta¨nde von eindimensionalen Quantensystemen mit poly-
nomialem Aufwand darstellen ko¨nnen, sie ermo¨glichen daher eine effiziente numerische Simu-
lation von eindimensionalen Quantensystemen auf klassischen Computern. Matrix-Produkt-
Zusta¨nde bilden die theoretische Grundlage der Dichte-Matrix Renormalisierungsgruppe (DMRG),
durch die Formulierung mit Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nden kann ein vertieftes Versta¨ndnis der
Dichte-Matrix Renormalisierungsgruppe erhalten werden.
Nach einer allgemeinen Einleitung im ersten Kapitel werden im zweiten Kapitel Matrix-
Produkt-Zusta¨nde umfassend diskutiert. Ein Fokus wird auf die Entwicklung von effizien-
ten und stabilen Algorithmen zur Manipulation von Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nden gelegt. Es
ist mo¨glich, beliebige Operatoren durch Matrix-Produkt-Operatoren darzustellen, welche ei-
ne schnelle Evaluierung von beliebigen Erwartungswerten ermo¨glichen. Zur effizienten Be-
rechnung von Grundzusta¨nden wird die Dichte-Matrix Renormalisierungsgruppe im Rahmen
von Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nden reformuliert. Im Weiteren werden verschiedene Algorithmen
zur Behandlung von zeitabha¨ngigen Problemen, basierend auf einem Krylov-Unterraum-
Verfahren sowie einer Trotterzerlegung des Zeitentwicklungsoperatorexponentials, vorgestellt
und verglichen. Den Abschluss des Kapitels bildet eine Diskussion u¨ber die Berechnung von
dynamischen Spektralfunktionen mit Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nden.
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6In den folgenden Kapiteln werden die vorgestellten Methoden auf eine Vielzahl physikalischer
Fragestellungen angewendet. Im dritten Kapitel wird die Existenz von langreichweitigen chi-
ralen Phasen in eindimensionalen isotropen Quantenspinsystemen diskutiert. Eine vorherge-
hende analytische Untersuchung mit einer Molekularfeldna¨herung deutete die Existenz dieser
Phasen in einem isotropen Heisenbergmodel mit einer frustrierenden Zickzackwechselwirkung
im Magnetfeld an, in der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Existenz solcher Phasen mittels auf
Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nden basierenden Methoden numerisch gezeigt.
Ein wesentlicher Effekt eindimensionaler wechselwirkender quantenmechanischer Vielteil-
chensysteme ist die Spin-Ladungs-Trennung. Mit heutigen experimentellen Methoden ist es
jedoch schwierig die Spin-Ladungs-Trennung experimentell zu beobachten bzw. zu kontrol-
lieren. Ultrakalte Atomgase in optischen Gittern sind hochreine quantenmechanische Viel-
teilchensysteme, bei denen eine hochpra¨zise Kontrolle aller Systemparameter mo¨glich ist. Im
vierten Kapitel wird ein Experiment vorgeschlagen, das mit heutigen experimentellen Techni-
ken eine Spin-Ladungs-Trennung von unterschiedlichen Hyperfeinzusta¨nden eines Atomgases
beobachtbar machen sollte. Um dies zu u¨berpru¨fen, werden fu¨r realistische Systemparameter
in diesem Kapitel Simulationen durchgefu¨hrt.
Matrix-Produkt-Zusta¨nde sind ein hervorragendes Werkzeug zur Beschreibung von eindimen-
sionalen Systemen, sie sind fu¨r ho¨herdimensionale Systeme jedoch nicht geeignet. Klassische
Molekularfeldna¨herungen vernachla¨ssigen jede Art von Fluktuationen. In stark-korrelierten
Systemen, wie zum Beispiel Hochtemperatursupraleitern (Cuprate), spielen Quantenfluktua-
tionen eine wesentliche Rolle. Die dynamische Molekularfeldna¨herung (DMFT) behandelt lo-
kale quantenmechanische Fluktuationen exakt, vernachla¨ssigt aber ra¨umliche Fluktuationen.
Ein quantenmechanisches Vielteilchenproblem auf einem Gitter wird durch die dynamische
Molekularfeldna¨herung auf ein selbstkonsistent zu lo¨sendes Sto¨rstellenproblem abgebildet. Im
letzten Kapitel wird dieses Sto¨rstellenproblem der dynamischen Molekularfeldna¨herung mit
den im zweiten Kapitel vorgestellten Algorithmen gelo¨st, und Ergebnisse fu¨r ein Hubbard
Modell auf einem Bethe Gitter sowie einem eindimensionalen Hubbard Modell vorgestellt
und mit exakten Ergebnissen verglichen.
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“There is a theory which states that if ever
anyone discovers exactly what the Universe is
for and why it is here, it will instantly disappear
and be replaced by something even more bizarre
and inexplicable.”
Douglas Adams, The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
“There is another theory which states that this
has already happened.”
Ibid.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Let us start by considering a simple quantum-mechanical particle. The state of the system
is completely described by the complex-valued wavefunction Ψ(~x1; t) which is a function of
the spatial coordinate of the particle ~x1 and the time t. All possible states form an infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space, H0. However, it is also possible to restrict oneself to a finite
number of particle orbitals, yielding a Hilbert space with a finite dimension, given by dimH0.
Prominent examples are simple quantum spin models, where one only considers the spin
degrees of freedom of a single localized spin. In the case of a spin-1/2 system one obtains a
two-dimensional local Hilbert space spanned by |↑〉 and |↓〉.
What happens when considering N particles? The wavefunction is now a function of all
spatial coordinates ~xi, i.e. Ψ(~x1, ~x2, . . . ~xN ; t). The Hilbert space of the many-particle wave-
functions, H, can now be written as product space of N single particle Hilbert spaces H0,
yielding
H =
N⊗
i=1
H0. (1.1)
It is important to note that the dimension of the Hilbert space scales exponentially in the
number of particles,
dimH = (dimH0)N . (1.2)
This scaling is fundamentally different in a classical system. The state of a classical system
with N particles is given by the 3N -dimensional vector, x(t) = (~x1(t), . . . , ~xN (t)) ∈ R3N ,
thus a linear scaling can be observed.
The inherent complexity of a quantum-mechanical system is both a boon and a bane at the
same time. It can be exploited in a quantum computer, allowing for instance factorization of
an integer by using Shor’s algorithm [5, 6], which is polynominally bounded in time. However,
on the other side, the exponential complexity prevents an efficient simulation of an arbitrary
13
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quantum system on a classical computer, [9].
However, for physical systems whose correlations are weak, one can set up an effective single
particle description of the problem. The many-particle interactions, like for instance the
electrostatic electro-electron repulsion, are treated on a mean-field level. There are a number
of different methods available, for example the Hartree-Fock method, and the more advanced
density functional theory (DFT) combined with a local density approximation (LDA) [13–
15], to name two important methods. For weakly-correlated systems these methods yield
excellent results.
This changes when considering strongly-correlated systems. A number of interesting sys-
tems like transition metal oxides (for instance NiO, where a Mott-insulating phase can be
observed), or high-temperature superconductors possess strong electronic correlations, hence
methods like LDA or HF are not able to describe these systems.
In general metal-insulator transitions of strongly correlated electronic systems, for instance
of the Hubbard model [7], are of great interest. These systems possess a number of effects
which can be attributed to the strong correlations present. For instance the high-temperature
supraconductivity in cuprate compounds [8], is believed to be described by a two-dimensional
underdoped Hubbard model, but, however, up to now this model eluded all analytical and
numerical attempts.
A simple brute-force solution of the general problem can be obtained by (numerically) di-
agonalizing to full Hilbert space H. However, this approach is limited to only small system
sizes, as the occurring matrices scale exponentially with the system size.
Now, the question arouses whether this exponential complexity is inherent to the problem,
or whether there are faster algorithms for simulating a quantum-mechanical system possible.
I.e. is the full treatment always necessary, or are there efficient algorithms available for sim-
ulating specific strongly-correlated systems.
Focusing on the exponential growths of the Hilbert space one may resort to Monte-Carlo
methods which tries to sample the full Hilbert space. One randomly draws states xi from
the Hilbert which contribute to the desired physical state with the probability pi. The
expectation value of an operator Aˆ can now be written as
〈A〉 ≈
N∑
i=1
piA(xi)
N∑
i=1
pi
. (1.3)
However, in general it is not possible to set a Monte-Carlo scheme for a quantum system for
which pi is always positive. As long as the expectation value of pi is non-zero, i.e.
〈p〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
pi 6= 0, (1.4)
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it is still possible to evaluate Eq. 1.3 faithfully. When 〈p〉 becomes small, ∣∣ 〈p〉 ∣∣ ≪ 1, the
numerical condition of this approach deteriorates, thus introducing (possibly large) errors to
the sums. This effect is known as sign-problem. When the sign-problem is not present, how-
ever, Quantum Monte-Carlo methods provide an efficient simulation of strongly-correlated
systems.
It turns out that for bosonic and spin models, which do not possess any frustrated inter-
actions, Quantum Monte-Carlo methods exists, where 〈p〉 stays finite. However, adding
frustrations to the system introduces a sign problem, which becomes arbitrarily strong in
the limit of small temperatures, β →∞. The sign problem is also present when considering
fermionic systems. In this case, one can show that the sign problem is NP-complete[10], thus
a difficult problem to solve.
A different approach uses quantum information theory to determine the relevant parts of the
Hilbert space to describe a given state. Consider a system in the pure state |Ψ〉, and divide
the system into two parts, subsystem A and B. The density matrices ρˆA,B for both subsystems
can now be obtained by simply tracing out the other subsystem, i.e. ρˆA = TrB |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|, and
ρˆB = TrA |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|. The entanglement entropy
S = −TrB (ρˆA log ρˆA) = −TrA (ρˆB log ρˆB) (1.5)
provides a measure of the (quantum) information contained in the entanglement between
both subsystems. Schuhmacher’s noiseless channel coding theorem [6] now states that S
qubits are needed to represent the information faithfully. This result is the quantum ver-
sion of the well-known Shannon’s source coding theorem of the classical information theory,
which states that Shannon entropy, S = −∑i pi log pi, measures how many classical bits are
needed to store the information of a message. In the classical information theory, one can
now use this theorem as starting point to construct efficient quantum compression algorithms.
Consider a system with L sites and the local Hilbert space of site i is spanned by |αi〉. A
general state can now be written down,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α1
∑
α2
· · ·
∑
αL
Aα1,α2,...αL |α1〉 ⊗ |α2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αL〉 , (1.6)
where Aα1,α2,...αL is a rank-L tensor. It is always possible to decompose an arbitrary rank-k
tensor Aαβ into a product of a rank-(kα + 1), B
γ
α, and a rank-(kβ + 1) tensor C
γ
β,
Aαβ = B
γ
αC
γ
β. (1.7)
α is a rank-kα superindex, β a rank-kβ one, i.e. k = kα + kβ . Now one can write the tensor
Aα1,α2,...αL as product of rank-3 tensors,
Aα1,α2,...αL = A1
(α1)
γ1 A2
(α2)
γ1γ2 · · · AL−1(αL−1)γL−2γL−1 AL(αL)γL−1 , (1.8)
as sketched in Fig. 1.1. One can split the system into two subsystems by considering one
index γi; now it can be shown by using the Schmidt decomposition that the entanglement
16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
a)
b)
|α1〉
|α1〉
|α2〉
|α2〉
|α3〉
|α3〉
|αL−2〉
|αL−2〉
|αL−1〉
|αL−1〉
|αL〉
|αL〉
A
α1,...,αL
A1 A2 A3 AL−2 AL−1AL
Figure 1.1: A general state of the Hilbert space (a), and the construction of Matrix Product
States (b).
entropy, Eq. 1.5, provides a measurement of the dimension of this index needed to faithfully
represent the state |Φ〉. Ai(αi)γi−1γi ≡
(
Ai
(αi)
)
γi−1γi
can be interpreted as matrix with the
additional index αi. Now one can write down a general state,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α1
∑
α2
· · ·
∑
αL
A1
(α1)A2
(α2) · · ·AL(αL) |α1〉 ⊗ |α2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αL〉 , (1.9)
using the matrix product. Therefore this representation of the Hilbert space is called matrix
product states (MPS). These states form the theoretical framework of the density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm[11, 12].
In the next chapter, we will discuss matrix product states in great detail, and especially
consider a number of algorithms which are able to efficiently handle MPS numerically. It
will turn out that MPS are only a good ansatz for one-dimensional systems, however, for
systems with higher dimensions, MPS does not provide an efficient scheme to simulate these
quantum systems on a classical computer. There are extensions of the MPS available, which
are based on other tensor decompositions of Eq. 1.6, [35–37], but, albeit being polynominally
bounded, the computational cost makes a numerical treatment unfeasible.
Now, in general one could ask, which types of quantum systems can be simulated on a classi-
cal computer, or in terms of complexity theory, what is the relation between the complexity
class P (polynomial bounded in time on a classical computer) and BQP (polynominally
bounded on a quantum computer). Up to now, no answers to these questions are known.
However, one may also follow a proposal made by Feynman [9]. It is always possible to sim-
ulate a quantum system with another quantum system. Experimental setups using ultracold
atomic gases with optical lattices [16] provide well-controlled quantum systems with a good
tunablity, in particular these systems could be used to simulate a two-dimensional Hubbard
model.
17
In this thesis, algorithms based on matrix products states are applied to a number of dif-
ferent physical problems. In chapter 2, matrix product states are introduced and several
algorithms are presented, which for instance can be used to calculate groundstates, general
time-evolutions and dynamical spectral functions. In the following chapter, chapter 3, the
existence of chiral phases in isotropic quantum spin chains is shown.
The spin-charge separation is a key feature of interacting one-dimensional systems[17], how-
ever, an experimental observation of this effect has been up to now a difficult task. Only a
few experiments have shown signs of this effect. In chapter 4, we propose a new experimental
setup for which it should be possible to observe and to control the spin-charge separation,
by using ultracold atomic gases with optical lattices.
Finally, we want to consider the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [18], which, compared
to a simple mean-field theory, fully takes local quantum fluctuations into account, making it
well-suited to handle strongly correlated systems. The full lattice problem is mapped onto
an impurity problem, which is, however, still a quantum many-body problem. In chapter 5,
MPS-algorithms are used as impurity solver for the DMFT.
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Chapter 2
Matrix Product States
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we first want to introduce matrix product states (MPS), which can be used to
simulate one-dimensional quantum systems. Based on quantum information theory, we will
show that matrix product states yield an efficient representation of one-dimensional wave-
functions, allowing to save the quantum mechanical information on a classical computer.
After the introduction of matrix product states and the basic nomenclature, we will present
a number of algorithms, which enable a fast and stable handling of these states. In section
2.2, we will focus on basic algorithms, which are for instance needed to calculate overlaps
and expectation values and to represent operators in the matrix product states framework.
In section 2.3, we will formulate the DMRG algorithm in the MPS language, which can be
seen as variational method on the MPS giving rise to a local update scheme which allows to
optimize each matrix of a MPS. The next section 2.4 deals with calculating the time-evolution
of arbitrary wavefunctions. Two algorithms will be discussed, one based on the Trotter de-
composition and another one based on a Krylov subspace expansion. Finally, in section 2.5
dynamical spectral functions are considered and in section 2.6 a conclusion is drawn.
Let us start with a short introduction to matrix product states.
Consider a generic quantum system in a pure state |Ψ〉, and divide the system into two parts,
A and B, as depicted in Fig. 2.1. By using the singular value decomposition, one can write
down the Schmidt decomposition of the state, i.e.
BA
Figure 2.1: A bipartite quantum system.
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|Ψ〉 =
∑
i
√
pi |Ai〉 ⊗ |Bi〉 (2.1)
where both |Ai〉 and |Bi〉 form an orthonormalized basis set of the Hilbert space of subsystem
A and B respectively. pi are real, non-negative numbers, i.e. pi ≥ 0. For each subsystem,
one can trace out the other subsystem to obtain the density matrices ρˆA and ρˆB . By using
the Schmidt decomposition, Eq. 2.1, one obtains the following density matrices,
ρˆA = TrB |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| =
∑
i
pi |Ai〉 〈Ai| , (2.2)
ρˆB = TrA |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| =
∑
i
pi |Bi〉 〈Bi| .
The von-Neumann entropy of a density matrix is defined as S(ρˆ) = −Tr (ρˆ log ρˆ). The
entropies of each subsystem density matrix are equal,
S = −TrA (ρˆA log ρˆA) = −TrB (ρˆB log ρˆB) = −
∑
i
pi log pi. (2.3)
The entropy can now be used as a measure of the entanglement between the two subsystems.
If both systems are not entangled, each density matrix is just a pure state, i.e. ρi = |Ψi〉 〈Ψi|,
i ∈ {A, B}, and the entropy is thus zero.
Motivated by the Schmidt decomposition, one can set up a truncation scheme, which keeps
the first M terms of the Schmidt decomposition with the highest coefficients pi, |Ψ〉 =∑M
i=1
√
pi |Ai〉 ⊗ |Bi〉. It turns out that the number of terms needed to faithfully approxi-
mate the wavefunction |Ψ〉, M , can be related to the entanglement between both systems.
M scales roughly with the exponential of the entropy S, i.e. M ∼ expS.
Motivated by this analysis, it is possible to write down a class of states which allows an
efficient representation of physical states of the Hilbert space. Consider a quantum system
consisting of L sites, for instance a spin 1/2 site with two possible local states, |↑〉 and |↓〉,
or more general |αi〉. The sites can be enumerated by some index i (for a one-dimensional
system one can use the spatial coordinate with the lattice spacing a ≡ 1). Now cut the system
into three parts at some site i: the site i itself, a “left” part (sites 1, . . . , i−1), and a “right”
one (sites i+1, . . . , N). Let |Lβ〉 be a basis set of the left Hilbert space, |Rγ〉 of the right one.
The most general state (of the full system) can be written as a linear combination of the
tensor product of the different basis sets
|Ψ〉 =
∑
αβγ
(Ai)
α
βγ |Lβ〉 ⊗ |αi〉 ⊗ |Rγ〉 . (2.4)
Ai is an arbitrary rank-3 tensor and is sketched in Fig. 2.2. One can extend this approach
to be able to write down the full wavefunction. A state as defined in Eq. 2.4 cuts the system
at site i. Now, we want to consider a new state, but one which is now cut at the site (i− 1).
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|αi〉
|Lβ〉 |Rγ〉
(Ai)
αi
βγ
Figure 2.2: Sketch of a A matrix used as defined by Eq. 2.4.
|α1〉 |α2〉 |α3〉 |αL−2〉 |αL−1〉 |αL〉
A1 A2 A3 AL−2 AL−1 AL
Figure 2.3: Sketch of a matrix product state given by Eq. 2.6. The circles represent the
rank-3 tensors Ai, |αi〉 are the local states of the site i. Connected lines represent contracted
indices.
∣∣R′γ′〉 = ∑αγ(Ai)αγ′γ |αi〉 ⊗ |Rγ〉 forms a new right basis set for the right half of the system
which is now enlarged by one site. Together with a new left basis
∣∣∣L′β〉, one can write down
the new state,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
βγ
∑
αiαi−1
∑
δ
(Ai−1)
αi−1
βδ (Ai)
αi
δγ
( ∣∣L′β〉⊗ |αi−1〉 ⊗ |αi〉 ⊗ |Rγ〉). (2.5)
This scheme can be extended up to the borders of the system, yielding a general form of the
state,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α1
∑
α2
· · ·
∑
αL
A1
(α1)A2
(α2) · · ·AL(αL) |α1〉 ⊗ |α2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αL〉 , (2.6)
which is depicted in Fig. 2.3. αi is a physical index which runs over the local states of site
i (for instance αi ∈ {↑, ↓} in case of a spin-1/2 site). Ai are rank-3 tensors, thus Ai(αi) are
matrices, which are connected via the usual matrix product1, since one write the contraction
of the index δ in Eq. 2.5 as matrix product, i.e.
∑
δ
(Ai−1)
αi−1
βδ (Ai)
αi
δγ ≡
(
Ai−1
(αi−1)Ai
(αi)
)
βγ
. (2.7)
Therefore this class of states are called matrix product states. They form the foundation of
the algorithms presented in this chapter. Applications of the Matrix Product States based
algorithm to physical problems will be performed in the following chapters of this thesis.
1In order to take the boundaries into account, the first and the last tensor are only rank-2 tensors, i.e.
A1
(α1) ∈ C1×M and AL
(αL) ∈ CM×1.
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First, let us note that every possible state of the full Hilbert space of the system can be
written as a Matrix Product State, provided one uses a sufficiently large matrix dimension
M . In the (numerically not always affordable) limit M →∞, it would be possible to exactly
represent any state of the system. For a finite M , the matrix product states can be used as
ansatz wavefunction for a variation method, for instance to calculate the groundstate of a
quantum system. The entanglement entropy S, defined by using the Schmidt decomposition,
Eq. 2.3, yields an estimate of the needed matrix dimensions, which are roughly given by the
exponential of the entanglement entropy, M ∼ expS.
The entanglement entropy of a state is a measure of the efforts needed to write down a Matrix
Product State representation, therefore it is the main performance indicator of MPS-based
algorithm. We now want to consider the entanglement for different system types, i.e. differ-
ent dimensions, and both gapped and critical systems.
Let us start with a gapped system. The correlation length is finite in this case, and thus the
range of the entanglement is limited. For parts of the system which are significantly further
away than this distance, the entanglement can be neglected. Hence, if the system is split into
two parts, the entanglement entropy is proportional to the area of the intersection surface
of both systems. With increasing system size the entropy thus scales as surface property of
the system, i.e. is proportional to LD−1. This is only changed slightly if a critical system
is considered. A critical system exhibits long-range correlations decaying with a power-law,
introducing logarithmic corrections to the entropy scaling of the gapped case.
Consider now a one-dimensional system. In the gapped case, the entropy stays constant with
respect to the size of the system, especially in the limit L→∞. Thus the matrix dimensions
of the MPS stay constant, and the system can be well described by a matrix product state
with a finite matrix dimension M ∼ expS = const. A critical system introduces logarithmic
corrections to the entanglement, i.e. S ∼ logL, therefore the matrix dimensions needed
to describe a groundstate of a critical system are roughly given by M ∼ L. In both cases
M is polynomially bounded in the size of the system, and since the algorithms needed to
handle matrix product states (which will be introduced in the subsequent sections) are also
polynomially bounded, one can simulate a one-dimensional system with polynomial costs in
the system size, hence MPS-based algorithms allow to efficiently simulate a one-dimensional
quantum system. This is a vast improvement to the exact diagonalization of the system as
discussed in the introduction of this thesis, which scales exponentially with the size.
What happens in the case of higher dimensions? In a two-dimensional system, the entropy is
roughly linear to the system size, thus the matrix dimensions needed scale exponentially with
the size. This limits the use of Matrix Product States algorithms to either one-dimensional
systems or two-dimensional systems where the system in one spatial direction is small, i.e.
ladder geometries.
Matrix product states form the theoretical framework of a number of different numerical
algorithms. In [27] the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [11, 12] is formulated
in the MPS-framework. This will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3. The numerical
renormalization group (NRG) method [28, 29] can also be formulate in this framework, as
discussed in [30].
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|α〉
|α〉
|α〉|α〉 |α〉
|α〉|α〉
|α〉|α〉
A A
A
AAA
A A
A
Figure 2.4: A PEPS[35, 36] state, an example of a two-dimensional tensor product state.
In this thesis, we only want to consider systems with a open boundary conditions and finite
system sizes. However, it also possible to extend the MPS-approach to incorporate periodic
boundary conditions. This has been discussed in [31, 32]. Finally, there exists algorithms for
infinite system sizes, introduced in [33, 34].
Matrix product states are a special case of tensor product states, given by arbitrary tensor
decompositions of the rank-L tensor Aα1,α2,...αL which characterizes the general state,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α1
∑
α2
· · ·
∑
αL
Aα1,α2,...αL |α1〉 ⊗ |α2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αL〉 . (2.8)
Fig. 2.4 shows a two-dimensional PEPS-state[35, 36], which uses rank-5 tensors with one
physical index and four further indices (left, right, up, down) connecting to nearest-neighboring
sites. However, dealing with such an ansatz state is exponentially expensive in the matrix
dimensions, thus not feasible. It is possible to set up approximative algorithms which have
only polynomial costs, but the actual scaling possesses rather high powers in the matrix di-
mensions, i.e. Mα, where α is of the order of 10 - 20. There are other approaches available,
for instance the MERA algorithm[37], but the scaling is even worse, making it unfeasible
to efficiently handle these algorithms numerically. However, the construction of new tensor
product states-based algorithms is an emerging and hot field of research, but still, up to now,
no effective algorithm for simulating two-dimensional quantum systems2 is known.
2Including fermionic and frustrated systems.
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2.2 Matrix Product States
In this section, we want to continue considering matrix product states. While in the last
section an overview and motivations of matrix product states were given, this section will
focus more on the technical details of this representation of physical states. A number of
different algorithm are presented. The first subsection considers algorithms dealing with ma-
trix product wavefunctions. We will define orthogonality constraints for the MPS, and we
will present an efficient scheme to calculate the overlap of two wavefunctions.
Then a representation of a general operator in the MPS-framework is discussed, yielding
algorithm to calculate expectation values of generic operators. Finally, we consider how to
incorporate symmetries to the MPS, yielding a significant speedup.
2.2.1 Matrix Product Wavefunctions
Definition
Let us start with matrix product wavefunctions, which have the generic form,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α1
∑
α2
· · ·
∑
αL
Tr
(
A1
(α1)A2
(α2) · · ·AL(αL)
)
|α1〉 ⊗ |α2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αL〉 . (2.9)
Throughout this chapter, only systems with open boundary conditions are considered. In
this case, the outer left matrices, A1
(α1), and the outer right ones, AL
(αL), are 1 ×M and
respectively M × 1 dimensional, hence the trace becomes trivial and can be omitted. This
simplifies Eq. 2.9 to a simple matrix product, i.e. A1
(α1)A2
(α2) · · ·AL(αL). Further, we will
consider the matrices Ai
(αi) for 1 < i < L to be (M ×M)-dimensional, and a D-dimensional
local Hilbert space.
Orthogonality Constraints
The representation of a physical state by a Matrix Product State is not unique. Consider
an invertible matrix X. Now one can insert XX−1 into the MPS, i.e. changing the matri-
ces Ai
(αi) → Ai(αi)X and Ai+1(αi+1) → X−1Ai+1(αi+1) leaves the physical wavefunction
unchanged. In order to simplify and subsequently to stabilize the considered algorithms,
it is useful to enforce orthogonality conditions to the matrices Ai
(αi). A reasonable choice
is to enforce that the identity operator in the effective Hilbert space is trivial, yielding the
following two orthogonality constraints,
∑
α
(
A(α)
)†
A(α) = 1, (left-handed), (2.10)
∑
α
A(α)
(
A(α)
)†
= 1, (right-handed). (2.11)
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of the scheme used to calculate overlaps. The lines depict the contraction
of the indices. The overlap is given by Eq. 2.14, (a). Now, we can sum up the first physical
index α1, yielding the M ×M matrix E1, shown in (b). The second site can be included, by
using Eq. 2.17, one obtains the new M ×M matrix E2, (c). This scheme can be repeated
iteratively, (d), E4 (not shown) finally contains the value of the overlap. The costs of this
scheme are cubic in the matrix dimensions and linear in the system size, i.e. O (LM3).
Consider a site i. When all matrices left of this site, i.e. all Aj for 1 ≤ j < i, fulfill the
left-handed constraint, the effective left basis set given by
∣∣∣l(i−1)γ 〉 = ∑
α1
· · ·
∑
αi−1
(
A1
(α1) · · ·Ai−1(αi−1)
)
γ
|α1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αi−1〉 , (2.12)
is orthonormalized. Subsequently, when all matrices right of this site (i < j ≤ L) obey the
right-handed condition, the effective right basis set, given by
∣∣∣r(i+1)γ 〉 = ∑
αi+1
· · ·
∑
αL
(
Ai+1
(αi+1) · · ·AL(αL)
)
γ
|αi+1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αL〉 , (2.13)
is also orthonormalized.
Overlaps
Consider now two wavefunctions |ΨA〉 and |ΨB〉, given by the matrices Ai(αi) and Bi(αi).
The overlap 〈ΨA|ΨB〉 is now given by
〈ΨA|ΨB〉 =
∑
{αi}
(
A1
(α1)∗A2(α2)∗ · · ·AL(αL)∗
)(
B1
(α1)B2
(α2) · · ·BL(αL)
)
. (2.14)
This expression, however, involves a sum over a complete basis of the full Hilbert space, i.e.
DL terms, making it unfeasible to evaluate numerically. Fig. 2.5 (a) sketches index contrac-
tions needed to evaluate Eq. 2.14. By using the direct tensor product, (A⊗B)ii′jj′ = AijBi′j′ ,
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and a “matrix product”-type product of two rank-4 tensors, (C ·D)ii′jj′ =
∑
kk′ Cii′kk′Dkk′jj′ ,
it is possible to simplify this expression, yielding
〈ΨA|ΨB〉 =
(∑
α1
A1
(α1)∗ ⊗B1(α1)
)
·
(∑
α2
A2
(α2)∗ ⊗B2(α2)
)
· . . .
. . . ·
(∑
αL
AL
(αL)∗ ⊗BL(αL)
)
. (2.15)
Since we are considering a system with open boundary conditions, the first term given by
A1
(α1)∗ ⊗B1(α1), is just a rank-2 tensor, thus an ordinary matrix. After summing up the
physical index α1, one obtains the matrix
E1 =
∑
α1
A1
(α1)∗ ⊗B1(α1), (2.16)
which is M ×M dimensional, as depicted in Fig. 2.5 (b). Now we can include the second
site.
(
A2
(α2)∗ ⊗B2(α2)
)
is a rank-4 tensor, which, applied to the rank-2 tensor E1, yields
another rank-2 tensor. Finally, one needs to sum over the physical index of the second site,
α2, to obtain a new matrix E2, again M ×M dimensional, Fig. 2.5 (c). This procedure can
then iteratively be repeated to get the matrices
Ei =
∑
αi
(
Ai
(αi)
)†
Ei−1Bi
(αi). (2.17)
When the right border of the system is reached, EL is a 1× 1 matrix containing the actual
value of the overlap 〈ΨA|ΨB〉. This algorithm provides an efficient scheme to evaluate over-
laps of different MPS-wavefunctions. The costs are scaling cubic in the matrix dimensions
M and linear in the system size L.
Instead of sweeping through the system from left to right, i.e. increasing i, it is also possible
to start from the right site i = L with the matrix
FL =
∑
αL
AL
(αL) ⊗BL(αL)∗, (2.18)
and then decrease i, thus sweeping leftwards,
Fi =
∑
αi
Ai
(αi)Fi+1
(
Bi
(αi)
)†
. (2.19)
Again, F1 is a 1 × 1 matrix containing the overlap. It is also possible to combine both
approaches. Starting from both edges, one gets both Ei and Fi. The overlap is now given
by
〈ΨA|ΨB〉 = Tr
(
EiFi+1
†
)
. (2.20)
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|α1〉 |α2〉 |α3〉 |αL−2〉 |αL−1〉 |αL〉
|β1〉 |β2〉 |β3〉 |βL−2〉 |βL−1〉 |βL〉
C1 C2 C3 CL−2 CL−1 CL
Figure 2.6: Sketch of a matrix product operator.
In order to increase the stability of the algorithms, it is useful to enforce the orthogonality
constraints just discussed, which are given by Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.11. The matrices Ai used to
calculate Ei should be left-orthonormalized, while the ones used for Fi right-orthonormalized.
MPS arithmetic
Finally, we want to consider the addition of two MPS wavefunctions, |ΨA〉 and |ΨB〉, given
by the matrices Ai
(αi) and Bi
(αi). A new matrix product wavefunction for which |ΨC〉 =
|ΨA〉 + |ΨB〉 holds can be constructed by using the direct sum3 of the matrices Ai(αi) and
Bi
(αi),
Ci
(αi) = Ai
(αi) ⊕Bi(αi). (2.21)
The matrix dimension of the new state is the sum of the dimensions of |ΨA〉 and |ΨB〉, i.e.
MC = MA + MB , thus the space of matrix product states with a fixed maximal matrix
dimension is not closed under the addition.
2.2.2 Matrix Product Operators
Introduction
In the last subsection, matrix product wavefunctions have been considered. However, it is
possible to extend the concepts of matrix product states to represent general operators. A
general matrix product operator is given by
Cˆ =
∑
{αi},{βi}
C1
(α1,β1)C2
(α2,β2) · · ·CL(αL,βL) |α1〉 〈β1| ⊗ |α2〉 〈β2| ⊗ . . .⊗ |αL〉 〈βL| , (2.22)
where Ci are rank-4 tensors, each physical index (αi and βi) is D-dimensional, and Ci
(αi,βi)
are m×m dimensional matrices. Fig. 2.6 shows a sketch of a matrix product operator.
3The direct sum of two matrices A and B is given by A⊕B =
»
A 0
0 B
–
.
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Consider now an operator which can be written as a sum of local operator acting only on a
single site,
Cˆ =
L∑
i=1
Xˆi, (2.23)
where each local operator is given by Xˆi =
∑
αiβi
(Xi)αiβi |αi〉 〈βi|. The operator Cˆ can
easily be written as a matrix product operator with the following matrices,
Ci
(αi,βi) =
(
δαi,βi 0
(Xi)αi,βi δαi,βi
)
, for 1 < i < L, (2.24)
C1
(α1,β1) =
(
(X1)α1,β1 , δα1,β1
)
, and CL
(αL,βL) =
(
δαL,βL , (XL)αL,βL
)T
. Thus every oper-
ator which is a sum of local operators can always be represented as a 2 × 2 matrix product
operator. This scheme can be extended to operators containing next-nearest interactions of
the form,
Cˆ =
L−1∑
i=1
XˆiYˆi+1, (2.25)
where both Xˆi and Yˆi are single site operators. The matrix product operator representation
of Cˆ is now given by
Ci
(αi,βi) =

 δαi,βi 0 0(Yi)αi,βi 0 0
0 (Xi)αi,βi δαi,βi

 , for 1 < i < L, (2.26)
C1
(α1,β1) =
(
0, (X1)α1,β1 , δα1,β1
)
, and CL
(αL,βL) =
(
δαL,βL , (YL)αL,βL , 0
)T
. This can eas-
ily be generalized to arbitrary finite-range operators. Now, one can express the Hamiltonian
Hˆ of a system by a Matrix Product Operator. For commonly used one-dimensional Hamil-
tonians the resulting matrix dimensions are small, for instance m = 3 for an Ising model in
a transverse field or m = 6 for a fermionic Hubbard model, [38].
Operator Arithmetic
It is possible to calculate the sum of two matrix product operators (Aˆ and Bˆ, with the
matrices Ai
(αi,βi) and Bi
(αi,βi)) directly by using the direct sum of the occurring matrices,
similar to the sum of two wavefunctions considered in the last subsection,
Ci
(αi,βi) = Ai
(αi,βi) ⊕Bi(αi,βi). (2.27)
The matrix dimensions of the resulting operator (Cˆ = Aˆ+ Bˆ) are just the sum of the dimen-
sions of each initial operator, i.e. mC = mA +mB .
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Figure 2.7: Scheme to calculate expectation values: (a) expression to evaluate and (b) ex-
pression after applying both Eq. 2.30 and Eq. 2.31 twice.
The product of the two operators Cˆ = AˆBˆ) can also be calculated, the matrices of the
resulting matrix product operator are given by a sum of direct products,
Ci
(αi,βi) =
∑
γi
Ai
(αi,γi) ⊗Bi(γi,βi), (2.28)
with the matrix dimensions mC = mAmB .
Applying an Operator
It is possible to apply a matrix product operator exactly on a matrix product wavefunction.
Given the wavefunction |ΨA〉 with the matrices Ai(αi) and the operator Cˆ, represented by
Eq. 2.22, one can write down a new wavefunction |ΨB〉 ≡ Cˆ |ΨA〉 with the mM × mM
dimensional matrices
Bi
(αi) =
∑
γi
Ci
(αi,γi) ⊗Ai(γi). (2.29)
Expectation Values
One can use this algorithm to calculate expectation values of arbitrary operators by first
applying the operator to one wavefunction and then calculating the overlap as described in
the last section. However, one can construct a more efficient scheme for evaluating expressions
of the type 〈ΨA| Cˆ |ΨB〉. The scheme is similar to the one used to calculate overlaps as
discussed in the last subsection. Starting from the left one obtains the following matrices,
Ei
(ηi) =
∑
αiβiηi−1
(
Ci
(αi,βi)
)
ηiηi−1
(
Ai
(αi)
)†
Ei−1
(ηi−1)Bi
(βi). (2.30)
If starting from the right, one gets
Fi
(ηi−1) =
∑
αiβiηi
(
Ci
(αi,βi)
)
ηiηi−1
Ai
(αi)Fi+1
(ηi)
(
Bi
(βi)
)†
. (2.31)
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Note the additional index ηi which is introduced by matrix products of the matrix product
operator. The final value of the expectation value is then given by
〈ΨA| Cˆ |ΨB〉 =
∑
ηi
Tr
(
Ei
(ηi)
(
Fi+1
(ηi)
)†)
. (2.32)
The overlap scheme is sketched in Fig. 2.7.
Conclusion
In this section, matrix product operators were introduced. Compared with the na¨ıve formu-
lation of the DMRG algorithm, the MPS approach offers great flexibility. Any expectation
value or correlator can directly be calculated, one does not need to keep track of the repre-
sentations of the operators in the effective basis set as in the na¨ıve formulation, it suffices
to know the current wavefunction and MPO representation of the operator. Further, it is
possible to calculate operators like Hˆ2, since the matrix dimensions m of the Hamiltonian
are usually small and thus Hˆ2 with the dimensions m2 is easy to handle. This can be used
to evaluate the variance of a state, i.e. σ2 =
〈
Hˆ2
〉
−
〈
Hˆ
〉2
, which gives a bound of error of
a calculated wavefunction (this will be discussed in more detail in the next section).
2.2.3 Symmetries
Now, we want to also include symmetries of the Hamiltonian in the MPS framework. Consider
a Heisenberg model
Hˆ =
N−1∑
i=1
[
JxS
x
i S
x
i+1 + JyS
y
i S
y
i+1 + JzS
z
i S
z
i+1
]
, (2.33)
where ~Si ≡ (Sxi , Syi , Szi )T are the usual spin-S operators.
If all interaction strengths are unequal, i.e. Jx 6= Jy 6= Jz the system does not possess any
global symmetry. However, if two interactions are equal, i.e. Jx = Jy 6= Jz, a rotation sym-
metry along the z-axis emerges, given by the unitary symmetry operator T (α) = exp
(
iαSˆz
)
,
where Sˆz ≡
∑
i S
z
i is the total spin in z-direction, and the symmetry group U(1). This yields
a conserved quantity
〈
Sˆz
〉
, as Sˆz commutes with the Hamiltonian.
Now, we want to consider general Abelian symmetries, for example the Sz, U(1) spin symme-
try or the U(1) particle number conservation symmetry, for instance present in the Hubbard
model (both fermionic and bosonic). Any Abelian group has a one-dimensional irreducible
representation, yielding a conserved quantum number q.
This allows us to represent the A-matrices as irreducible tensors, for which Akqlqr is only
non-vanishing if qr = ql + k holds. Here ql and qr are the quantum numbers associated
with the left and the right effective basis states, and k is the quantum number of the local
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states. This scheme differs from the scheme used in the usual DMRG algorithm, where one
constructs the superblock wavefunction (see section 2.3 for more details)
|Ψ〉 =
∑
uv
Cuv |u〉 ⊗ |v〉 , such that (u+ v = target) holds. (2.34)
However, the scheme used here is different. The left vacuum state has the quantum number
0, and the right vacuum state the target quantum number. Therefore, it is only possible to
target one quantum number using one MPS state, while the DMRG allows to simultaneously
target multiple quantum numbers. Nevertheless, due to the great flexibility of the MPS ap-
proach, which allows to deal with more than one MPS state simultaneously, this does not
impose any restrictions.
Let us now consider the case where all three interaction strengths of the Heisenberg model
are equal, Jx = Jy = Jz. Then one obtains a full rotation symmetry which is parametrized
by T (α, β, γ) = exp
(
iαSˆx
)
exp
(
iβSˆz
)
exp
(
iγSˆx
)
, and the symmetry group SU(2). This
group is no longer Abelian, however, using the Wigner - Eckert theorem, [40],
〈j,m|T [k]M |j′,m′〉 = 〈j‖T [k] ‖j′〉Cj k j
′
mMm′ , (2.35)
it is again possible to construct the A-matrices as irreducible tensors, for more details see
[41], and [42, 43].
Making use of the symmetries yields significantly faster algorithms. The matrices become
block-diagonal, and as the computational costs of the MPS algorithm scale roughly cubic in
the matrix sizes, one gains a considerably speedup. Including non-abelian symmetries usually
reduces the computational costs by another order of magnitude, see section 2.3.3 and [41].
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Figure 2.8: Sweeping scheme used in DMRG. One performs local optimizations, starting from
the left end of the system and moving to the right. When the end is reached, the direction
is changed and one moves back to the left end.
2.3 DMRG
In this section, we want to formulate the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
algorithm [11, 12] with matrix product states. The general goal of this section is to calculate
groundstates, but the presented concepts can also be used to create a variety of other algo-
rithms, like the solution of time-dependent problems, which will be discussed in section 2.4,
and the calculation of dynamical spectral functions, discussed in section 2.5.
2.3.1 Local Optimization
A key ingredient of all considered algorithms are local optimizations. Instead of performing
global updates (which would in general be an intractable problem), one only locally opti-
mizes the wavefunction by changing only one (or a few) A-matrices at once. This naturally
introduces a sweeping procedure, i.e. the optimization of the state starts for example from
the left edge of the system and goes towards the right end. When one reaches the right end,
the direction is switched and one goes back to the left end, and so forth. Fig. 2.8 sketches
the described sweeping scheme. This procedure is repeated until the state is sufficiently con-
verged.
A convenient approach to perform local optimization is based on the so-called center matrix.
Consider a matrix product state where between the matrices Ai
(αi) and Ai+1
(αi+1) a center
matrix C is inserted,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
{αi}
A1
(α1)A2
(α2) · · ·Ai(αi)CAi+1(αi+1) · · ·AL(αL)
∣∣∣{αi}〉. (2.36)
It is always possible to insert or remove a center matrix to a matrix product state without
changing the physical state, Now, one can enforce the orthogonalization constraints con-
sidered in section 2.2.1 for all A-matrices. All matrices left of the bond, where the center
matrix is located, i.e. Aj for 1 ≤ j ≤ i, are left-orthogonalized, all others right of the bond
(i + 1 ≤ j ≤ L) are right-orthogonalized. Thus, both effective basis sets (given by Eq. 2.12
and Eq. 2.13) are orthonormalized, and the wavefunction is given by
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|Ψ〉 =
∑
γγ′
Cγγ′
∣∣∣l(i)γ 〉⊗ ∣∣∣r(i+1)γ′ 〉 . (2.37)
This form of the wavefunction corresponds to the so-called superblock wavefunction in DMRG
language. By using the E(η) and F (η) matrices, given by considering 〈Ψ| Hˆ |Ψ〉, one gets a
representation of the Hamiltonian in the effective basis
∣∣∣l(i)γ 〉⊗ ∣∣∣r(i+1)γ′ 〉.
Now, we need to calculate the groundstate of this effective Hilbert space. It turns out
that Krylov subspace-based algorithms are well suited to solve this problem. The old center
matrix can be used as an initial guess vector, as it is a reasonable approximation to the correct
solution. This enhances the speed of convergence of the Krylov subspace-based method. The
Hamiltonian Hˆ is Hermitian, hence a Lanczos iteration scheme, similar to the one used in
section 2.4.2, can be applied to get an orthonormalized Krylov basis. For more details on
the Lanczos iteration and Krylov subspace methods in general see [44].
2.3.2 Truncation
In the algorithm presented in the last subsection, a M×M center matrix is locally optimized.
However, a significant improvement can be gained if the effective Hilbert space is enlarged.
Instead of considering only the effective Hilbert space spanned by
∣∣∣l(i)γ 〉 ⊗ ∣∣∣r(i+1)γ′ 〉, one can
enlarge the effective Hilbert space by fully taking the local physical Hilbert space into account,
i.e. by considering the space spanned by
∣∣∣l(i−1)γ 〉 ⊗ |αi〉 ⊗ ∣∣∣r(i+1)γ′ 〉, when the left site is
expanded, or spanned by
∣∣∣l(i)γ 〉⊗ |αi+1〉 ⊗ ∣∣∣r(i+2)γ′ 〉 for the right site. Both expansions can be
incorporated into the center matrix approach. Let us only consider an expansion of the left
site. Transform Ai
(αi) into a M ×DM dimensional identity matrix A′i(αi), in the sense that
A′i
(αi)
γi−1γ′
= δγ′,(γi−1+Dαi) (2.38)
and add a DM ×M dimensional center matrix matrix given by
C(γi−1+Dαi),γi = Ai
(αi)
γi−1γi , (2.39)
introducing the new index γ′ ≡ γi−1 +Dαi. This transformation leaves the state unchanged.
By using the algorithm described in the last subsection, 2.3.1, one can now locally optimize
the DM×M -dimensional center matrix (in the case when the left site is expanded, otherwise
it is M×DM -dimensional). These schemes are commonly referred as one site algorithm [45].
It is also possible to expand both sites, yielding a DM × DM dimensional center matrix,
which is the scheme used in traditional DMRG and referred as two site algorithm.
However, these schemes increase the matrix dimensions of the MPS. As the computational
costs scale roughly cubic with the matrix dimensions, a truncation of the matrix dimensions
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at some point of the algorithm is required.
Let us first consider the two-site algorithm. The center matrix is (DM ×DM)-dimensional.
Now it is possible to write down the density matrix of the left (and right) subsystem
ρˆL =
∑
γγ′η
CγηC
∗
γ′η
∣∣∣l(i)γ 〉〈l(i)γ′ ∣∣∣ , and (2.40)
ρˆR =
∑
γγ′η
CηγC
∗
ηγ′
∣∣∣r(i+1)γ 〉〈r(i+1)γ′ ∣∣∣ . (2.41)
By using the Schmidt-decomposition (given by Eq. 2.2) of the density matrix, which diago-
nalizes the density matrix,
ρˆ =
DM∑
i=1
pi |i〉 〈i| , (2.42)
and keeping only M terms with the highest coefficients pi, one can set up a truncation scheme.
This truncation scheme keeps only the terms with the highest entropy.
This scheme is closely related to the singular value decomposition of the center matrix,
given by C = U †DV , where U and V are DM × DM dimensional unitary matrices, and
D a DM × DM dimensional diagonal matrix with the non-negative diagonal entries √pi,√
p1 ≥ √p2 ≥ . . . ≥ √pr > 0. Again, one can truncate this decomposition such that only M
terms with the highest weights are kept.
The sum of the discarded weights is usually referred as truncation error,
r =
DM∑
i=M+1
pi. (2.43)
What happens when considering the one-site algorithm? The center matrix becomes M ×
DM dimensional, thus the matrix rank of the center matrix cannot be bigger than M .
Therefore, the truncation scheme just discussed does not alter the wavefunction at all, hence
the truncation error always vanishes. This increases the chance that the algorithm gets
trapped in a metastable state. It is possible to circumvent this problem by adding a small
perturbation term to the density matrix,
ρˆL =
∑
γγ′
(
CC† + f
∑
αi
Ei
(αi)CC†
(
Ei
(αi)
)†)
γγ′
∣∣∣l(i)γ 〉〈l(i)γ′ ∣∣∣ , and (2.44)
ρˆR =
∑
γγ′
(
C†C + f
∑
αi
Fi+1
(αi)C†C
(
Fi+1
(αi)
)†)
γγ′
∣∣∣r(i+1)γ 〉〈r(i+1)γ′ ∣∣∣ . (2.45)
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Figure 2.9: The convergence of the DMRG sweeping scheme: the change of the wavefunction
after one sweep squared is plotted against the number of performed sweeps. After approxi-
mately 50 sweeps, the DMRG algorithm converges.
f is the mixing factor. This disturbed density matrix prevents the trapping in the metastable
states.
Since the one-site algorithm only operates with M×DM dimensional matrices instead of the
DM ×DM dimensional matrices of the two-site approach, it is usually the faster algorithm.
Further, the speed of convergence is also better. However, the two-site algorithm has a better
stability when considering frustrated systems[46].
2.3.3 Application of the Algorithms
In this subsection we want to present some illustrative results for an isotropic spin-1/2 Heisen-
berg model, given by Eq. 2.33, with a system size of L = 256.
Starting from a random matrix product state with small matrix dimensions (usually M < 10),
it is useful to perform a reasonable number of DMRG sweeps with a small number of states
kept (of the order of 20 – 50) until the wavefunction is converged. A good convergence test
is given by considering the norm of change of the wavefunction before and after a DMRG
sweep, i.e.
∥∥∥ |Ψi+1〉−|Ψi〉∥∥∥2. While this quantity is not available in the old DMRG language,
it can easily be calculated in the MPS framework. Fig. 2.9 shows this quantity as function
of the number of performed sweeps. After approximately 50 sweeps a convergence can be
observed in this example.
When the DMRG is converged with a small number of states, one can increase M to the
final number of states. Starting directly with the final number of states is not efficient, as
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Figure 2.10: Energy error
(〈
Hˆ
〉
− E0
)
as function of the variance σ2 ≡
〈
(Hˆ − E)2
〉
for
a S = 1/2 Heisenberg model, L = 256, one site algorithm, mixing factor f = 0.01,
and different number of states are kept, M = 50 − 350. The fitted function is given by
(0.86± 0.04)x1.04±0.01 +O (10−12).
the number of sweeps needed to transform the initial random state to the converged state
is roughly independent of the number of states kept. However, as the computational costs
scale cubic with the number of states kept, a significant efficiency gain can be obtained if one
starts with a small number of states.
After the state is converged, one can calculate the desired physical observables, for instance
correlation functions. Using matrix product states the calculation of the groundstate is a
variational procedure[46]. The quality of this approximation is related to the variance of
the obtained state, given by
〈
Hˆ2
〉
−
〈
Hˆ
〉2
. The variance of an eigenstate is zero and for
non-eigenstate it measures the distance of the state from the next eigenstate. Now we can
perform an extrapolation in the variance of the obtained physical quantities. In Fig. 2.10 an
extrapolation of the groundstate energy is shown. The difference of the obtained groundstate
energy and the exact groundstate energy4 as a function of the variance is plotted. The error
scales roughly linear in the variance, as indicated by the fit.
To conclude the discussion of the DMRG algorithm, we want to discus the effects of using the
non-abelian symmetries, as discussed in section 2.2.3. Table 2.1 shows the variance as function
of the number of states. Each non-abelian symmetry reduces the variance significantly,
illustrating that keeping M SU(2) invariant states is rather different from keeping M Abelian
states. The algorithm which handles the non-abelian symmetries requires slightly higher
computational effort for a fixed number of states, but, however, an overall speedup of more
than one order of magnitude is gained by each considered non-abelian symmetry.
4obtained by further increasing M and making use of the non-abelian SU(2) symmetry such that the error
is of the order of the machine precision, i.e. ∼ 10−16.
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(a)
M U(1) SU(2)
20 1.29 · 10−2 2.18 · 10−4
50 7.29 · 10−4 1.88 · 10−6
100 4.33 · 10−5 1.52 · 10−8
200 9.61 · 10−7 ∼ 10−10
(b)
M U(1)× U(1) U(1)× SU(2) SU(2)× SU(2)
50 2.29 · 10−2 1.54 · 10−3 4.33 · 10−6
100 3.32 · 10−3 7.60 · 10−5 3.85 · 10−8
200 2.50 · 10−4 2.02 · 10−7 1.92 · 10−10
400 1.23 · 10−5 2.93 · 10−8 ∼ 10−12
Table 2.1: Variance
〈
(Hˆ − E)2
〉
for different number of kept states M , and making use
of different symmetries. In (a) a spin-1/2 Heisenberg model with the length L = 256 is
considered, and in (b) a half-filled Hubbard model with the system parameter L = 32,
U = 4, and t = 1 is considered.
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2.4 Time-Dependent Problems
In this section we want to present algorithms which calculate the time-evolution of a state
|Ψ(t = 0)〉 for a given Hamiltonian Hˆ by using Matrix Product states. In general the time-
evolution of a Hamiltonian, which does not depend on the time itself, can be written by using
the operator exponential, i.e.
|Ψ(t)〉 = exp
(
iHˆt
)
|Ψ(t = 0)〉 . (2.46)
In a number of physical situations the calculation of the time-evolution is desirable. Con-
sider an ultracold atomic gas in an optical lattice. Due to the good control over the system
parameter and especially the good tunability, it is possible to observe out-of-equilibrium ef-
fects. In [98], a sudden increase of the onsite interaction (induced by increasing the lattice
depth) quenched the system. While the system is initially in a superfluid phase, the phase
is destroyed by the quench. A Mott insulator-like state appears, followed by a revival of the
superfluid phase. In order to fully understand this and similar effects, an exact treatment of
the time-evolution is necessary.
Dynamic response functions, i.e. G(t) = 〈gs| Aˆ(0) Aˆ(t) |gs〉, are a key tool for the understand-
ing of condensed matter systems. While algorithms for calculating the Fourier transform of
the Green function, i.e. G(ω) =
∫
dt exp (iωt)G(t), will be discussed in the next section,
2.5, one can use the algorithm presented in this section to obtain the real-time Green function.
Let us now come back to the MPS algorithm. It is useful to discretize the time and to calculate
each timestep separately. Hence for a timestep ∆t, we want to consider the wavefunction
|Ψj〉 ≡ |Ψ(tj)〉 at the times tj = j ∆t. Thus, for each timestep one exponential needs to be
applied to the wavefunction,
|Ψj+1〉 = exp
(
iHˆ∆t
)
|Ψj〉 . (2.47)
In the following subsections we first want to introduce two different algorithms for calculat-
ing the time-evolution. One algorithm is based on a Trotter decomposition of the matrix
exponential. The second algorithm is based on a Krylov subspace expansion of the matrix
exponential. Finally both algorithms will be compared in the last subsection 2.4.3.
2.4.1 Trotter Decomposition
The first algorithm we want to discuss is based on the Trotter decomposition of the operator
exponential. Let us start with considering the usual Trotter decomposition of a matrix
exponential. Let A and B be two square matrices. The first order Trotter decomposition of
exp
(
δ(A + B)
)
is given by
exp
(
δ(A + B)
)
= exp
(
δA
)
exp
(
δB
)
+O (δ2) . (2.48)
Higher orders of the Trotter decomposition can easily be constructed,
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exp
(
δ(A + B)
)
= exp
(δ
2
A
)
exp
(
δB
)
exp
(δ
2
A
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡S2th(δ)
+O (δ3) , (2.49)
is a second order decomposition, a fourth order one is given by (ϑ−1 ≡ 2− 3√2),
exp
(
δ(A + B)
)
= S2th
(
ϑδ
)
· S2th
(
(1− 2ϑ)δ
)
· S2th
(
ϑδ
)
+O (δ5) . (2.50)
It is also possible to construct decomposition with higher orders, for more details see [47].
Consider now a system where the Hamiltonian can be decomposed in two parts, one which
only acts on even bonds, the other only on odd bonds. This is always possible for a one-
dimensional system where interaction only couples next-nearest neighbors. The Hamiltonian
is now given by the sum of both parts, i.e.
Hˆ = Hˆeven + Hˆodd. (2.51)
A local part of the interaction can also be included, it is convenient to split this part such
that it contributes in either parts to both the even and the odd Hamiltonian. Consider a
Bose-Hubbard model (which will be discussed in section 4.2.1) to illustrate this procedure.
The Hamiltonian is given by
Hˆ = −J
L−1∑
i=1
(
bˆ†i bˆi+1 + bˆ
†
i+1bˆi
)
+
U
2
L∑
i=1
nˆi (nˆi − 1) . (2.52)
Now, one can split the Hamiltonian into (L− 1) terms acting only on a single bond (L shall
be even). Each part can now be written down,
Hˆi = −J
(
bˆ†i bˆi+1 + bˆ
†
i+1bˆi
)
+
U
4
(
nˆi (nˆi − 1) + nˆi+1 (nˆi+1 − 1)
)
+ Hˆborderi , (2.53)
where Hˆborderi is an additional term
5 reflecting the open boundary conditions, being only
non-zero for i = 1 and i = (L− 1). The even and the odd part of the Hamiltonian are given
by,
Hˆeven =
L/2−1∑
i=1
Hˆ2i, Hˆodd =
L/2∑
i=1
Hˆ2i−1. (2.54)
Now we can apply the Trotter decomposition to the operator exponential of the time-
evolution, given by Eq. 2.47. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider only a first order
Trotter decomposition here, for higher orders the described scheme can be performed in
exactly the same manner. The first order decomposition is given by,
5The exact form of this term is given by, Hˆborder
i
=
8<
:
U/4 nˆ1(nˆ1 − 1), i = 1
U/4 nˆL(nˆL − 1), i = (L− 1)
0, else
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exp
(
iHˆ∆t
)
= exp
(
iHˆeven∆t
)
exp
(
iHˆodd∆t
)
+O (∆t2) . (2.55)
Each even bond Hamiltonian commutes with every other even bond Hamiltonian, and every
odd with every other odd bond Hamiltonian,
[
Hˆ2i, Hˆ2j
]
= 0, and
[
Hˆ2i−1, Hˆ2j−1
]
= 0.
Thus, we can decompose the exponential into products of operator exponentials which only
act on single bonds,
exp

i L/2−1∑
i=1
Hˆ2i∆t

 = L/2−1∏
j=1
exp
(
iHˆ2j∆t
)
, (2.56)
exp

i L/2∑
i=1
Hˆ2i−1∆t

 = L/2∏
j=1
exp
(
iHˆ2j−1∆t
)
. (2.57)
It is possible to evaluate the action of such operators on a Matrix Product State exactly.
Starting from the left border of the system one can apply the odd bond evolution operators,
while sweeping towards the right end. Then the even evolution operators can be applied in
the other direction. One timestep is finally given by,
|Ψj+1〉 ≈ exp
(
iHˆ2∆t
)
× exp
(
iHˆ4∆t
)
× · · · × exp
(
iHˆL−2∆t
)
×
exp
(
iHˆL−1∆t
)
× exp
(
iHˆL−3∆t
)
× · · · × exp
(
iHˆ1∆t
)
|Ψj〉 . (2.58)
While sweeping through the system it is useful to truncate the MPS, either by limiting the
number of states used or by using a fixed truncation error.
Two sources of errors are present in the presented algorithm. First, the Trotter decomposition
introduces an error, for the first order Trotter decomposition this error is proportional to ∆t2.
By considering higher order Trotter decomposition, like the second (Eq 2.49) and the fourth
order decomposition (Eq. 2.50), this error can be reduced. A further source of error stems
from the truncation of the MPS states. These errors will be discussed in more detail in the
section 2.4.3.
2.4.2 Krylov Subspace Methods
Now, we want to consider another algorithm which can be used to calculate the time-evolution
based on a Krylov subspace expansion of the evolution operator. Let us start with a def-
inition of the Krylov subspace. Consider a wavefunction |Ψ〉 and an operator Hˆ (i.e. the
Hamiltonian). The N-dimensional Krylov space is then spanned by the wavefunctions Hˆi |Ψ〉,
i = 0, . . . , (N − 1), i.e. given by
KN
(
|Ψ〉 , Hˆ
)
= span
(
|Ψ〉 , Hˆ |Ψ〉 , Hˆ2 |Ψ〉 , . . . , HˆN−1 |Ψ〉
)
. (2.59)
Since the Hamiltonian is a Hermitian operator, the Lanczos algorithm can be used to generate
an orthonormal basis set of KN . Define the zeroth Krylov vector as |k0〉 ≡ |Ψj〉. The higher
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Krylov vectors are calculated by iteratively applying Hˆ. In order to obtain an orthonormal
basis set, one can use the following scheme (Lanczos iteration),
βi+1 |ki+1〉 = Hˆ |ki〉 − αi |ki〉 − βi |ki−1〉 , (2.60)
where αi and βi are chosen such that the orthonormality condition 〈ki|kj〉 = δij is fulfilled.
Now, the Hamiltonian of the system can be approximated using the Krylov vectors,
Hˆ ≈
N−1∑
i,j=0
Hij |ki〉 〈kj | , Hij = 〈ki| Hˆ |kj〉 . (2.61)
With this approximation, it is now possible to exactly calculate the time-evolution given by
Eq. 2.47,
|Ψj+1〉 = exp
(
iHˆ∆t
)
|Ψj〉 ≈
N−1∑
n=0
cn |kn〉 , (2.62)
where the cn are given by the matrix exponential (H denotes the Hamiltonian in the Krylov
space, i.e. a N ×N matrix),
cn =
(
exp
(
iH∆t
))
n,0
. (2.63)
The generated time-evolution operator is always unitary, thus the normalization of the wave-
function is preserved.
The Krylov method can easily be adapted to matrix product states. Applying a (matrix
product) operator to a MPS is straight-forward and can easily be performed exactly, as dis-
cussed in the last section. A big advantage of the MPS formulation of the Krylov algorithm,
is that it is possible to use a new MPS for each Krylov vector, hence one can exploit the full
local Hilbert space to represent each vector. However, when using old DMRG formulation
where the local Hilbert space needs to be split among all Krylov vector, the number of needed
states is significantly increased. As the numerical cost of the used algorithms scales cubic
with the number of states, one obtains a large speedup of the algorithm when using separate
matrix product states for each Krylov vector.
The matrix product operators introduced in the last section can be used to calculate the
Krylov vectors exactly. However, the matrix dimensions for each Krylov vector |ki〉 will be-
come rather large, especially for higher Krylov vectors (i.e. large i), thus a truncation of the
states is required, limiting the accuracy of the calculated Krylov vectors.
A further error is induced by limiting the Hamiltonian to the Krylov subspace. It can be
shown that for sufficiently small timesteps the coefficients of the higher Krylov vectors are
exponentially suppressed. This gives an estimate of the error made by considering only a
finite number of Krylov vectors, which is roughly proportional to the coefficient of the last
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Krylov vector |kN−1〉, i.e. cN−1 of Eq. 2.62.
Hochbruck and Lubrich [52] performed an error analysis for Krylov subspaces based algo-
rithms for calculating matrix exponentials. Their main result is a strict error bound for the
calculated result, here |Ψj+1〉. Given the numerical obtained
〈
k˜i
∣∣∣k˜j〉 (which should be δij
without numerical errors) and further
〈
k˜i
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣k˜j〉 and 〈k˜i∣∣∣ Hˆ2 ∣∣∣k˜j〉, they give a bound on
the error of
∣∣∣k˜i〉 (induced by the truncation of the MPS). Together with the error induced
by the finite dimension of the Krylov subspace, one gets a bound ε for the total error of the
resulting wavefunction given by
∥∥∥|Ψj+1〉 − exp(iHˆ∆t) |Ψj〉∥∥∥2 < ε2. (2.64)
Thus, it is possible to set a fixed error bound ε for each timestep. Subsequently, the number
of Krylov vectors are iteratively increased, while the truncation error of each Krylov vector
|ki〉 is adapted (starting from a big truncation error, which is iteratively decreased) such that
finally the error bound given by Eq. 2.64 is fulfilled.
The presented algorithm allows a precise control over both the numerical errors and required
precision of each Krylov vector. This enables us to perform an efficient simulation of the
time-dependent problems (in terms of the computational costs) while having a strict bound
on the numerical errors.
In the next subsection both algorithms, i.e. the Trotter decomposition and the Krylov
algorithm, are applied to a physical test case in order to assess both the accuracy and the
computational costs of the algorithms.
2.4.3 Comparison
In this subsection, both algorithms are applied to a physical model, a spin-1/2 XXZ model
described by the following Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
N−1∑
i=1
[
1
2
(
S+i S
−
i+1 + S
−
i S
+
i+1
)
+ ∆Szi S
z
i+1
]
. (2.65)
~Si are spin-1/2 operators, and ∆ controls the anisotropy of the system. For ∆ > 1 the
system favors a gapped anti-ferromagnetic phase, while for −1 < ∆ < 1 a critical phase can
be observed. At both ∆ = −1 and ∆ = 1, the system is at a quantum critical point. For
more details see [56].
Here we want to consider the time-evolution after a single particle (magnon) excitation as
test case in order to assess the algorithms discussed in the subsections before. We choose
∆ = 0.2 and a system size of L = 64. Similar to the single particle excitations which will
be considered in section 4.3.2, the spin ladder operator S+L/2 is applied to the groundstate,
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Figure 2.11: The absolute error squared of the time-evolution obtained by the Krylov time-
evolution and different Trotter algorithms, as function of the time.
i.e. |Ψ(t = 0)〉 = S+1 |gs〉. The groundstate is first calculated by using DMRG, and the time-
evolution of the excited state is calculated.
In order to compare the different algorithms, we first calculated a quasiexact time-evolution
by the Krylov algorithm using a timestep of ∆t = 0.25 and an error bound per timestep of
ε2 = 10−12. Based upon the analysis given in this subsection and with considering a forward-
backward time-evolution, one can conclude that a reasonable error bound of the calculated
wavefunctions
∣∣∣Ψ˜(t)〉 is given by
∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣Ψ(t)〉− ∣∣∣Ψ˜(t)〉
∥∥∥∥∥
2
< 10−10. (2.66)
This quasiexact result can now be used as a reference result to assess the quality of the
time-evolution using a limited precision. Fig. 2.11 shows the squared wavefunction error as
a function of time. Let us start with considering the Trotter algorithm, discussed in section
2.4.1.
As discussed before, there are two different sources of errors present in the Trotter time-
evolution. On the one hand, the Trotter decomposition is only an approximation to the
matrix exponential. This error can be diminished by reducing the timestep and by con-
sidering higher orders of the Trotter decomposition. On the other hand, the unavoidable
truncations of the MPS are the other source of errors. While keeping more states, i.e. in-
creasing M , reduces the truncation error, one can also increase the timestep and thus reduce
the overall number of truncations needed. Both sources of errors limit the possible timestep
of the algorithm. If the timestep is too big, the Trotter errors are dominating, while if the
timestep is too small, the truncation errors are the main source of errors..
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The Trotter decomposition, which was first considered in section 2.4.1, is the first order de-
composition given by Eq. 2.48. However, the Trotter error is dominant and much bigger
than errors of the higher order decompositions, hence the first order decomposition is not
useful in this context. The second order decomposition reduces the Trotter error by a sig-
nificant amount. Let us now consider the second order results shown in Fig. 2.11. Note
that all time-evolutions based on Trotter decompositions have been calculated with the same
truncation error of r = 10−10. Reducing the timestep of the second order Trotter algorithm
reduces the errors by a considerable amount. Thus in this case the errors stem mainly from
the Trotter error. This changes when considering the fourth order decomposition, given by
Eq. 2.50. The errors do not change much if the timestep is altered. Hence in this case, the
error is mainly introduced by the truncations.
Now we want to consider the Krylov-subspace based algorithms. A typical timestep used is
of the order of 0.25 in the considered case, much bigger than the timesteps of the Trotter
algorithm. The timestep controls the number of Krylov vectors needed to faithfully represent
the time-evolution exponential, Eq. 2.47. A reasonable number of Krylov vectors are 5
- 8 vectors. If the timestep is further increased, and thus the number or Krylov vectors,
it becomes more and more complicated to calculate the higher Krylov vectors involving
high powers of the Hamiltonian. This severely deteriorates the algorithm, good results are
only achievable by excessive consumption of computer resources. A threshold where these
problems start to arise can be estimated by the inverse square root of variance of the state,
i.e. ∆t <
(〈
Hˆ2
〉
−
〈
Hˆ
〉2)− 12
. On the other hand, if the timestep is too small, the change
of the wavefunction by the time-evolution is too small, and will be truncated, thus again
limiting the precision of the algorithm.
Let us now consider the numerical results obtained by the Krylov algorithm. Fig. 2.11 shows
the errors of the Krylov time-evolution for different error bounds per timestep. First, note
that the error bound given by 2.64 is fulfilled for each timestep.
For the Krylov algorithm, there are two sources of errors present. Due to the finite precision
of the MPS states introduced by the truncation, the calculated Krylov vectors are containing
numerical errors. This yields non-unitary errors, which can be assessed by considering a
forward-backward time-evolution. The state is first evolved up to a time t, and then one
performs a backward time-evolution to get back to the initial state at t = 0. The difference
of the initial state and the state obtained by the forward-backward evolution measures now
the non-unitary errors of the Krylov algorithm. On the other hand, since we are considering
only a finite number of Krylov vectors, another error source is introduced.
In Fig. 2.12 we compare the exact error of the Krylov algorithm with the error obtained
by the forward-backward evolution. For small times up the order of t ∼ 3, one observes a
linear dependence of the error with respect to the time6. For these times, the error is mainly
given by the non-unitary errors, as both the exact error and the forward-backward error
are approximately the same. This changes for bigger times where the exact error increases
quadratically with respect to the time. However, one can note a big difference between the
forward-backward error and the exact error, which is introduced by unitary errors of the
Krylov algorithm. These unitary errors can be assessed by considering higher moments of
the Hamiltonian, i.e.
〈
Hˆn(t)
〉
, which should be, in principle, constant for all times. How-
ever, as soon as they start to deviate, unitary errors are emerging, which can not be taken
6Note, that the squared error is plotted.
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Figure 2.12: A forward-backward time-evolution, measuring the non-unitary errors of the
Krylov algorithm, is compared to the absolute error of the time-evolution. The timestep is
δt = 0.25 and an error bound of ε2 = 10−4 is used.
into account by a forward-backward time-evolution.
Let us now conclude the section dealing with algorithms for time-dependent problems. We
have presented two algorithms able to calculate the time-dependence of a general one-
dimensional system. The Trotter algorithm is based on the Trotter decomposition of a
matrix exponential. This is a fast algorithm and especially simple to implement. However,
the Trotter algorithm is limited to Hamiltonians which couple only nearest neighboring sites.
The other algorithm discussed is based on a Krylov expansion of the exponential, thus al-
lowing to use generic Hamiltonians which are for instance present in ladder geometries and
in the two-component Bose-Hubbard model considered in the next chapter (if the sites of
both species are split). It is possible to fix an error bound for each timestep, thus the errors
are well-controlled. However, in cases where the Trotter algorithm can be used, it might
be faster as the Krylov vectors often need a considerably bigger number of states than the
wavefunction |Ψ(t)〉 itself, increasing the numerical costs.
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2.5 Frequency Space Algorithms
2.5.1 Introduction
In this section we now want to consider dynamical spectral functions. Consider a generic
operator Aˆ. The real-time Green’s function of this operator is then defined as
GA(t) = 〈gs|TAˆ†(0)Aˆ(t) |gs〉 , (2.67)
where T is the item order operator and |gs〉 the groundstate of the system. One can calculate
the Fourier transform of the Green’s function, obtaining a Green’s function in frequency
space,
GA(ω + iη) = 〈gs| Aˆ† 1
ω + iη + E0 − Hˆ
Aˆ |gs〉 , (2.68)
where η is infinitesimal but positive (i.e. η = 0+). To gain more insight into this definition,
diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the system which then can be written as
Hˆ =
∑
k
(
εk + E0
)
|k〉 〈k| , (2.69)
where E0 is the groundstate energy (thus εk ≥ 0), and |k〉 is an eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian.
Now, the Green function (Eq. 2.68) can be expressed by (z ≡ ω + iη)
G(z) =
∑
k
∣∣∣ 〈k| Aˆ |gs〉 ∣∣∣2 1
z − εk . (2.70)
It is useful to introduce a spectral function C(ω), which allows to express the Green’s function
as a convolution,
G(z) =
∫
dω
C(ω)
z − ω , where C(ω) ≡
∑
k
δ(ω − εk)
∣∣∣ 〈k| Aˆ |gs〉 ∣∣∣2. (2.71)
The spectral function C(ω) can be interpreted as energy-resolved density of states of the
excited state Aˆ |gs〉 and is thus a probe of the excitation spectrum of the system. In solid-
state systems it is possible to access different Green’s functions experimentally, for instance
by performing a spectroscopy. Many important properties of solid-state systems, like the
dielectric function ε(ω) and the conductivity σ(ω) can be expressed via Green’s functions,
thus making Green’s functions one of the most important tools for understanding these
systems.
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2.5.2 GMRES
Albeit possible to calculate the Green’s function in time space by using the time-dependent
methods discussed in the last section, we now want to consider an algorithm which is able
to directly access the frequency-space.
For sake of simplicity of the notation, we will call the excited state the Lanczos vector
|lv〉 ≡ Aˆ |gs〉. By introducing a correction vector |cv(z)〉, depending on the complex frequency
z, it is possible to directly evaluate the Green function. The correction vector is defined as
the solution of the following linear equation,
|lv〉 =
(
z + E0 − Hˆ
)
|cv(z)〉 . (2.72)
Given the correction vector, one can easily calculate the Green’s function. Using the definition
of the Green’s function, Eq. 2.68, and of the correction vector, Eq. 2.72, it follows that the
Green’s function is given by the overlap of the correction vector and the lanczos vector,
G(z) =
〈
lv
∣∣∣ (z + E0 − Hˆ)−1 ∣∣∣lv〉 = 〈lv|cv(z)〉 . (2.73)
Thus, calculating the correction vector is sufficient to obtain G(z). Further, one can also get
the derivative of the Green’s function (with nearly no further computational cost),
d
dz
G(z) = −
〈
lv
∣∣∣ (z + E0 − Hˆ)−2 ∣∣∣lv〉 = 〈cv(z∗)∣∣∣cv(z)〉 = 〈cv(z)∣∣∣cv(z)〉 , 7 (2.74)
where
∣∣Ψ〉 denotes the complex conjugate of the wavefunction |Ψ〉.
Similar to the DMRG algorithm, it is possible to solve Eq. 2.72 by local updates as consid-
ered in 2.3.1. The representation of the operator (z +E0 − Hˆ) in the effective Hilbert space
can be calculated by the Ei
(ηi) and Fi
(ηi−1) matrices (defined in section 2.2.2). However,
since the operator is non-Hermitian (due to a non-zero η), the Lanczos algorithm can not be
applied here. Thus, another Krylov subspace based algorithm is used to solve this complex
system of linear equations. The GMRES [44] algorithm generates a stable Krylov basis for
non-hermitian matrices and minimizes the residual inside the Krylov subspace to solve the
set of equations. Instead of targeting only the correction vector |cv〉 when truncating the
system, one targets both the correction vector |cv〉 and the Lanczos vector |lv〉 simultaneously.
The described algorithm requires a finite η due to a number of reasons. On the one hand, the
numerical stability deteriorates with decreasing η, the condition number of Eq. 2.72 diverges
in the limit η → 0. This increases the number of states needed dramatically. On the other
hand, having a finite η smears out the spectral density, thus helping to reduce the effects of
the finite size of the system. Finally, the finite broadening introduces a finite lifetime of the
7The last equal sign of Eq. 2.74 holds only if the lanczos vector is real, i.e.
˛˛
˛lvE =
˛˛
˛lvE. Then,˛˛˛
cv(z∗)
E
=
˛˛˛
cv(z)
E
holds and thus the last part of the equation. However, this holds for all lanczos vec-
tors considered in this thesis.
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excitations which further helps to remove boundary effects.
One can define a finite-η spectral density as
Cη(ω) ≡ − 1
π
Im G(ω + iη), (2.75)
which is connected to the spectral function C(ω) by convolution with a Lorentzian Lη(ω),
Cη(ω) =
∫
dω′ C(ω′) Lη(ω − ω′), Lη(ω) = η
π
1
ω2 + η2
. (2.76)
In the limit of vanishing η, this Lorentzian kernel reduces to a delta function, Lη(ω)
η→0−−−→ δ(ω).
However, as η cannot be arbitrarily reduced, one needs to invert the convolution given by
Eq. 2.76 in order to obtain the spectral function. In appendix A, a number of numerical
algorithms are presented which perform a numerical inversion of convolution equations.
2.5.3 Analysis
Now, we want to apply the considered algorithm to a physical problem again. Here once more
an isotropic S = 1/2 Heisenberg model is considered and the onsite single particle/magnon
spectral function is calculated. The lanczos vector is here given by |lv〉 = S+L/2 |gs〉.
The frequencies are discretized, i.e. only a finite number of frequencies ωi are considered,
and the corresponding correction vector is calculated. The value of the Green’s function and
its derivative at each frequency can now be calculated by Eq. 2.73 and Eq. 2.74. Finally, a
third order spline interpolation gives the complete Green’s function for the finite η. Now, one
can calculate the broadened spectral function Cη(ω) and apply a deconvolution algorithm to
finally get C(ω).
Fig. 2.13 shows the broadened Cη and deconvolved
8 C onsite spectral function of a spin-1/2
Heisenberg model. The system size is L = 128 and the broadening is given by η = 0.1. One
can identify diverging peaks at ω = 0, and ω = π/2. The spectral function is non-zero only
for ω = 0 up to ω = π, as discussed in [17].
Let us now take a closer look at the scaling of the results as a function of the number of states
kept. Like the variance in the groundstate calculations, the squared norm of the residual of
Eq. 2.72,
|r〉 =
(
z + E0 − Hˆ
)
|cv(z)〉 − |lv〉 , (2.77)
i.e. r2 = 〈r|r〉, acts as a main measure of the accuracy of a correction vector. There are
different ways to obtain the value of the spectral function. On the one hand, one can use
8The deconvolution is done by using a Jackson filter and σ = 10−7, as discussed in section A.2.1 of the
appendix.
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Figure 2.13: Onsite spectral function of the spin-operator Sˆ of a S = 1/2 Heisenberg model,
L = 128, η = 0.1.
the overlap, defined by Eq. 2.73. On the other hand, one can study the DDMRG functional
considered in [55] which also converges to the actual value of the spectral function for r2 → 0.
The DDMRG functional is given by
W
(
ω, |cv〉 ) = 〈cv| (E0 + ω − Hˆ)2 + η2 |cv〉+ η( 〈lv|cv〉+ 〈cv|lv〉 ). (2.78)
In Fig. 2.14 the scaling of both the overlap and the DDMRG functional as function of r2 is
plotted. The slope of the overlap results is vanishing at r2 = 0, thus even for a finite r2 one
gets a good approximation to the actual value. However, this is considerably different for
the DDMRG functional where the slope is of the order of one. Thus, when considering the
DDMRG functional, one needs to perform a finite r2 extrapolation to get useful results.
For both schemes, the scaling is not optimal. The overlap exhibits higher order dependence
in r2 (which is barely visible in the shown plots). However, the “noise” of the overlap data is
slightly bigger than the “noise” of the DDMRG functional data, maybe given by a factor of
2-3. Hence, the DDMRG functional data is better suited to extrapolate the results, as shown
in Fig. 2.15.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of the different schemes which evaluate the spectral functions,
based on the overlap (Eq. 2.73) and on the DDMRG functional (Eq. 2.78). The value of the
spectral function is plotted against the residual squared, r2.
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Figure 2.15: Linear fit of the spectral function obtained by DDMRG functional as function
of the residual.
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2.6 Conclusion
Now, let us conclude this chapter. In the first section of this chapter, section 2.1, matrix
product states have been introduced and motivated. The next section, section 2.2, deals
with a number of small algorithms, which can be for instance used to calculate expectation
values of arbitrary operators. Using matrix product operators introduces a great flexibility
compared to the usual DMRG formalism. Section 2.3 formulates the DMRG-algorithm in the
MPS-language. In section 2.4 algorithms which are able to consider time-dependent prob-
lems are presented and discussed. Finally, in section 2.5, methods for calculating dynamical
spectral functions are considered.
Matrix product states can be used to create efficient algorithms for simulating strongly-
correlated one-dimensional systems. In the following chapters of this thesis, we will apply
the discussed MPS-algorithm to a number of physical problems.
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Chapter 3
Vector Chiral Order in 1D Spin
Chains
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter (and also in the following ones), we want to apply the algorithms described
in the last chapter to physical problems. Here, we start with considering chiral phases in 1D
spin chains. Parts of this chapter have been published in [2].
Let us start by considering a classical one-dimensional spin chain consisting of localized
magnetic moments. The spins are coupled by an antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor (given
by J1 > 0) and a next to nearest - neighbor antiferromagnetic interaction (given by J2 > 0),
and an external magnetic field h. Both interactions compete. The Hamilton function for this
setup is then given by
H = J1
∑
i
~Si · ~Si+1 + J2
∑
i
~Si · ~Si+2 − h
∑
i
Szi . (3.1)
As the system is a classical spin system, the spin operators are represented as simple R3
vectors with a fixed length set to S. For a vanishing magnetic field, the Hamiltonian obeys a
SO(3) rotation symmetry, which is doubly covered by the usual SU(2) spin symmetry group.
It is convenient to use spherical coordinates with inclination angles ϑi, and azimuthal angles
ϕi. Thus, the spin operators can be written as (where both ϑi and ϕi are just real numbers)
~Si = S

 sinϑi cosϕisinϑi sinϕi
cosϑi

 . (3.2)
The groundstate of this system can be easily calculated. When the magnetic field is above a
saturation field hs (given by Eq. 3.4), the system is in a fully polarized ferromagnetic state,
where ϑi = 0 holds for the spins. For magnetic fields below the saturation field hs (given
by Eq. 3.4), the spins are canted towards the field. The inclinational angles ϑi are given by
cosϑi =
h
hs
. Depending on the ratio of the two interactions, J2/J1 ≡ α, one can define
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of (a) canted Ne´el order and (b) helical order.
λ =
{
0, α < 1/4
arccos(1/4α), α > 1/4
. (3.3)
Then the azimuthal angles are given by ϕi = i (π ± λ), and the saturation field by
hs = 4S
(
J1 cos
2 λ/2 + J2 sin
2 λ
)
. (3.4)
For α < 1/4, the groundstate is an usual canted Ne´el state with a rotation symmetry along
the axis of the magnetic field, J1 is the dominant interaction. The SU(2) spin symmetry
is broken by the magnetic field, and remaining symmetry is as expected a U(1) symmetry.
When α is above 1/4, the situation changes qualitatively. Eq. 3.3 yields a non-vanishing λ
in this case. The system then exhibits a helical order, the spins form a rotating spiral, as
depicted in Fig. 3.1. One can distinguish between left and right rotating spirals, yielding
an additional Z2 symmetry. So, the total symmetry of the helical ordered state is given
by U(1) × Z2. In order to identify both rotation orientations, it is useful to introduce the
so-called vector chirality operator,
~κi = ~Si × ~Si+1. (3.5)
The z-component of the chirality is then just
κz = ±S2 sinλ(1− h2/h2s), (3.6)
where + and − differentiate between left and right spirals. Additionally to the helical order,
the system also possesses a long-range chiral order. This is a trivial statement for a classical
spin system, but this will not be valid for quantum systems.
Let us now consider a quantum spin model. Again the system should be one-dimensional,
thus the Mermin - Wagner theorem prohibits the breaking of any continuous symmetry;
strong quantum fluctuations destroy any ordering. A helical order involves the breaking of
the U(1) × Z2 symmetry, so it is not possible to obtain a helical order in 1D quantum spin
systems.
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But what remains for a quantum system? Besides the helical order, the classical system
also possesses a long-range chiral order, which involves only a breaking of the Z2 symmetry
(i.e. the left and right spirals in the classical case, so the system has a preferred rotation
direction). Since this is only a discrete symmetry, the Mermin-Wagner theorem can not be
applied here, and in principle it is possible to have vector chiral order also in 1D quantum
spin systems, see [57] and [58].
Chiral phase attracted considerable interest recently, for instance see [59–64]. It has been
shown that vector chiral order can be observed in spin systems with an easy - plane anisotropy.
In [63], an anisotropic Heisenberg model has been studied numerically using the DMRG,
yielding a chiral order, which disappears in the isotropic limit. Kolezhuk and Vekua [64]
presented some analytical arguments that the quantum version of the model given by Eq.
3.1 can indeed exhibit a finite chiral order. By this, the question aroused if one could
numerically verify the existence of such a phase.
3.2 Model and Analytical Predictions
In this section, we would like to summarize the known results for the quantum version of the
classical model considered in the last section and perform a Bosonization analysis. We will
present arguments similar to [64] to explain, why chiral phases may exists in this model.
The system is described by the same Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.1) as in the classical case, only
the spin operators ~Si are now the usual quantum spin-S operators and no longer simple real
numbers. The interaction is not changed, both next neighbor and next to nearest neighbors
couple antiferromagnetically (J1 and J2 respectively, J1,2 > 0), and the magnetic field is
again h. Here, we want to focus on the S = 1/2 and the S = 1 case. Both cases have been
extensively studied in the literature, [69, 70].
Let us begin with the S = 1/2 chain. Fig. 3.2 shows the phase diagram taken from [69].
The system exhibits a very rich phase diagram. Above the saturation field hs, the system
is in a fully polarized ferromagnetic state, like in the classical case. For small α and below
the saturation field, the system is in a gapless phase, well described by a one-component
Luttinger liquid (TL1 phase)[74, 75]. With increasing α, a number of additional phases ap-
pear, namely a gapped dimer phase for small magnetic fields (D phase), [76], and a gapped
1/3 plateau phase (P). In [67–69, 84], the two phases called TL2 in Fig. 3.2 are identified
as two-component Luttinger liquid phases. This implies that the system does not possess
a chiral order in this phase. However, in [64] a different scenario is proposed. Only the
symmetric sector is in a gapless Luttinger liquid phase, the antisymmetric sector becomes
gapped. A consequence of this scenario is a long-range chiral order. This will be explained
in more detail at the end of this section, as this is the main result of [64]. Finally, when
further increasing α, the system will be in an even - odd phase (EO) (for H < Hs), with
a spin-nematic ordering [85, 86]. A key feature of this phase are the ∆Sz = 2 steps in the
magnetization curve, see [69] for more details.
Let us now consider a spin-one chain. The phase diagram (taken from [70]) for this case is
shown in Fig. 3.3. As in the S = 1/2 and the classical case, there exists a saturation field
above which a ferromagnetic phase can be observed. Below the critical field hc, the system is
in the gapped Haldane phase for small α < 0.75. Above α > 0.75, the string order becomes
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Figure 3.2: Magnetic phase diagram for a zigzag S = 1/2 chain, figure taken from [69].
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Figure 3.3: Magnetic phase diagram for a zigzag S = 1 chain, figure taken from [70]. The line
denoted by Eq. 7 is the saturation magnetization, above which the system is fully polarized.
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Figure 3.4: A zigzag spin chain, and the notation used for Eq. 3.8
.
more complicated, a double Haldane phase emerges [73]. Additionally, a 1/3 plateau phase
and a gapless Luttinger liquid phase exist.
In order to proceed, we want to summarize the analytical analysis performed in [64], which
especially addresses the existence of a state with a long-range chiral order. Consider a
partially magnetized system in the limit of two weakly coupled chains, i.e. the limit α≫ 1.
The magnetic field h is then above the critical field hc (equal to the gap at h = 0) and below
hs, above which the system is in a ferromagnetic phase. It is well known that in this regime
both single chains are well described by a TTL model,
HTL,a =
v
2
∫
dx
{
1
K
(∂xϕa)
2
+K (∂xϑa)
2
}
, a = 1, 2 (3.7)
with the Luttinger parameter K, ϕa are the bosonic fields, ϑa their dual fields satisfying the
commutation relation, [ϕa(x), ϑa(y)] = iΘ(x − y), and the bandwidth v ∝ J2. The spin
operators (in the continuum limit) can be written down by using the bosonic fields,
Sza(xa) = M +
2√
π
∂xϕa(xa) +A3 sin
{
kFxa +
√
4πϕa(xa)
}
+ (· · · )
S+a (xa) = e
iπx/2ei
√
πϑa(xa)
{
A1 +A2 sin
(
kFxa +
√
4πϕa(xa)
)}
+ (· · · ), (3.8)
where the spatial coordinates are defined in a slightly unusual way, i.e. x1,2 = x∓ 12 in order to
reflect the zigzag lattice geometry. This definition is depicted in Fig. 3.4. M is the magneti-
zation per site, which here plays the role of the filling factor of the Luttinger liquid, kF = πM
for (S = 1), respectively kF = π(1 +M)/2 for (S =
1
2 ). The dots denote contributions from
the massive fields for S = 1 (given by the Sz = 0, −1 magnon branches of the Haldane chain).
The Luttinger parameter K (and also the bandwidth v and the magnetization M) are known
for a single chain, see [77–79] for S = 1/2 and [80–83] for S = 1. They can be obtained by
using a Bethe ansatz solution for S = 1/2 or by a numerical simulation (e.g. by using DMRG)
for S = 1. For S = 1, the Luttinger parameter is always K > 1, only when the magnetization
is equal either to Hs or Hc, K = 1 holds. In contrast, for S = 1/2 the Luttinger parameter
is smaller than 1, and a monotonically increasing function of the magnetic field.
Let us now consider the interaction (J1
∑
i
~Si · ~Si+1) between the two chains. It is useful to
introduce symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the fields,
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ϕ± = (ϕ1 ± ϕ2)/
√
2, ϑ± = (ϑ1 ± ϑ2)/
√
2. (3.9)
The longitudinal coupling (i.e. J1
∑
Szi S
z
i+1) yields then a splitting of the Luttinger param-
eter K and v,
K± ≈ K
[
1± 2K/(πvα))]−1/2,
v± ≈ v
[
1± 2K/(πvα))]1/2. (3.10)
The Hamiltonian of the full system is now given by
H = HTL+ +HTL− + g1 cos(
√
8πϕ− − kF ) + g2 sin(
√
2πϑ−) (∂xϑ+) . (3.11)
Besides the splitting of the Luttinger parameter K and the velocity v, the longitudinal cou-
pling also introduces a further relevant contribution to the Hamiltonian, the g1 term of Eq.
3.11. On the other hand, the transversal interaction (∝ J1
∑
S+i S
−
i+1+h.c) yields the g2 term.
For S = 1, the only relevant perturbation is the g2 term, as the g1 term becomes an irrelevant
operator, since K− < 1. This perturbation favors a chiral phase. This is different in the case
of S = 1/2, where both terms compete, and depending on K one contribution will win. For
K above some Kc, the g2 term will also win, while for small K the g1 term wins, favoring
a spin-nematic type ordering (even - odd phase). In [64], a mean field decoupling has been
performed, indicating that both
〈
sin(
√
2πϑ−)
〉
and 〈∂xϑ+〉 become non-zero. Thus the an-
tisymmetric sector becomes gapped. This result is in contrast with the old results [67–69],
where a two-component Luttinger liquid phase is proposed. This analysis is only valid if H
is not too close to Hc and Hs, as there the effective bandwidth of the Luttinger liquid goes
to zero.
It is also possible to express the vector chiral operator by the bosonic fields, similar to usual
spin operators as done in Eq. 3.8,
κz(x) = sin
(√
2πϑ−
){
A21 −
(πA1)
2
4
(∂xϑ+)
2 +
A22
2
cos
(√
8πϕ+ + 2kFx
)}
+ (· · · ),
κ+(x) = 2A1M sin
(√
π/2ϑ−
)
exp
{ iπx
2
+ i
√
π
2
ϑ+
}
+ (· · · ), (3.12)
where the dots denote again contributions from the massive fields. With these expressionsm
expectation values of the correlators of the chiral operators can be calculated. The longitu-
dinal correlator is given by
〈κz(x)κz(0)〉 → κ20
(
1 +
C1
x4
+
C2 cos(2kFx)
x4K+
)
, (3.13)
where contributions of the massive fields have been neglected. Thus, this result is valid
for distances x bigger than the correlation length of the massive fields. When sin(
√
2πϑ−)
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has a non-vanishing expectation value, the antisymmetric sector becomes gapped and the
system exhibit a long-range chiral order, indicated by a non-zero order parameter κ20. A
two-component Luttinger description is in contradiction with this result. Hencem the model
exhibit a chiral order, the antisymmetric sector must be gapped. One can also evaluate the
transversal correlator, yielding
〈κ+(x)κ−(0)〉 ∝ A21
M2
x1/(4K+)
exp{iQx}, (3.14)
which is again only valid for large distances, and where the wave vector Q is given by
Q =
π
2
+
√
π
2
〈∂xϑ+〉. (3.15)
In this section, we have shown that an isotropic zigzag spin chain with an external magnetic
field should possess a phase with a broken vector chirality by using an α−1 perturbation
expansion combined with Bosonization. For S = 1, the only relevant perturbation favors a
chiral phase, while for S = 1/2 the chiral phase must compete with the even - odd phase.
There, the only phases which may possess a chiral order are the phases called TL2 in Fig.
3.2. Finding a chiral order for these phases indicates a gapped antisymmetric sector and
confutes a two-component Luttinger liquid description. In the following section, the question
whether chiral phases exists is going to be analyzed numerically by using the DMRG.
3.3 DMRG results
In the following, the numerical results obtained by using the DMRG are presented. The full
Hamiltonian (given by Eq. 3.1) only possesses a U(1) symmetry, as the full SU(2) is broken
by the Zeemann term due to the external magnetic field. However as the Zeemann term com-
mutes with the SU(2) symmetric Hamiltonian without the field, one can still utilize the full
spin SU(2) symmetry, which is discussed in section 2.2.3. Using the non-Abelian symmetry
reduces the number of states needed by a considerable amount. For S = 1/2, the number
of states are reduced by a factor ∼ 3, for S = 1, by a factor ∼ 4 in case of a system with
vanishing total spin. When increasing the total spin, the advantage decreases (as expected),
but is still reasonable.
One drawback of using the SU(2) symmetry is that it is only possible to evaluate SU(2)
invariant operators like 〈~κi · ~κj〉, since we have only access to the reduced matrix elements
(in terms of the Wigner - Eckert theorem). However, it is in principle possible to apply ~κ to
the groundstate and then project to a specific symmetry sector. This should enable us to also
calculate longitudinal and transversal correlators (
〈
κzi κ
z
j
〉
and
〈
κ+i κ
−
j
〉
), but unfortunately
this is a quite painful task1 yielding very complicated expressions. Here, we only evaluated
the scalar product
F (x− x′) = 〈~κ(x) · ~κ(x′)〉 , (3.16)
which is of course a mixture between longitudinal and transversal correlators. This com-
plicates the analysis; the slow decaying transversal correlator superimposes the long-ranged
1This problem is left as an exercise to the interested reader.
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longitudinal one. This has two implications, firstly the considered system sizes need to be
increased and secondly we are only able to get the critical exponent of the transversal decay,
ηxy, since the longitudinal components are decaying much faster than the transversal ones.
Combining both Eq. 3.13 and Eq. 3.14 and neglecting the decaying longitudinal terms, one
obtains the following general form of the correlator,
F (x) = κ20 +
A cos [q(x+ δ)]
xη
. (3.17)
Here the critical exponent η only describes the transversal decay, thus η ≡ ηxy. The shift
parameter δ is introduced to take the open boundary conditions in account.
Due to the finite system sizes and especially due to the open boundary conditions, consider-
able finite size effects are present in the correlators. It is useful to average the correlators
〈
Aˆ0Aˆδ
〉
∼
∑
∆<i<L−∆
∆<j<L−∆
i−j=δ
〈
AˆiAˆj
〉
. (3.18)
At both ends of the system, ∆ sites are neglected, and the correlator is averaged over the
remaining sites.
3.3.1 S = 1
Let us start with the S = 1 case. We considered different values of α starting from α = 0.76
and up to α = 1. Using a system length of L = 128, finite size effects are negligible (except
close to a fully polarized system), as one can see when comparing the results with larger
system lengths. Depending on the system size and the magnetization, 400 up to 2000 SU(2)-
states were used corresponding to up to 8000 Abelian states.
We first consider only α = 1. The magnetization curve of the system for L = 128 is shown
in Fig. 3.5. As expected, no kinks, plateau phases or ∆S = 2 steps (which would indicate an
even-odd phase) can be observed, so for all 0 < m < 1 the system is in a gapless Luttinger
liquid phase.
Fig. 3.6 shows typical results for the correlator 〈~κ(0) · ~κ(x)〉. For small distances one observes
a mixture of the fast decaying transversal component (Eq. 3.14) and the slowly decaying lon-
gitudinal one (Eq. 3.13), while for larger distances only the slowly decaying longitudinal
oscillations are visible. The obtained correlator is then fitted to Eq. 3.17. As discussed
before the long distance decay is dominated by the longitudinal component, thus the fit pa-
rameter η correspond to the longitudinal exponent, i.e. η ≡ ηxy.
Fig. 3.7 shows the order parameter κ20 for α = 1 as a function of the total magnetization.
One can clearly identify a non-zero chirality, thus the system exhibit a long range vector
chiral order. Besides being close to the saturation magnetization, using a system size of
L = 128 is sufficient. Further increasing of L does not change the results significantly. For
a system with L = 128, the chirality vanishes for magnetizations above m > mc ≈ 0.95, see
Fig. 3.8(a). With increasing system size, the threshold mc also increases and will eventually
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Figure 3.5: Magnetization profile for S = 1, α = 1, and L = 128.
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Figure 3.6: Plots of the chiral correlator 〈~κ(x) · ~κ(0)〉 and fit (Eq. 3.17) for S = 1, α = 1,
(a) m = 30/128, L = 128, and (b) m = 100/168, and L = 168.
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Figure 3.7: Plot of the chiral order parameter κ20 as function of the magnetization m (S = 1,
α = 1).
go to mc = 1 in the limit of L → ∞, see Fig. 3.8(b). The effective number of parti-
cles in this parameter region is given by the number of magnons, here ∼ L(1 −m), and is
here in the limit m→ 1 simply too small to observe the chiral ordering for a finite system size.
Both the shift parameter δ and the wavevector q are almost independent of the magnetiza-
tion. δ is given by δ = 1.00±0.05, while q lies approximately between q ≈ 1.78 and 1.84. The
classical wavevector is determined by Eq. 3.3, here qcl ≈ 1.82, which is a good agreement
between the numerical and classical results. Eq. 3.14 suggests a scaling A ∝ m2 for small
magnetizations. This can be observed, see Fig. 3.9(a), for m2 > 0.3 deviations are visible.
Fig. 3.9(b) shows the obtained critical exponents η, which is the transversal critical exponent
ηxy, as discussed before. For small magnetizations, the amplitude of the oscillations is thus
quite small, and further the longitudinal component of the correlator (the decaying part)
is quite strong here, for instance see Fig. 3.6(a). This complicates especially the fitting of
the critical exponent ηxy in this region, and thus increases the errors of the fit. One can
compare the obtained critical exponents with result obtained by the Bosonization analysis,
ηxy = (4K+)
−1
, compare Eq. 3.14. This yields ηxy ≈ 0.25− 0.5, which is slightly below the
obtained values varying from 0.4 to 0.65. Since we are considering α = 1, α−1 is no longer
a small parameter, and thus a quantitative analysis based on a α−1 perturbation analysis is
rather difficult.
A further increment of α beyond 1 is numerically difficult, since then the system consists
of two only weakly interacting chains, which yields a significant increase in the number of
needed states. In the limit of α → ∞, the number of needed states is squared compared to
the α = 0 case.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Plot of the chiral order parameter κ20 as function of the magnetization m
close to saturation magnetization (S = 1, α = 1), and (b) the finite size scaling of the critical
magnetization mc.
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Figure 3.9: (a) The critical transversal exponent ηxy as function of the magnetization m,
and (b) the amplitude of the oscillations of the correlator as function of m2 compared to a
fit A ∝ m2 (both plots for S = 1, α = 1).
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Figure 3.10: The chiral order parameter κ20 as function of the magnetization m for different
values of α. At m = 1/3 one observes a plateau phase.
Finally, we also want to consider α < 1. As shown in [70] by Heidrich-Meisner et al., and
as discussed in the last section (see Fig. 3.3), the system exhibits a 1/3 plateau phase for
0.35 . α . 0.85. For a partially magnetized system, i.e. 0 < m < 1, the system is in a
gapless Luttinger liquid phase for all magnetization besides m = 1/3. The 1/3 plateau phase
is non-chiral, while the Luttinger phase may possess a chiral order.
Fig. 3.10 shows the fitted chiralities for α = 0.76 and α = 0.84 with a system length of
L = 256 and L = 258 respectively. For α = 0.84, the system has a finite vector chiral order
for all magnetizations, only the 1/3 plateau phase is as expected non-chiral. For α = 0.76,
the situation is slightly changed. Again, as expected, the plateau phase is non-chiral, but for
m < 1/3 no chiral phase is visible. Furthermore, for m > 1/3 the chirality vanishes before
the plateau phase, i.e. here for m < 0.45. This may be a finite size effect, but could also be
a different non-chiral phase.
3.3.2 S = 1/2
Now we want to continue by considering the S = 1/2 case. Again we choose the parameter
α = 1. For these values, the system exhibits a number of different phases, as shown in Fig.
3.2 and as discussed in section 3.2. At m = 0, one gets a gapped dimer phase. Above this
point in range 0 < m < 0.1, one can describe the system with a two-component Luttinger liq-
uid (lower TL2 phase). Then for 0.1 < m < 0.45, we get an even-odd phase, only interrupted
at m = 1/3, where a gapped plateau phase is observed. Above the even-odd phase, another
two-component Luttinger phase appears (upper TL2 phase), and finally at m = 1 the system
is fully polarized. The only phases, which may possess a chiral order, are the two TL2 phases.
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Figure 3.11: Pplots of the chiral correlator 〈~κ(x) · ~κ(0)〉 and fit (Eq. 3.17) for S = 1/2, α = 1,
(a) m = 50/168, L = 168, and (b) m = 20/168, and L = 168.
In the S = 1/2 case, larger systems sizes are needed since the gaps are smaller, and thus the
correlators are more polluted by slowly decaying exponential contributions. Therefore, we
need to consider larger sizes, here L = 168 and L = 256. For these lengths, 300 - 400 SU(2)
states were used, which is a significantly smaller number than in the S = 1 case.
Fig. 3.11 shows the obtained correlators for two different magnetizations. As discussed be-
fore for m ≈ 0.60, the system is within the upper TL2 phase where a chiral order can be
observed, while for m ≈ 0.24 a even-odd phase exists without any chiral order.
We used the same fitting procedure as in the S = 1 case. The chiral order parameter
κ20 is shown in Fig. 3.12. Note that the observed chiralities are one order of magnitude
smaller than the ones in the S = 1 case. As expected, the lower TL2 phase clearly shows
a chiral ordering. The upper TL2 phase also exhibits a chiral ordering, but only for the
magnetizations m below mc ≈ 0.75. Above mc, no chiral order can be observed. Fig. 3.13(a)
shows the critical exponent within the upper TL2 phase as function of the magnetization.
Theoretically, one would expect ηxy → 12 in the limit m→ mc. Further, one can explore the
finite size dependence of mc, but even for L = 168 and L = 256, the upper boundary mc
shows no finite size dependence, as shown in Fig. 3.12. Further evidence is provided by the
fact that even the correlators at a magnetization of m ≈ 0.787 and L = 516, depicted in Fig.
3.13(b), shows no chiral order. Thus, one can conclude that having a mc < 1 is likely to be
no finite size effect. Hence the upper TL2 phase likely separates into two different phases, a
chiral one below mc and one without a chiral order for m > mc.
3.4 Conclusions and Outlook
We performed a numerical analysis of a zigzag spin chain in order to observe phases with a
long-range chiral order predicted by analytical calculations. For both S = 1/2 and S = 1
chiral phases have been found, indicating a gapped antisymmetric sector, as proposed in [64]
and in contrast with a TL2 scenario [67–69].
For S = 1 and α = 1, one can observe a chiral phase for all m, as expected from the
analytical analysis summarized in section 3.2. We also considered α below 1. There, one can
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Figure 3.12: the chiral order parameter κ20 as function of the magnetization m (S = 1/2,
α = 1)
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Figure 3.13: (a) the critical exponent ηxy as function of m, and (b) the chiral correlator for
L = 516 and S = 203 (both plots for S = 1/2, α = 1)
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also observe the non-chiral 1/3 plateau phase.
In the case of a S = 1/2, we also found chiral ordering in both TL2 phases. Interestingly the
upper TL2 phase exhibits chiral order for m < mc ≈ 0.75 only. Above this magnetization
the chirality vanishes. Thus the TL2 needs to be splitted into a chiral and a non-chiral phase.
It would also be interesting for both S = 1/2 and S = 1 to consider different values of α
to get a full phase diagram of the systems. Especially for the S = 1/2 case it would be
interesting to gain more insight into the phases of the system.
Similar work has been done for systems with higher spins, see [87]. There the same Hamil-
tonian has been studied for α = 1, and both S = 3/2 and S = 2. In both cases chiral phases
have been observed.
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Chapter 4
Bosonic Spin Charge Separation
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we want to continue applying the MPS based algorithms to physical prob-
lems. Here we want to propose an experimental setup, which should make the observation of
the spin charge separation possible by using ultracold bosonic atoms in an optical lattice with
current state of the art experimental techniques. Parts of this chapter have been published,
[1] and [3].
Let us begin with a short introduction to the spin charge separation. A key feature of
interacting one-dimensional quantum systems is the absence of single particle excitations,
[17]. In higher dimensional systems, single particle excitations exist and can be described by
a Fermi liquid. In contrast, the low-energy physics of a (gapless) one-dimensional system is
generically described by a Luttinger liquid model,
HˆLL =
1
2π
∫
dx
(
vK (∂ϑ)
2
+
v
K
(∂ϕ)
2
)
, (4.1)
where ϕ(x) is a bosonic field, and ϑ(x) its canonical conjugated field, fulfilling the (bosonic)
commutation relation [ϕ(x), ϑ(y)] = iΘ(x − y). The only free parameter of the system are
the sound velocity v and the so-called Luttinger parameter K. The excitations described by
this model are collective excitations, as there are no single particle excitations possible in
one-dimensional systems.
Consider now a one-dimensional system which also possesses a spin degree of freedom. For
each spin state, i.e. up and down spins, the low-energy physics is well described by a Lut-
tinger liquid, as long as there is no interaction between the different spin states. Turning
on the interaction term changes the situation qualitatively. By considering symmetric and
antisymmetric combinations of the fields it is possible to diagonalize the interaction. This
splits the system into a charge (symmetric) and spin sector (antisymmetric excitations). This
effect is a generic effect of one-dimensional systems, and does not depend on the precise form
of the interaction, for instance see [17]. A simple picture of this effect is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Consider a system with a Ne´el ordering. Removing a particle creates an excitation. For a
69
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Figure 4.1: Spin - Charge Separation in a fermionic model. (a) and (b) shows the one-
dimensional case. After removing a particle (a), it is possible to separate charge and spin
excitations (b). However, this is not possible in the two-dimensional case, as an interface
energy proportional to distance of the spin and the charge excitation arises (c).
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one-dimensional system, it is then possible to separate the charge excitation from the spin
one, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a) and (b). In contrast, in a two-dimensional system a separation
of the charge and spin excitation is not possible, as the excitation energy is proportional to
the distance of both excitations. Thus, a separation of spin and charge excitations is not
possible in higher dimensional systems (at least in this simples picture), while for an one-
dimensional system single particle excitations fractionalize into spin and charge excitation.
The spin charge separation is a key feature of interacting one-dimensional quantum systems.
Up to now, an experimental observation of this effect has turned out to be a difficult problem,
only a few experiments have shown signs of the spin charge separation, [88–91]. In the next
part of the introduction, we first want to summarize an experimental proposal discussed in
[92–95], namely to use a fermionic ultracold atoms setup with optical lattices to observe the
separation. However, using Fermions introduces a number of difficulties to the experimental
setup when comparing it with bosons (mainly due to the more efficient cooling techniques
available for bosons), so our proposal is using a bosonic setup where a spin charge separation
also exists and should be observable with current state of the art experiments.
Let us start with describing the ultracold atomic experiments. In the last two decades better
cooling techniques have become available, offering the possibility to trap atoms and then
cool them down to temperatures of the order of a few nanokelvin. These techniques allow to
directly observe a Bose-Einstein condensation, see [96] and [97] for a summary.
A significant step in the experiments was adding optical lattices, [16, 98]. Two counterprop-
agating laser beams are pointed to the cloud of ultracold atoms, forming a standing wave in
the system. Then the atoms couple via the AC Stark effect to the oscillating electric field,
forming a well-controlled lattice structure. By using additional counterpropagating beams,
it is possible to form a three-dimensional lattice structure where the strength of the lattice
in each spatial direction can be controlled separately.
We now want to set up a Hamiltonian of this system. Consider free bosons described by the
bosonic field operator Ψ(~x). The kinetic energy is then given by
∫
d3~x 12M |∂~xΨ(~x)|2. The
relevant scattering process between the atoms is mainly given by s-wave scattering. Thus,
the interaction can be described by a contact interaction of the form g[Ψ†(~x)]2[Ψ(~x)]2. Both
the trap and the optical lattices can be modeled by an external potential of the general form
V (~x) =
∑
α Vα cos(
~kα · ~x) + Vtrap(~x), coupling to the boson density, therefore the complete
Hamiltonian is given by
Hˆ =
∫
d3~x
(
1
2M
|∂~xΨ(~x)|2 + g
2
[Ψ†(~x)]2[Ψ(~x)]2 + V (~x)Ψ†(~x)Ψ(~x)
)
. (4.2)
Since we are considering a dilute system (i.e. with a low density) and small temperatures, it
is sufficient to take only the lowest Bloch band into account. Using the (localized) Wannier
functions as a basis set, one can write down a tight-binding Hamiltonian for this system,
Hˆ =
∑
ij
Jij
(
bˆ†i bˆj + h.c.
)
+
1
2
∑
ijkl
Uijkl
(
bˆ†i bˆ
†
j bˆk bˆl + h.c.
)
. (4.3)
The hopping integral Jij and the interaction energy Uijkl of the Hamiltonian can then be
calculated for the given system parameter, i.e. the mass M , the interaction strength g, and
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the depth Vα and the wavelength ~kα of the optical lattice. When considering the deep lattice
limit, the interaction becomes local in space, i.e. Uijkl = δijδikδilU , and the hopping integral
couples only nearest-neighbor sites, Jij = δ<ij>J . The explicit form of J and U is given in
[102]. The system is thus well described by a (Bose-) Hubbard model, which will be discussed
in some detail in the next section. By changing the intensity of the laser beams of the optical
lattice, the depth of the optical lattice is changed, and thus it is possible to adjust the quo-
tient U/J . Depending on this quotient, the Bose-Hubbard model either exhibits a superfluid
phase or a Mott insulating phase. The phase transition has been observed in [98]. Finally
let us note that the s-wave scattering length can also be changed by a Feshbach resonance
[103].
Let us now come back to the spin charge separation. A one-dimensional fermionic Hubbard
model is known to exhibit a separation of spin and charge excitations. Kollath et al., [94],
proposed an experimental setup, where it should in principle be possible to observe this effect
in ultracold atoms with optical lattices. When considering Fermions, one can perform the
same derivation as the one just discussed, starting from free fermionic atoms with an external
potential and a contact interaction, and yielding a fermionic Hubbard model. Since it is pos-
sible to use different depths of the optical lattice for the different spatial directions, one can
create a system, where the atoms can only hop along one direction, and where the hopping
along the other directions is sufficiently suppressed. Thus, an ensemble of one-dimensional
systems is created, each well described by a one-dimensional Hubbard model, [107, 108]. The
system then exhibits a spin charge separation. A major problem remaining for Fermions as
that the Pauli principle suppresses the s-wave scattering of the fermionic atoms, therefore
cooling fermionic atoms is much more involved. Up to now, the achievable temperatures for
Fermions are still far too high to observe the spin charge separation by using the considered
setup.
In this chapter, we want to propose a different setup, [101]. For bosons much better cooling
techniques are available, paving the way for much lower temperatures. One can trap and
cool more than one hyperfine state of bosonic atoms simultaneously, here we want to consider
87Rb and the hyperfine states |F = 2,mF = −1〉 and |F = 1,mF = 1〉, [104–106]. In the deep
lattice limit, the system is then described by a two-component Bose-Hubbard model, [102].
This model will be discussed in section 4.2.2, and it will be shown that it also exhibits a
spin-charge separation. The two intraspecies scattering lengths are approximately given by
a1 = 100.4aB and a2 = 91.28aB , where aB is the Bohr radius. The interspecies scattering
length is of the same order of magnitude and can be tuned by about 20% by a Feshbach
resonance.
It is possible to create single particle excitations by outcoupling single particles using a
magnetic field gradient (for spatial addressibility) and a microwave field, [109–111]. The
excitations fractionalize into charge and spin excitations. Again, by using the magnetic field
gradient and a microwave field, one can measure spin-resolved localized densities resolved
over a region of approximate 10 lattice sites, and thus follow the time-evolution of the den-
sities to observe the spin-charge separation.
In the next section, a theoretical analysis of the Bose-Hubbard model is performed. It will
be shown that a two-component Bose-Hubbard model exhibits a spin-charge separation.
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4.2 Bose-Hubbard Model
Ultracold atomic gases with optical lattices are well described by a (multi-component) Bose-
Hubbard model, as discussed in the last section. In this section, we want to summarize
some basic analytical results for the Bose-Hubbard model, starting with the discussion of the
single-component Bose-Hubbard model. Then, the two-component case is considered, with
special focus on the spin charge separation.
4.2.1 Single-Component Bose-Hubbard Model
Analytical Analysis
Let us start with a single-component one-dimensional Bose-Hubbard model. The Hamilto-
nian of this model is given by
Hˆ = −J
∑
j
(
bˆ†j+1bˆj + h.c.
)
+
U
2
∑
j
nˆj (nˆj − 1) +
∑
j
εjnˆj . (4.4)
The first term describes the hopping of the bosons between next-neighboring sites, the hop-
ping strength is given by J . Then, there is an onsite interaction, the U - term, which is
considered to be repulsive (U > 0), and finally a local chemical potential, which models both
a global chemical potential µ and an external trapping potential for the atoms. Since the
ratio between kinetic energy J and the interaction strength U is the relevant scale in the
system (ignoring εj for the moment), it is useful to consider scaled parameter, define u =
U
J ,
or alternatively set J ≡ 1.
Without a trap, i.e. εj ≡ −µ, two phases of this system can be observed. As long as the
interaction strength u is small, the bosons are in a gapless superfluid state. With increasing
interaction, the system will eventually undergo a transition to a Mott-insulation phase (for
a fixed chemical potential). In this work, we only want to consider the superfluid phase.
For small densities n, such that we are reasonably far away from any integer filling (n ≪
1), and small interactions u, one can transform the Bose-Hubbard model (Eq. 4.4) to a
continuum model1,
Hˆc =
∫
dx
(
1
2M
|∂xΨ(x)|2 + g
2
[Ψ†(x)]2[Ψ(x)]2 + V (x)Ψ†(x)Ψ(x)
)
. (4.5)
This model is called Lieb-Liniger model, [112, 113]. A possible way to explicitly carry out
this transformation is given by taking the continuum limit where the lattice constant of the
Bose-Hubbard model a goes to zero, but keeping density ρ = na fixed. The mass M of the
bosons is then given by Ja2 = 12M , and interaction parameter g = Ua. Comparing both
models, one can introduce an ’interaction’ strength of the lattice model, γ = u2n .
1Note that the potential V (x) is only given by trapping potential; the effects of the optical lattices are
incorporated into the other system parameters.
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It is possible to apply a hydrodynamic approximation to the continuum model. The sound
velocity of this approximation is given by v =
√
gρ
M , [97].
In order to improve the hydrodynamic approximation, one can also perform a Bosonization
analysis, [17]. Introducing the bosonic field ϕ(x) and its canonical conjugate field ϑ(x),
which shall fulfill the commutation relation [ϕ(x), ϑ(y)] = iΘ(x − y), one can then express
the creation operator Ψ(x) and the density operator ρ(x) by the bosonic fields,
ρ(x) ≈ (ρ0 − 1
π
∂xϕ(x))
∞∑
m=−∞
exp (2im[ϕ(x) + πρ0x]) (4.6)
Ψ(x) ∝ exp (iϑ(x))
√
ρ(x). (4.7)
The low - energy part of the Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.5) is given by a Luttinger liquid,
HˆLL =
1
2π
∫
dx
(
v0K0 (∂ϑ)
2
+
v0
K0
(∂ϕ)
2
)
, (4.8)
where the Luttinger parameter K0 and velocity v0 can be obtained by simply comparing
Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.8. One can express both parameters as a function of the lattice model
parameter,
v0 = 2n
√
γ, (4.9)
K0 =
π√
γ
. (4.10)
Note that the velocity obtained by the Bosonization and the one by the hydrodynamic ap-
proximation are exactly equal.
The continuum model defined in Eq. 4.5 can also be solved exactly by a Bethe ansatz.
The solution has been performed by Lieb and Liniger, [112, 113]. One gets two excitation
branches, the Lieb particle mode given by ε1(q), and the hole branch, ε2(q). For small mo-
menta q, both branches have a linear dispersion relation εi(q) ∼ v0q, with the same velocity
v0. With increasing momenta, both branches separate.
It is possible to obtain the Luttinger parameter and the velocity of the Luttinger liquid from
the Bethe ansatz results, i.e. describing the low-energy physics by a Luttinger liquid with
renormalized parameter v0 and K0. One can perform an expansion in the interaction strength
γ, the first order is given by
v0 = 2n
√
γ
(
1−√γ/(2π)
)− 12
, (4.11)
K0 =
π√
γ
(
1−√γ/(2π)
) 1
2
. (4.12)
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In the limit of γ → 0, the Lieb-Liniger result recovers the Bosonization result, Eqs. 4.9 and
4.10.
Up to now, our analysis neglects lattice effects, which are present in a Bose-Hubbard model.
As long as the system is in a superfluid phase, its low-energy part will stay to be faithfully
represented by a Luttinger liquid, only the velocity and the Luttinger parameter have to be
adjusted. It is difficult to consider the effects of the lattice analytically, but simulating the
systems with numerical methods like the DMRG provides the possibility to study the effects
of the underlying lattice structure.
Numerical Analysis
The one-dimensional Bose-Hubbard model has been studied extensively by using numerical
methods, for instance see [114]. In this subsection, we want to focus on two different points.
First, both the effects of the lattice on the velocity v0 and the Luttinger parameter K0 are
discussed. Then, the single particle spectral function is calculated, with a special focus on
the finite size effects. The results presented in this subsection will be used to discuss our
numerical results for the two-component Bose-Hubbard model in section 4.3.
Kollath et al. considered the time-evolution of small density perturbations to obtain the
sound velocity v0 for a Bose-Hubbard model, see [114]. The system is initially prepared by
applying a small localized chemical potential, then the time-evolution is calculated by using
time-dependent DMRG algorithms, similar to the one discussed in section 2.4.
Their results showed, that for densities up to 1 and interaction parameter γ up to 1, the
velocities are well described by the Bosonization result, Eq. 4.9. With increasing γ, the devi-
ation from Eq. 4.9 also increases. The Lieb-Liniger result improves the Bosonization result,
even for interaction strength up to 4, the numerically obtained results are well-described by
Eq. 4.11.
The Luttinger parameter K0 can also be calculated by using the DMRG. One can express
the Luttinger parameter by the velocity and the compressibility (given by κ0 =
(
∂2
∂n2
E0
L
)−1
),
K0 = πκ0v0. (4.13)
E0/L is the groundstate energy per site, which can easily be calculated by using the DMRG.
Fig. 4.2 compares the compressibility of a single-component Bose-Hubbard model with the
compressibility obtained by the exact Lieb-Liniger solution of the continuum model. For
small densities, the compressibility is well described by the Lieb-Liniger result, even though
the interaction strength γ is in this region of the order of 12. The limit interaction strength up
to which the Lieb-Liniger result is applicable is thus much bigger for the compressibility than
in the case of the velocity where the deviations set in much earlier. On the other side, lattice
effects are more strongly visible in the compressibility. For both considered values of u, above
a density of n = 0.5 significant deviations are observable, albeit the interaction strength is
only γ = 1 and γ = 1.5 for u = 2 and u = 3, respectively. Note that even for n = 1, the system
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Figure 4.2: Compressibility κ0 for a single-component Bose - Hubbard model as function of
the density n.
Figure 4.3: Density plot of the single-particle spectral function of a Bose-Hubbard model,
U = 3, n = 0.625, L = 64, and η = 0.1.
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is still in a superfluid phase. This result can be used to calculate the Luttinger parameter K0.
For the considered system, parameter the low-energy Bose-Hubbard model is well described
by Luttinger liquid with the (renormalized) parameters v0 and K0. Depending on the den-
sity n and the interaction strength γ, both parameters exhibit lattice effects, which can be
handled quantitatively by calculating both v0 and K0 using the DMRG. The Luttinger liquid
description predicts a linear dispersion relation. This can be seen by a (diverging) peak in the
single particle spectral function, where the position of the peak is given by ω = v0q. The Lut-
tinger liquid description is only valid for small momenta (hence the considered energies ought
to be small), with increasing momenta deviations of the Luttinger liquid pictures will emerge.
To test these effects, we calculated the single particle excitation spectral function, shown in
Fig. 4.3. The GMRES algorithm (see section 2.5.2), and the quasimomentum definition of
the Fourier transform have been used, which is given by
bˆq =
√
2
L+ 1
∑
j
sin
(
qjπ
L+ 1
)
bˆj . (4.14)
Further technical details and a discussion of the quasimomenta will be given in section 4.3.3.
As expected, one can observe a linear dispersion relation for small momenta q, supporting a
Luttinger liquid description. With increasing momentum, effects of the band curvature be-
come visible. Eventually, the excitation splits into two different branches, which corresponds
to two branches of the Bethe ansatz solution.
Finally, we want to discuss finite size effects of the spectral functions. Fig. 4.3 shows the
spectral function A(q, ω) as function of ω/q and for different system lengths, L = 64 and
L = 128, using a broadening η = 0.1. Due to the linear dispersion relation, one expects a
peak at the v0, [115–118]. This is well fulfilled for small momenta, with increasing momenta
effects of band curvature become visible. The L = 64 spectral function exhibits a number of
finite size effects. One can observe an additional peak at ω ≈ 0, the main peak is shifted to
lower frequencies, and an additional shoulder above the main peak appears. The finite size
effects become less severe with increasing momenta q.
In section 4.3.3, the spectral function of a two-component Bose-Hubbard model will be cal-
culated. Using the results of this section, it is possible to understand the finite size effects
of the two-component case as there we are only able to calculate the spectral function for
L = 64.
4.2.2 Two-Component Bose-Hubbard Model
As the single-component case has just been discussed in some detail in the last section, we
want to continue now and discuss the two-component case. The Hamiltonian of the two-
component Bose-Hubbard model is given by
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Hˆ = −J
∑
j,ν
(
bˆ†j,ν bˆj,ν + h.c.
)
+
∑
j,ν
Uν
2
nˆj,ν (nˆj,ν − 1) + U12
∑
j
nˆj,1nˆj,2 +
∑
j,ν
εj,ν nˆj,ν , (4.15)
where ν = 1, 2 labels the two different bosonic species, the U12 term models the local inter-
species interaction (density - density), and Uν both intraspecies interactions. All interactions
shall be repulsive, U12 > 0, Uν > 0. As for
87Rb, the hopping strength is roughly equal for
both hyperfine states, J is set to be constant for both species. Here we want to consider
only equal densities, i.e. n1 = n2 ≡ n, which are below one (n < 1), and equal intraspecies
interactions, i.e. U1 = U2 ≡ U . Again, one can introduce rescaled parameters, i.e. u = UJ ,
u12 =
U12
J .
For u12 below u
(c)
12 , both species are mixing, above this point a spatial phase separation of the
two species occurs. The critical u
(c)
12 is approximately given by the intraspecies interaction
strength u for the considered system parameters, [119–121]
In the low-density limit and for small interactions strength, γ ≡ u2nc ≪ 1 and γ12 ≡ u122nc ≪ 1,
one can transform the lattice model to a continuous model given by the following Hamiltonian,
HˆLL =
∫
dx
∑
ν
(
1
2M
|∂xΨν(x)|2 + Vν(x)Ψ†ν(x)Ψν(x) +
g
2
[Ψ†ν(x)]
2[Ψν(x)]
2
)
+
g12
2
∫
dx
[
Ψ†1(x)Ψ1(x)
] [
Ψ†2(x)Ψ2(x)
]
, (4.16)
where, as in the single component case, the parameters are defined such that Ja2 = 12M ,
Ua = g, U12a = g12, and ρa = n hold. For this model, it is also possible to perform a
hydrodynamic approximation. This yields two different sound velocities, v± = 2n(U ± U12),
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for symmetric and antisymmetric perturbations, [97].
For u12 = u, this model is Bethe ansatz integrable, [123, 124]. One obtains a gapless symmet-
ric sector with a linear dispersion relation (for small energies), and a gapped antisymmetric
sector.
Now, we want to consider a Bosonization analysis of this model, [122]. Starting from two
separate Bose-Hubbard models, either well described by a Luttinger liquid with the veloc-
ity v0 and the Luttinger parameter K0, one can introduce the density-density interaction
between both species with the strength g12. By introducing symmetric and antisymmetric
combinations of the bosonic field, i.e. ϕc,s =
1√
2
(ϕ1 ± ϕ2) and ϑc,s = 1√2 (ϑ1 ± ϑ2), where
the index c stands for charge and the upper + sign, and s for spin and the lower - one, one
can separate the full Hamiltonian of the system into a “charge” and a “spin” part,
Hˆ = Hˆc + Hˆs (4.17)
where the charge Hamiltonian is given by a Luttinger liquid with the velocity vc and the
Luttinger parameter Kc
Hˆc =
1
2π
∫
dx
(
vcKc (∂ϑc)
2
+
vc
Kc
(∂ϕc)
2
)
, (4.18)
and the spin part also by Luttinger liquid, but with the parameter vs and KS , and with an
additional contribution
Hˆs =
1
2π
∫
dx
(
vsKs (∂ϑs)
2
+
vs
Ks
(∂ϕs)
2
)
+
g12
[πρ−1]2
∫
dx cos
(√
8ψs
)
. (4.19)
Both velocities vc,s and Luttinger parameter Kc,s are different for the charge and spin sector,
and are given by
vc,s = v0
[
1± g12K0
πv0
] 1
2
(4.20)
Kc,s = K0
[
1± g12K0
πv0
]− 12
. (4.21)
Thus, the two-component Bose-Hubbard model exhibits a spin-charge separation, when iden-
tifying the charge density with nc = n1 + n2 and the spin density with ns = n1 − n2.
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4.3 Numerical Results
In this section, the two-component Bose-Hubbard model is treated numerically by using ma-
trix product states based algorithms. The experimental setup proposed in the introduction
of this chapter introduces a number of complications to the theoretical analysis, which need
to be treated numerically. In this section we want to restrict ourselves to densities up to
1, and intraspecies interactions below u < uv ≈ 3.3, such that we are always considering
the superfluid phase. Further the density of both species should be equal, and unless noted
otherwise u1 = u2 ≡ u.
The interspecies scattering length is of the same order of magnitude as the intraspecies ones,
and can by tuned by approximately 20% by using a Feshbach resonance, [106]. Hence all
interaction strengths are of the same order of magnitude. As soon as the interspecies inter-
action strength u12 is bigger than the intraspecies one u, a phase separation occurs. The
Bosonization analysis presented in the last section is only valid if u12 ≪ u holds. For u12
being of the same order of u, the perturbation analysis becomes questionable, and when the
phase separation occurs, the Bosonization is no longer applicable. In the first part of this
section, 4.3.1, the velocities and Luttinger parameter are calculated and compared to the
Bosonization results, Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.21.
In the proposed experimental setup, a single particle excitation is performed on the system,
and then the time-evolution of the densities is measured. The physics of small perturbations
is given by the Luttinger liquid picture, but a single particle excitation is a high-energy ex-
citation. In section 4.3.2, the time-evolution of single particle excitations is calculated, and
analyzed whether the spin charge separation is observable by using single particle excitations.
Single particle excitations spectral functions provide a different test of the spin-charge separa-
tion. In section 4.3.3, we calculate the spectral functions, and discuss the applicability of the
Luttinger liquid picture for the two-component Bose-Hubbard model. Then in section 4.3.4,
the time-evolution of the entanglement entropy is considered, and finally we take further ex-
perimental complications into account. For the considered hyperfine states, both intraspecies
scattering lengths are not equal, yielding different intraspecies interacting strength, and thus
introduce a coupling between the spin and the charge sector. Additionally, the atoms are
confined by a trapping potential. Both effects are considered in section 4.3.5.
4.3.1 Velocities and Luttinger Parameter
In this subsection, the velocities of small density perturbations and Luttinger parameter
are calculated for a two-component Bose-Hubbard model with equal densities (n = n1 = n2)
and equal intraspecies interactions (u = u1 = u2). Let us start with considering the velocities.
The velocities were calculated by following the time-evolution of small density perturbations,
similar to the approach described in [114]. First the system is perturbed by a change in
the local chemical potential of the generic form εj,ν = ε0 exp
(
− (j−j0)2
2σ2
j
)
for t < 0. At
t = 0 the perturbation is switched off, and the time-evolution of the state, i.e. |ψ(t)〉 =
exp(−iHˆ0t) |ψ(t = 0)〉 is calculated by using a Krylov based algorithm, as discussed in section
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Figure 4.5: Time evolution of small charge density perturbations for different intraspecies
interaction strength, (a) u12 = 2.1, and (b) u12 = 2.9. The other system parameters are
u = 3, n = 0.625, L = 32.
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Figure 4.6: Time evolution of small spin density perturbations for different intraspecies
interaction strength, (a) u12 = 2.1, and (b) u12 = 2.9. The other system parameters are
u = 3, n = 0.625, L = 32.
2.4.2. One of the main advantages of this algorithm is the possibility to bound the error of
the evolution per timestep, here, we used an error bound of the order of
∥∥∥|Ψ(t+ ∆t)〉 − exp(−iHˆ∆t) |Ψ(t)〉∥∥∥2 < 10−5. (4.22)
Combined with a timestep in the range ∆t ≈ 0.1 − 0.2, 6 to 10 Krylov vectors were used,
and in the case of small density perturbations up to 2000 MPS-states were needed.
Both Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 show the time-evolution of densities for charge and respective
spin density perturbations. In both cases, the localized density perturbation splits into two
counterpropagating density waves. As the perturbations do not smear out (for small times,
as soon as the perturbation reaches the boundary of the system, boundary effects occur, for
instance see Fig. 4.6 (b)), it is easy to extract the position of the excitation as function of
the time. One observes a linear dependence of the position with respect to the time, hence
the corresponding velocity can be obtained by a linear fit. We are interested in the velocities
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Figure 4.7: Velocities of small density perturbations as function of the interspecies interaction
strength u12, for (a) u = 2, n = 0.875, and (b) u = 3, n = 0.625, compared with the
Bosonization result, Eq. 4.20.
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Figure 4.8: Velocities of small density perturbations as function of the density n, for u = 3.
The Bosonization result is given by Eq. 4.20.
in the limit of vanishing perturbation strengths ε0, therefore we calculated the velocities for
a number of different perturbation strengths (and especially signs of ε0) and performed an
extrapolation to ε0 → 0. The errors of resulting velocities are of the order of 0.01 for small
u12 and increase with increasing u12.
Fig. 4.7 shows the obtained velocities as function of the interspecies interaction strength u12
for two different values of the parameter γ, here for (a) γ = 1.1 and for (b) γ = 2.4. The
velocities are compared to the Bosonization results, Eq. 4.20, where both one-component
parameters, i.e. the velocity v0 and the Luttinger parameter K0, have been determined nu-
merically. Thus as expected, at u12 = 0 we exactly recover the single component result.
For both values of γ and for small interspecies interaction u12, only minor deviations occur.
Close to the phase separation at u12 ≈ u, the spin velocity exhibits significant deviations,
while the charge velocity is still reasonably described by the Bosonization result, even close
to the phase separation.
In Fig. 4.8, the velocities are shown as function of the density where both inter- and in-
traspecies interaction are fixed. The numerical results are well described by the Bosonization
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Figure 4.9: Inverse charge and spin compressibility κ−1c,s as function of the interspecies inter-
action strength u12, for (a) u = 2, n = 0.875, and (b) u = 3, n = 0.625.
(Eq. 4.20). Only for small densities and large u12 deviations are visible, especially for the
spin velocities.
We also calculated the Luttinger parameter Kc and Ks. One can calculate the Luttinger
parameter by using the following relation
Kc =
π
2
vcκc, and Ks =
π
2
vsκs, (4.23)
where κc,s are charge respectively spin compressibility given by κc,s =
(
∂2
∂n2c,s
E0
L
)−1
. E0
is the groundstate energy of a system with the charge density nc = n1 + n2 and the spin
density ns = n1 − n2. Note that, unlike the usual definitions (for electronic systems) of the
spin compressibility, a factor 4 has been omitted in our definition in Eq. 4.23. As we are not
using the electronic definition of the spin density, i.e. ns =
1
2 (n1 − n2), both factors mutually
cancel each other and the final spin Luttinger parameter is of course unaffected. By using
the DMRG, one can easily calculate the groundstate energy with quasiexact precision. The
derivative can then be calculated numerically using the discrete form
κ−1c ≈ L
E(N1 + ∆N,N2 + ∆N) + E(N1 −∆N,N2 −∆N)− 2E(N1, N2)
4∆N2
, (4.24)
κ−1s ≈ L
E(N1 + ∆N,N2 −∆N) + E(N1 −∆N,N2 + ∆N)− 2E(N1, N2)
4∆N2
,
where E(N1, N2) is the groundstate energy for N1 particles of type 1 and N2 of type 2. After
a finite size extrapolation, one finally gets the compressibility. Fig. 4.10 shows the obtained
values of κ−1c,s as function of the interspecies interaction u12, and compares the numerical
results with the theoretical results (obtained by combining Eq. 4.23 and Eqs. 4.20 and 4.21
). Again, a good agreement for small u12 and deviations close to the phase separation are
observed.
The Luttinger parameter Kc,s are shown in Fig. 4.10 as function of the interspecies inter-
action u12. As in the case of the velocities and the compressibilities, for small interspecies
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Figure 4.10: Charge and spin Luttinger parameter Kc,s as function of the interspecies inter-
action strength u12, for (a) u = 2, n = 0.875, and (b) u = 3, n = 0.625. The Bosonization
result is given by Eq. 4.21.
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interaction the agreement is good, while especially the spin Luttinger parameter shows sig-
nificant deviations starting at rather small values of u12. Fig. 4.11 shows the Luttinger
parameter as function of the density n. Here, stronger deviations are visible, which increase
with increasing density. A similar effect can be observed for an one-component Bose-Hubbard
model, where for densities above n ∼ 0.5 significant lattice effects can be observed, as previ-
ously discussed in section 4.2.1.
In this section, we calculated numerical values for the Bosonization parameter vc,s and Kc,s.
In section 4.2.2, we performed a Bosonization analysis of the two-component Bose-Hubbard
model, where we started from an effective description of both component in terms of a
Luttinger liquid. While one also can obtain the single component parameter, v0 and K0, by
using a Bosonization analysis or by comparison with the Lieb-Liniger solution (as discussed
in section 4.2.1), the accuracy of Eqs. 4.20 & 4.21 increases significantly if both v0 and
K0 are determined numerically. As expected, for small interspecies interactions u12 both
results fit well, with increasing the interaction u12 the deviations also increase. Only for the
spin parameters close to the phase separation significant deviations can be observed. In all
other cases we can conclude that using the Bosonization result, Eqs. 4.20 & 4.21, provides
an accurate description of both the velocities and the Luttinger parameter, as long as one
obtains the single-component parameter numerically.
4.3.2 Single Particle Excitations
Now we want to consider single particle excitations, as this correspond to the proposed ex-
perimental setup. The Bosonization analysis of section 4.2.2 is only valid for low energy
excitations. Hence to test whether the spin-charge separation can be observed by using sin-
gle particle excitations, a numerical treatment is necessary.
The time-evolution of single particle excitations of the groundstate is calculated. First, the
groundstate |gs〉 is generated by using the DMRG, then a bosonic creation or annihilation
operator is applied. The initial state is thus |ψ(t = 0)〉 = bˆ†L/2,1 |gs〉. As in the last section, we
also used a Krylov subspace based algorithm to calculate the evolution, but here the number
of states needed is significantly higher. For the results presented in this section, up to 7500
states were used.
Fig. 4.12 shows the densities at different times t, for n1 = n2 = 0.625, u = 3, u12 = 2.1,
and after applying both bˆ†L/2,1 and bˆL/2,1. In both cases, the excitation splits first into two
counterpropagating density waves, a left-moving and a right-moving one. Further spin and
charge excitations separate, and are moving with different velocities. Thus, the proposed
(section 4.2.2) and for low-energy excitations observed (section 4.3.1) spin-charge separation
can also be seen when considering single particle excitations. The spin-charge separation is a
robust effect, even visible for excitations energies beyond the low-energy regime. Therefore,
it should be possible to observe this effect by using ultracold atomic gases, as discussed in
section 4.1.
In Fig. 4.12 we also plotted the entanglement entropy. When comparing both the evolution
after applying a creation bˆ† and a annihilation operator bˆ, one can see a substantial difference
between both cases. For the creation operator, a strong increase in the entropy in the middle
of the system can be observed, while for the annihilation operator the entropy does not
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Figure 4.12: Time evolution of the densities after a single particle excitation at t = 0. The
charge density is shifted by 1.25 for better visibility. The parameters used were L = 32,
n = 0.625, u = 3, and u12 = 2.1. (a) - (c) shows the densities after applying the creation
operator bˆ† and at the following times (a) t = 0, (b) t = 1.5, and (c) t = 2.5, (d) - (f) after
applying an annihilation operator bˆ and at (d) t = 0, (e) t = 1.5, and (f) t = 2.5. One
can clearly see a separation of spin and charge excitations. Additionally, the entanglement
entropy of the system is also plotted. Note the big difference of the evolution of the entropy
for the two different cases (bˆ† and bˆ).
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change much (besides some small fluctuations). This interesting effect will be discussed in
more detail in section 4.3.4.
4.3.3 Spectral Functions
In this section, dynamical spectral functions of the two-component Bose-Hubbard model are
calculated. The Green’s function G(z) for an operator Aˆ can be defined as
G(z) = 〈gs| Aˆ† 1
z + E0 − Hˆ
Aˆ |gs〉 . (4.25)
and the dynamical spectral function as limit
A(ω) = − 1
π
Im lim
ηց0
G(ω + iη). (4.26)
Section 2.5 deals with the calculation of spectral functions by using matrix product states
in great detail. Here, the GMRES algorithm (section 2.5.2) is used, for L = 64 and η = 0.1
approximately 2000 states are needed for the correction vectors.
As usual, MPS algorithms are performing much better for open boundary conditions than
for periodic boundary conditions. One drawback of open boundary conditions are stronger
finite size effects. In order to reduce the finite size effects, the quasimomentum definition of
the Fourier transform can be used. The usual Fourier transform can be defined by using the
eigenstates of a non-interacting system with periodic boundary conditions. An alternative
transform can be obtained by considering the eigenstates of the non-interacting system, but
now including the open boundaries. Then the transform is given by
bˆq,ν =
√
2
L+ 1
∑
j
sin
(
qjπ
L+ 1
)
bˆj,ν , (4.27)
with the momenta |k| = qπL+1 . These eigenstates have nodes at the edges of the system, and
therefore the finite effects are smaller than when the usual Fourier transform is used. In this
section, we only calculate the single particle spectral function, i.e. for bˆ†q.
By using the Bosonization analysis, one can calculate the single particle spectral function
as well. The dispersion relation is linear, ωc,s ≈ vc,sq, where vc,s are the two different
velocities. Thus one expects divergent peaks at both vc,sq, similar to the single-component
case discussed in section 4.2.1.
Fig. 4.13 shows the calculated spectral function for u21 = 2.1, u = 3, n = 0.625, L = 64, and
η = 0.1. No deconvolution has been performed, and the resulting spectral function has been
normalized for each q, so
∫
Aq(ω+ iη) dω = 1 holds for all q and η. For q < 0.25, the spectral
function is not plotted, there finite size effects dominate and would distract attention from
the physically relevant effects. One can clearly identify both spin and charge excitations.
Both branches exhibit a linear dispersion relation for small q up to the order of 1, for bigger
momenta effects of the finite band curvature are visible.
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Figure 4.13: Density plot of single particle spectral function A(q, ω), u12 = 2.1, u = 3,
n = 0.625, η = 0.1, and L = 64. One can clearly identify the linear dispersion relations of
both charge and spin excitations with different velocities.
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Figure 4.14: Single particle spectral function A(q, ω) for different momenta q ≡ qπL+1 as
function of ωq−1. The two vertical lines correspond the spin and respective charge velocities.
The used system parameters are u12 = 2.1, u = 3, n = 0.625, η = 0.1, and L = 64.
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A more detailed view of the spectral function is given in Fig. 4.14, where the spectral function
Aq(ω+iη) is plotted as function of w/q. Due to the linear dispersion relation, one expects two
peaks at vs and at vc. The same system parameters as in Fig. 4.13 have been used. A number
of different finite size effects can be observed. For small momenta q, an additional peak at
ω ≈ 0 appears. Further the peaks are shifted to smaller frequencies, and additional shoulders
above the peak are visible, for instance see the k = 10 spectral function of Fig. 4.14. Similar
finite size effects can be seen in the single-component case, as discussed in section 4.2.1. As in
the single case, the strength of the finite size effects decreases when increasing the momenta q.
Finally, one can also observe effects of the non-vanishing band curvature, which yields a shift
of the peaks to higher frequencies with increasing momenta, as the dispersion relations starts
to exhibit deviations from the linear relation. Another interesting effect is the splitting of the
charge peak for high momenta. A similar effect can be seen in the single-component case.
The Bethe ansatz solution predicts two different branches. In section 4.2.1, this effect has
been shown by a spectral density plot of the Bose-Hubbard model, see Fig. 4.3.
To conclude this section, let us summarize our numerical results. The single particle spectral
function also shows a clear spin charge separation. Further, one can observe a linear dispersion
relation, even up to considerable big momenta, so the low-energy physics is well described
by a two-component Luttinger liquid (TL2).
4.3.4 Entropy of Entanglement
Entanglement is a key quantity to describe a quantum system. For the algorithm discussed
in this thesis, the entanglement entropy acts as main measurement of the complexity of the
numerical treatment. The number of states needed to accurately represent a state of the
Hilbert space by a matrix product state is roughly proportional to the exponential of the
entropy.
In this chapter, we calculate the time-evolution for different setups. In general, by using
the Lieb-Robinson bound [125], one can show that increase of the entanglement entropy with
increasing time has an upper bound, which is a linear function of the time, [126]. For a global
quench, i.e. a sudden change of the global Hamiltonian, a linear growth can be observed,
[127–129]. In contrast, when the quench is only local, i.e. the Hamiltonian is only changed
at one position, one observes a logarithmic growth, [130–132].
All setups considered in this chapter are only local quenches, so one can expect a logarithmic
increase for all cases. However, significant differences occur for the different setups. Let us
start with considering small density perturbations, which are used in section 4.3.1 to calcu-
late the velocities. Fig. 4.15 shows the time-evolution of a small density perturbation. The
entanglement entropy is basically constant with respect to the time. The perturbation is
only weak, and moves the initial state only slightly away from the groundstate. Hence, the
entanglement does not change with respect to time.
This is different when single particle excitations are considered, as done in section 4.3.2. Fig.
4.12 shows the time-evolution after a single particle excitation. Applying a creation operator
yields a strong increase in the entanglement entropy, while a destruction operator yields an
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Figure 4.15: Time evolution of the entanglement entropy after a small density perturbation.
(u12 = 2.1, u = 3, n = 0.625, and L = 32.)
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Figure 4.16: Time-evolution of the entanglement entropy after single particle excitations
and small density perturbations. Note the enormous difference between the evolution after
applying a creation and an annihilation operator. The system parameters are u12 = 2.1,
u = 3, n = 0.625, and L = 32.
almost constant entropy. To illustrate this effect, the entropy (measured at the middle of the
system) is plotted as function of the time in Fig. 4.16.
Although the Bose-Hubbard model does not possess any particle-hole symmetry, the differ-
ence between the two cases is remarkable. Fig. 4.17 shows the time-evolution of the entropy
after single particle excitations of a single-component Bose-Hubbard model, where one can
observe a qualitatively similar effect.
4.3.5 Experimental Constraints
Up to now, only the case of symmetric intraspecies interaction has been considered. The
two species of the Bose-Hubbard model are realized by different hyperfine states of 87Rb.
Since the s-wave scattering lengths differ for the two species, one get different intraspecies
interaction strengths. Having non-equal intraspecies strength couples the spin and the charge
sector, hence the spin-charge separation might be destroyed.
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Figure 4.17: Time-evolution of the entanglement entropy after single particle excitations for
a single-component Bose-Hubbard model, U = 3, n = 0.625, L = 32.
In our setup, the intraspecies scattering lengths are approximately given by a1 = 100.4aB
and a2 = 91.28aB , where aB is the Bohr radius. The interspecies s-wave scattering length
can be tuned by a Feshbach resonance. In the following we choose a12 = 80aB and a lattice
depth of V0 = 4.3ER, where ER is the recoil energy of the optical lattice. This yields the
following Bose-Hubbard parameter, U1/J = 2.983, U2/J = 2.712, and U12/J = 2.377, which
describe the experimental setup more accurately.
Fig. 4.18 shows the time-evolution of the densities after a single particle excitation, where
the system parameter are chosen as just discussed, i.e. with unequal intraspecies interaction
strength. One can still observe a separation of both excitations, so even a small mismatch of
the interspecies interactions does not destroy the spin charge separation.
Finally, the ultracold atoms have to be confined by a trapping potential, which is here
modelled by a change of the local chemical potential, i.e. εj,ν = ε0(j − j0)2. Fig. 4.19 shows
the time-evolution of single particle excitations for a system with a trap. Again, the spin
charge separation can still be observed.
4.4 Conclusion
The spin-charge separation is a key feature of interacting one-dimensional systems. Up to
now, an experimental test of the separation is a difficult task, only a few experiments have
seen signs of it, [91]. In this chapter, an experimental setup was proposed where it should in
principle be possible to observe the separation of spin and charge excitations.
Bosonic ultracold atomic gases inside an optical lattice are well described by a Bosonic
Hubbard model. Using two different hyperfine states of the trapped gas, one can realize a
two-component Bose-Hubbard model. This model is known to exhibit a spin-charge separa-
tion. It is possible to create single particle excitations in the experiment. By using localized
density measurement, one can follow the time-evolution of these excitations, for which the
spin-charge separation should also be visible.
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Figure 4.18: Time-evolution of the density after single-particle excitations with realistic
parameters, U1/J = 2.983, U2/J = 2.712, U12/J = 2.377, and n = 0.625. The charge
density is shifted by 1.25 for better visibility.
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Figure 4.19: Time evolution of the densities after a single particle excitation at t = 0 with an
external trapping potential. The charge density is shifted by 1.25 for better visibility. The
parameter used were L = 32, n = 0.625, u = 3, and u12 = 2.1. (a) - (c) shows the densities
after applying of a creation operator bˆ† and at the following times (a) t = 0, (b) t = 1.5, and
(c) t = 2.5, (d) - (f) after applying an annihilation operator bˆ and at (d) t = 0, (e) t = 1.5,
and (f) t = 2.5. Again one can clearly see a separation of spin and charge excitations.
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In this chapter, it was shown that the spin-charge separation can indeed be observed by the
proposed experimental setup. A number of possible complications were discussed. First,
both intra- and interspecies scattering lengths are of the same order of magnitude. As soon
as the interspecies interaction becomes larger than the intraspecies one, a phase separation of
the two different species occurs. Hence the experiment is always in the vicinity of the phase
separation. This limits the Bosonization analysis, which is only valid for small interspecies
interactions. Our result indicates that even close to the phase separation, the low energy
physics is well described by a two-component Luttinger liquid. A further problem is stems
from the considered type of excitation in the experiment. A single particle excitation is not a
low-energy perturbation, so it is difficult to use the Bosonization results in this regime. How-
ever, the numerical treatment shows that, even beyond the low-energy limit, the spin-charge
separation can be observed.
Finally, two further experimental complications were considered. The intraspecies scattering
lengths of the two hyperfine states are not equal, yielding non-equal intraspecies interactions.
This introduces a coupling between the spin and the charge sector, but it turned out, that
the spin-charge separation is not destroyed by this coupling. The effects of the trap were also
considered. Again, the spin-charge separation can also be seen with a trap.
The spin-charge separation should be visible in the proposed experimental setup, as it is a
robust effect of a two-component Bose-Hubbard model with realistic parameter.
Chapter 5
Dynamical Mean-Field Theory
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we want to consider the dynamical mean-field theory(DMFT) and use MPS-
based algorithms as impurity solver for the DMFT.
As discussed in chapter 2, matrix product states based algorithm only provide an efficient
tool for one-dimensional quantum systems, for systems in higher dimensions the approach
quickly becomes unfeasible, since an exponentially large number of states is required to faith-
fully represent the states. However, strongly correlated systems in higher dimensions are an
interesting problem. The most prominent example is high-Tc superconductivity, for which it
is assumed that it can be described by a two-dimensional Hubbard model. Up to now, dealing
with a two-dimensional Hubbard model is still a difficult problem, no reliable methods are
known to simulate sufficient large systems.
The dynamical mean-field theory [18, 133, 134] (especially its cluster extensions) is maybe
the most promising candidate to give an approximation that captures the essential features
of a two-dimensional Hubbard model. Mean-field theories usually neglect all kind of fluctua-
tions in the system. For a number of models, mean-field approximations yield useful results,
however, for strongly correlated quantum systems, quantum fluctuations play an essential
role in the physics of these systems. It is possible to extend the mean-field approach to
handle also local quantum fluctuations exactly, while still neglecting all kinds of spatial ones.
This approach is known as dynamical mean-field theory, and will be discussed in this chapter.
Let us now start with discussing classical mean-field theories. Consider a classical Ising model
in a field, given by the following Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
ij
JijSiSj − h
∑
i
Si, (5.1)
where Si are the Ising spin variables, Si = ±1.
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We now want to construct a mean-field theory for this model. Consider a single site, the
impurity site S0. By neglecting fluctuations, i.e. (Si − 〈Si〉), for all other sites except the
impurity, one can obtain effective Hamiltonian
Heff = −heffS0, (5.2)
which only acts on the impurity site. heff is an effective field given by
heff = h+
∑
i
Ji0 〈Si〉 = h+ zJm. (5.3)
z denotes the lattice coordination number. Due to the translational symmetry one can
now conclude that 〈Si〉 is equal for all sites; thus define m ≡ 〈Si〉. The partition function
of the effective Hamiltonian can easily be calculated, yielding the expectation value of the
magnetization
m = 〈S0〉Heff = tanh (βh+ βzJm) . (5.4)
The magnetization can now be calculated by solving this equation self-consistently.
In the next section it will be shown that this mean-field treatment will be become exact
in the limit of infinite dimensions. However, for finite dimensions, it still yields the correct
phase diagram and order of the phase transition, but the critical exponents are incorrect.
The mean-field approach neglects any kind of fluctuations. While for a classical model only
spatial fluctuations are present, quantum models also exhibits another type of fluctuations,
quantum fluctuations. This simple mean-field approach, however, cannot take these quantum
fluctuations into account. Especially for strongly-correlated systems, quantum fluctuations
play a crucial role in the understanding of these systems. It is possible to set up a mean-field
theory which takes local quantum fluctuations into account, the dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT).
Quantum fluctuations cannot be represented by a simple static effective field (e.g. like heff as
just considered) in general, thus preventing the use of a simple mean-field theory. Consider
a single site (i.e. the impurity site) embedded in an effective bath. This bath now needs
to be represented by a dynamical Green’s function G0(τ), which needs to have an explicit
time/energy dependence, in order to take quantum fluctuations into account. The action
induced by the bath has now the general form
Seff = S0 +
∑
σ
∫ β
0
dτ
∫ β
0
dτ ′ cˆ†0σ(τ) G−10 (τ − τ ′) cˆ0σ(τ ′). (5.5)
The magnetization of the mean-field theory, i.e. m = 〈S0〉Heff , is now replaced by the local
impurity Green’s function G(τ−τ ′) =
〈
T cˆ†0,σ(τ) cˆ0,σ(τ
′)
〉
Seff
. Similar to the classical mean-
field theory, the bath Green’s function G0(τ) and the impurity Green’s function G(τ) needs to
fulfil a self-consistency equation. The precise form of this equation and a detailed derivation
of the DMFT method will be presented in the next section.
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Figure 5.1: The Cavity method. The system is split into three parts, the impurity (blue),
the bonds connecting the impurity with rest of the system (red), and the rest of the system,
the cavity (depicted in black).
5.2 Dynamical Mean Field Theory
5.2.1 Derivation of the DMFT Equations
We would like to start this section with a derivation of the dynamical mean-field theory. In
the introduction a simple mean-field theory of an Ising model was considered. It is useful to
reconsider this approach in order to introduce the so-called cavity method, which can simply
be generalized to the quantum case including quantum fluctuations.
Let us start with considering a single impurity site, similar to the scheme discussed in the
introduction. We want to obtain an effective single-site Hamiltonian. In principle, the
effective Hamiltonian can be calculated exactly by integrating out all other sites,
∑
Si, i 6=0
e−βH ≡ e−βHeff , (5.6)
yielding the effective Hamiltonian which only acts on the single site. The cavity method
provides an elegant scheme to calculate the effective Hamiltonian. As depicted in Fig. 5.1,
one splits the system into three different parts, firstly the impurity site, secondly all bond
connecting the impurity with the rest of the system, and finally the rest of the system, the
so-called cavity. This scheme splits the Hamiltonian into three parts, the local part acting
only on the impurity site, H0, the interaction between the impurity and the cavity ∆H, and
Hamiltonian of the cavity, H(c),
H = H0 + ∆H +H
(c). (5.7)
For the Ising model the local part is simply given by H0 = −hS0 and the interaction part
by ∆H = −∑i Ji0S0Si. The key concept of the cavity method is to perform now a series
expansion in the interaction term ∆H to obtain the effective impurity Hamiltonian. The
series expansion is given by
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Heff = H0 +
∞∑
n=1
∑
i1, ..., in
1
n!
ηi1 · · · ηin 〈Si1 · · ·Sin〉c , (5.8)
where 〈. . .〉c denotes the cavity expectation value and ηi ≡ Ji0S0. Thus, the knowledge of all
n-point correlators 〈Si1 · · ·Sin〉c of the cavity determines the effective impurity Hamiltonian.
In the limit of infinite dimensions, it is possible to simplify this expression. In order to keep
the energy per site finite, the interaction strength must scale at least as Jij ∼ 1d|i−j| in the
limit of d→∞, where | . . . | denotes the Manhattan distance between the sites i and j. Then,
only the n = 1 term of Eq. 5.8 is relevant, hence the effective Hamiltonian can be written as
Heff = −heffS0, with heff = h+
∑
i
Ji0 〈Si〉c . (5.9)
Thus the form of the effective Hamiltonian considered in the introduction, Eq. 5.2 is now
recovered. Finally we only need to obtain the self-consistency relation given by Eq. 5.4.
The cavity induces effects of the order of O ( 1d), thus in the d → ∞ limit, one can exactly
replace the cavity expectation values by the full system ones, i.e. 〈Si〉c = 〈Si〉. Further,
the system obeys a translational symmetry, hence the magnetizations of all sites are equal,
〈Si〉 = m. Now the self-consistency equation calculated in the introduction, Eq. 5.4 is also
recovered. Finally, let us note, that this derivation proves that the mean-field approximation
is exact in the limit of infinite dimensions.
Now, using the cavity method, it is straight-forward to generalize the mean-field theory to
take also local quantum fluctuations into account. Let us start with a fermionic Hubbard
model:
Hˆ = −
∑
ij,σ
tij
(
cˆ†iσ cˆjσ + cˆ
†
jσ cˆiσ
)
+ U
∑
i
nˆi↑nˆi↓. (5.10)
The partition function of the model can then be written as a functional integral (using
Grassmann variables)
Z =
∫ ∏
iσ
Dc†iσ Dciσ exp (−S) , (5.11)
where the action S is given by
S =
∫ β
0
dτ
(∑
iσ
c†iσ∂τ ciσ −
∑
ijσ
tijc
†
iσcjσ − µ
∑
iσ
c†iσciσ + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓
)
(5.12)
Similar to the classical case, we now integrate out all sites except one, yielding an effective
one site action Seff (and an effective partition function Zeff)
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1
Zeff
e−Seff[c
†
0σ, c0σ] ≡ 1
Z
∫ ∏
i6=0,σ
Dc†iσ Dciσe
−S (5.13)
Again, we can use the cavity method. The action is split into three parts, one part, S0, only
acting on the impurity site, another ∆S describing the interaction between the impurity and
the rest of the system, and finally the action for the rest of the system S(c) (cavity).
S0 =
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
σ
c†0σ (∂τ − µ) c0σ + Un0↑n0↓ (5.14)
∆S =
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
iσ
c†iσ ti0c0σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡ηi
+ ti0c
†
0σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡η†
i
ciσ (5.15)
Similar to the classical case (Eq. 5.8), the effective one site action can now be written as a
series expansion in the action ∆S
Seff =
∞∑
n=1
∑
i1,..., in
∑
j1, ..., jn∫
dτi1 · · · dτjnG(c)i1···in,j1···jn(τi1 · · · τin , τj1 · · · τjn)
η†i1(τi1) · · · η
†
in
(τin) ηj1(τj1) · · · ηjn(τjn)
+S0 + const (5.16)
where G(c) denotes the cavity Green’s function given by
G
(c)
i1···in,j1···jn(τi1 · · · τin , τj1 · · · τjn) =
〈
Tc†j1(τj1) · · · c
†
jn
(τj1) ci1(τi1) · · · cin(τin)
〉
S(c)
. (5.17)
Consider now again the d → ∞ limit. In order to keep the local energy finite the hopping
needs to scale like tij ∼
(
1√
d
)|i−j|
(where |i − j| is again the Manhattan distance between
the sites i and j.) The only relevant term in Eq. (5.16) is the first term with n = 1. The
effective action thus has the general form,
Seff = −
∫ β
0
dτ
∫ β
0
dτ ′
∑
σ
c†0σ(τ)G−10 (τ − τ ′)c0σ(τ ′)
+U
∫ β
0
dτ n0↑(τ) n0↓(τ), (5.18)
with some, at this point arbitrary, Green’s function G0(τ). This Green’s function now takes
the role of the effective Weiss field heff of the classical mean field as discussed in the intro-
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of a Bethe lattice with the lattice coordination number z = 3.
duction. However, G0(τ) is not a simple number anymore, in order to take local quantum
fluctuations into account G0(τ) needs to be a function of τ . Comparing Eq. (5.16) and Eq.
(5.18) yields the self-consistency relation
G−10 (z) = z + µ−
∑
ij
ti0tj0G
(c)
ij (z), (5.19)
where we used the Fourier transform of the Green’s functions
G(z) =
∫ β
0
dτ exp (zτ)G(τ). (5.20)
Let us now consider a Bethe lattice, as depicted in Fig. 5.2. Due to the lattice geometry,
i.e. since S(c) splits the system into z non-connected parts, the non-local Green’s function
G
(c)
ij (z) is vanishing for i 6= j. As we are considering the limit of infinite lattice dimensions,
the effects induced by considering the cavity construction (instead of the full lattice) are
again of the order O ( 1d). Thus, we can safely replace the cavity Green’s function with the
full impurity Green’s function,
G
(c)
ii (z) = δijGii(z). (5.21)
Using the translational invariance of the lattice, the local Green’s function Gii(z) is given by
the local Green’s function of the impurity G(z), which enables us to simplify Eq. (5.19),
G−10 (z) = z + µ−
D2
4
G(z). (5.22)
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where we have introduced the bandwidth of the model given by D ≡ 2zt (with z being the
lattice coordination number), and
G(τ − τ ′) = −
〈
Tc†0σ(τ)c0σ(τ
′)
〉
Seff
. (5.23)
This defines the self-consistency equations. G0(z) needs to be determined such that the im-
purity Green’s function G(z) of the effective action Seff fulfills Eq. 5.22.
Finally, we want to present another derivation of the dynamical mean-field equations which
is not limited to the Bethe lattice. The main ingredient of the dynamical mean-field theory
is that the self-energy function Σ(z) is purely local in space,
Σij(z) = δijΣ(z), (5.24)
or correspondingly, constant in momentum space,
Σ(k, z) = Σ(z). (5.25)
Now we can write down the Dyson equation for the impurity
Σ(z) = G−10 (z)−G−1(z), (5.26)
and express the local lattice Green’s function Gii(z) by the self-energy,
Gii(z) =
1
N
∑
k
Gk(z) =
1
N
∑
k
(
G−10 (k, z)− Σ(z)
)−1
. (5.27)
The non-interacting Green’s function is given by G0(k, z) = (z + µ− εk)−1, where εk are the
energies of the momentum eigenstates of the non-interacting Hamiltonian. Eq. 5.27 can be
simplified by considering the density of states D(z) given by
D(z) =
1
N
∑
k
(z − εk)−1 , and its inverse, R[D(ξ)] = ξ. (5.28)
The self-energy of the lattice is now given by
Σ(z) = z + µ−R[Gii(z)]. (5.29)
Finally, by comparing Eq. 5.29 and 5.26, and since the impurity Green’s function G(z) shall
be equal to the (local) lattice Green’s function Gii(z), we obtain the self-consistency equation
G−10 (z) = z + µ+G−1(z)−R [G(z)] . (5.30)
This completes the DMFT algorithm. A general lattice model (given by Eq. 5.10) is mapped
to an impurity model, described by the action Seff, for which the self-consistency condition
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Eq. 5.30 needs to be fulfilled.
The density of states of a Bethe lattice is semicircular, i.e. given by D(z) =
√
D2
4 − z2. Now,
one can calculate R[x] for a Bethe lattice, yielding R[x] = x−1 + D
2
4 x. Using this result, Eq.
5.30 yields the same self-consistency relation as the one discussed before, Eq. 5.22.
The dynamical mean-field theory approach neglects spatial fluctuations while keeping the full
local (quantum) fluctuations. Like the classical mean-field, the DMFT also becomes exact
in the limit of infinite dimensions. For vanishing onsite interaction strength, i.e. U = 0, the
self-energy Σ(z) vanishes. This simplifies the DMFT, the solution is now given by the non-
interacting Green’s function, G0(z) = D(z + µ), which is the exact solution. DMFT is also
exact in the opposite limit, U →∞. In this limit the hopping can be neglected, thus εk = 0
for all momenta. One can now show, that in this limit the impurity problem is decoupled1,
and the DMFT solution recovers the exact Green’s function.
This result is useful when considering the Hubbard model, as the DMFT is able to recover the
exact result in both solvable limits. Hence, both phases, the metallic and the Mott-insulation
phase are included on the same footing in this approximation.
5.2.2 Solving the DMFT Equation
Overview
The impurity problem described by the effective action Seff (Eq. 5.18) is still an interact-
ing many-body problem, for which no general analytic solution is available. Therefore one
usually relies on numerical methods to calculate the Green’s function G(z) of the effective
impurity problem, as defined in Eq. 5.23.
In order to numerically solve the self-consistency condition, Eq. 5.30, one can identify the
problem as a fixed point problem for the Green’s functions G(z). Starting with some initial
G(z), one first constructs (using Eq. 5.30) the non-interacting Green’s function of the im-
purity, G0. This defines a new impurity problem, Eq. 5.18, for which finally a new Green’s
function G(z) is calculated. One can repeat this loop until convergence is reached, which
implies the solution of the DMFT equations.
There are a number of different methods available to solve the impurity problem. Most of
them use a discretization of the bath at some point of the algorithm, which will be discussed
in more detail in the next subsection.
Let us start with the simplest method: an exact (numerical) diagonalization of the impurity
problem. The general impurity problem is mapped to a single impurity Anderson model
(SIAM) with a finite bath dimension. As the dimension of the Hilbert space scales exponen-
tially in the size of the bath, this method is limited to very small bath sizes, only bath sizes up
1i.e. the hybridization function is given by ∆ ≡ 0.
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to the order of 20 sites are feasible. This is a severe limitation of this method, however, the ex-
act diagonalization is the method with the greatest flexibility of all considered methods, [135].
The second class of algorithms is based on quantum Monte-Carlo methods. A well-known
method is given by the Hirsch-Fye algorithm [137], which performs an expansion of the
operator exponential
exp
(
−βHˆ
)
=
N∏
i=1
exp
(
− β
N
Hˆ
)
≈
N∏
i=1
exp
(
− β
N
Hˆ0
)
exp
(
− β
N
Hˆint
)
, (5.31)
which can now be evaluated using a Monte-Carlo scheme. However, one is always restricted
to a finite stepsize ∆β, and thus the limit ∆β → 0 needs to be considered. A big improvement
are the continuous-time quantum Monte-Carlo algorithms, which perform a diagrammatic
expansion of either the self-energy Σ(z), [138], or the Hybridization function ∆(z), [139, 140].
Further details can be found in [141, 142].
Quantum Monte-Carlo algorithms have two major drawbacks. First of all, as we are con-
sidering fermions [10], the sign problem is always present. However, usually one can reach
reasonably low temperatures such that it is possible to obtain useful results. The second
problem is stemming from the fact that these algorithms only allow to access the imaginary
frequency Green’s functions, G(iω). While it is possible to close the DMFT loop on the
imaginary axis, much more insight is gained by considering the Green’s function on the real
frequency axis, i.e. G(ω + i0+). It is possible to perform an analytical continuation to the
real axis by using a deconvolution (which will be discussed in detail in appendix A), but
numerical condition of this problem is even worse than condition of the deconvolution of
DMRG spectral functions.
By using matrix product state-based algorithms (see chapter 2), it is possible to calculate the
spectral function for frequencies close to the real axis such that the analytic continuation is
simpler than for the QMC data. The numerical renormalization group (NRG) [28–30] uses a
logarithmic bath discretization. This yields an optimal resolution at the fermi edge, allowing
to resolve the Kondo effect. However, the resolution is deteriorated for all other frequencies.
Another algorithm able to handle the impurity problem is the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG), as considered in chapter 2. Using the DMRG has a number of advantages.
First of all, one is not limited to logarithmic discretizations, in the following we will show that
one can use arbitrary discretization schemes. Further it is possible to calculate the spectral
function for all frequencies with a fixed broadening, thus enabling us to get a good resolution
independent of the frequency.
DMFT loop
In the following, we want to to present and discuss an algorithm which allows us to use the
DMRG as impurity solver for the DMFT. In this subsection, we consider the general DMFT
loop in more detail with a special focus on the DMRG as impurity solver.
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Figure 5.3: Sketch of the DMFT loop.
First let us note, that there are different options to close the DMFT loop. Since all the
Green’s functions G(z), G0(z), and G0(z), and the hybridization function ∆(z) are analytical
functions in the upper halfplane, it is sufficient to know these functions only on either the real
axis, the imaginary axis, or for a fixed broadening η, i.e. for all z = ω+iη (and all frequencies
ω), since it is possible to perform an analytical continuation to obtain the complete function.
This allows us to close the DMFT loop on arbitrary axes. When using the DMRG as solver,
one always needs a finite broadening η due to numerical reasons of the MPS-algorithms (as
discussed in section 2.5).
The Green’s function G(ω+ iη) is first calculated with a finite broadening η. Then, Eq. 5.30
gives a new G0(ω + iη), which finally gives a new hybridization function ∆(ω + iη), by using
Eq. 5.34. Note, that the loop is closed at finite η. This scheme is sketched in Fig. 5.3.
The DMFT loop is repeated until the Green’s function G(ω + iη) is converged. In order to
stabilize the convergence, it is sometimes useful to damp the iteration scheme, i.e. instead of
using the Green’s function obtained by the i-th step, G(i)(z), as input for the next iteration,
one can combine the result of the last and the second last step to get a new input Green’s
function of the next iteration,
(1− λ)G(i)(z) + λG(i−1)(z). (5.32)
Mapping to Anderson model
The calculation of the Green’s function defined by Seff is the most time consuming part of
the DMFT algorithm. Dealing with Seff itself is rather cumbersome, since in general there is
no Hamiltonian description possible for this form of action. A convenient way to circumvent
this problem is to add some auxiliary fermionic bath sites to the system. When the auxiliary
sites are integrated out, the remaining action for the impurity should be the same, but this
procedure enables us to use a Hamiltonian description.
There are many choices onto which model the impurity problem can be mapped, a common
one is the Anderson model
HAM =
∑
lσ
Elnˆlσ +
∑
lσ
Fl
(
aˆ†lσ cˆ0σ + h.c.
)
− µ
∑
σ
nˆ0σ + Unˆ0↑nˆ0↓, (5.33)
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: (a) Anderson model with a star geometry, and (b) the transformation to a Wilson
chain.
with a suitable set of parameters Ei and Fi. The lattice geometry is sketched in Fig. 5.4
(a). In order to get a system with the same effective one site action, it is useful to define the
hybridization function
∆(z) = z + µ− G−10 (z). (5.34)
This function can easily be calculated for the Anderson model (using the non-interacting
impurity Green’s function) [136],
∆AM (z) =
∑
i
F 2i
z −Ei . (5.35)
For a given number of bath sites one minimizes the total difference ‖∆−∆AM‖ by optimiz-
ing the parameters Ei and Fi.
Now, the parameters Ei and Fi of the Anderson model need to be determined such that
‖∆−∆AM‖ is minimized. This can be achieved by directly solving the (non-linear) opti-
mization problem. However, one can write down a more convenient algorithm. Consider the
spectral function D∆(ω) of the hybridization function ∆(z),
∆(z) =
∫
dε
D∆(ε)
z − ε . (5.36)
By using the deconvolution algorithms which will be discussed in the appendix A, one can
now get an approximation to the spectral function. One can now discretize the bath, i.e.
using a given set of intervals [ωi, ωi+1]. The parameters of the Anderson model (Eq. 5.33)
are now given by,
F 2i =
∫ ωi+1
ωi
D∆(ω) dω, (5.37)
Ei = F
−2
i
∫ ωi+1
ωi
ω D∆(ω) dω. (5.38)
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Figure 5.5: ∆ of Anderson model (input hybridization obtained from converged result, U/D =
2.4, half-filled Bethe lattice, broadening η = 0.05, deconvolution parameter σ = 10−7, result
shown in Fig. 5.9).
Fig. 5.5 shows the hybridization ∆AM (ω + iη) of the Anderson model whose parameters
are obtained by the scheme just considered. The input hybridization function ∆(ω + iη)
is obtained by a converged DMFT loop for a half-filled Bethe lattice, U/D = 2.4, and the
broadening η = 0.05. The deconvolution inside the loop (in order to map the hybridization
to the Anderson model) is performed by the Jackson filter with the parameter σ = 10−7 (see
section A.2.1 for more details).
The hybridization function of the Anderson model, i.e. ∆AM (ω + iη), is plotted at a finite
broadening η = 0.05 for different bath sizes L. The bath discretization is always linear. For
L = 59 one can observe severe finite bath effects, the difference between the input hybridiza-
tion and the hybridization of the AM is big. Thus, for this broadening, a bigger bath size is
needed. L = 99 exhibits only small oscillations, which disappears for L = 199.
This scheme is well-controlled. It is possible to directly assess the quality of the bath dis-
cretization by considering both the input hybridization ∆(ω+iη) and the resulting hybridiza-
tion of the AM, ∆AM (ω + iη). While the deconvolution problem is in general an ill-posed
problem, i.e. the condition number is diverging and thus even small errors are exponentially
amplified, considering ‖∆−∆AM‖ provides an accurate test of the quality of the discretiza-
tion scheme.
Furthermore, one always needs to perform both a deconvolution2 and a bath discretization
2The deconvolution is needed, since otherwise the results are really poor. Even a η = 0.5 loop with a
modest deconvolution performs much better than η = 0.05 without deconvolution. Further the computational
costs for a η = 0.5 loop are only a small fraction of the cost of a η = 0.05 loop. Hence a deconvolution is
absolutely necessary to obtain results as accurate as possible while not wasting computational resources.
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inside the loop. Combining both approximations in one step allows a much better control.
Finally, let us note that is also possible to minimize ‖∆−∆AM‖ (at finite η) directly.
DMRG as impurity solver
When using the DMRG as impurity solver, it is useful to transform the Hamiltonian (5.33) to
a one dimensional chain (5.39), as depicted in Fig. 5.4 (b). One way to achieve this is given
by using a Lanczos iteration scheme [44], similar to those used for the bath discretization of
the NRG algorithm [29], to tridiagonalize the bath Hamiltonian. The Lanczos iteration is also
used in the groundstate DMRG, section 2.3, and for the Krylov time-evolution algorithm,
section 2.4.2. Note that the tridiagonalization scheme is a numerical unstable algorithm. A
simple way to circumvent this problem is to increase the accuracy of the used floating point
numbers, here a precision of several hundreds decimal places ensures the stability.
H =
∑
lσ
εlnˆlσ +
∑
lσ
τl
(
aˆ†lσaˆ
†
l+1,σ + h.c.
)
+ τ0
(
aˆ†1σ cˆ0σ + h.c.
)
−µ
∑
σ
nˆ0σ +Unˆ0↑nˆ0↓. (5.39)
After mapping the star geometry to a Wilson chain, the Anderson model given by Eq. 5.39
can now easily be handled by the DMRG. First the groundstate |gs〉 is calculated, then both
the single particle and the hole excitation Green’s functions are calculated.
The calculation of these Green’s functions was discussed in section 2.5, here we are using a
correction vector approach and the GMRES algorithm (described in section 2.5.2). For the
DMFT the sum of the impurity particle and the hole branch are needed, i.e.
G(z) = Gc†0
(z) +Gc0 (−z). (5.40)
It is important to note that the finite broadening η is required, i.e. the Green’s function is
evaluated at z = ω + iη. On the one hand, using a finite η smears out effects of the un-
avoidable finite bath size. On the other hand, the condition number of the correction vector
equation (Eq. 2.72) diverges for vanishing η, so using a finite η limits the condition number
of the correction vector method, thus limiting the number of states needed.
Fig. 5.6 shows the obtained spectral functions for different broadenings η. The initial hy-
bridization function is the one considered in the last subsection, and is shown in Fig. 5.5.
For both values of η, the deconvolution using the Jackson filter is performed, a fixed cutoff
tc is used such that one can compare both deconvolved results. Both deconvolved functions
are almost equal, proving the stability of the deconvolution algorithm.
Finally, in Fig. 5.7 the dependence of the Green’s function on the size of the bath is analyzed.
Even a rather small bath size of L = 39 sites yields remarkably good results, especially when
comparing the finite size behavior of the Green’s function to the one of the hybridization
function ∆. L = 99 and L = 199 shows virtually no difference, hence for these bath sizes,
the results are basically converged.
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Figure 5.6: Convolved spectral function Cη(ω) and the deconvolution result C(ω) for different
broadenings η = 0.1 and η = 0.2. The other parameters are L = 99, tc = 0.02, and the
hybridization ∆ the same like as the previous plots.
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Figure 5.7: L scaling, η = 0.1, tc = 0.02, ∆ like in Fig. 5.5
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There are a number of parameters which control the quality of the obtained spectral func-
tions. On the one hand, the bath must be reasonably large such that the essential physics
of the system is faithfully represented. In the following, we always choose a reasonable bath
size such that the results are basically converged in the size. On the other hand, the cutoff
parameter of the deconvolution, tc, directly controls the resolution of the spectral functions.
Note that the required bath size depends on this resolution. The cutoff parameter itself is
function of the accuracy of the DMRG Green’s function (given by σ) and the broadening η,
as discussed in the appendix.
The performance of the MPS-algorithm strongly depends on the broadening. When η is
reduced by a factor of two, the number of MPS-states needed to faithfully represent the
correction vector is roughly doubled (in order to keep the accuracy constant), thus the com-
putation costs increases by a factor of 8. However, it is also possible to enhance the resolution
by simply increasing the accuracy of the DMRG data, which can be achieved by increasing
the number of states kept. Thus, finding an optimal broadening is always a tradeoff between
the increased resolution on the one hand and the increased computational efforts on the other
hand.
In order to conclude this section let us summarize the used algorithm. Starting with a
Green’s function G(ω+ iη), one uses the DMFT self-consistency equation, Eq. 5.30, and the
definition of the hybridization, Eq. 5.34, to obtain a new hybridization ∆(ω + iη). Now we
need to construct an Anderson model, given by the Hamiltonian HˆAM defined by Eq. 5.33,
whose hybridization function ∆AM (ω + iη) equals to the input function, ∆(ω + iη). The
new model parameter are then used as input for the DMRG, which finally calculates a new
Green’s function.
Using the DMRG as impurity solver provides a well-controlled algorithm to calculate the im-
purity Green’s function. The effective action, Seff, needs to be mapped on a Anderson model
involves a discretization of the bath, thus introducing an approximation to the scheme. How-
ever, by using the algorithms just considered, these approximations can be well-controlled,
yielding a stable scheme to solve the DMFT equations.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Bethe Lattice
We now want to present a number of numerical results. Let us start with considering the
Hubbard model on a infinite-dimensional Bethe lattice. As we are considering an infinite-
dimensional system, the DMFT becomes exact in this limit. For a Bethe lattice, the self-
consistency equation take the simple form ∆(z) = D
2
4 G(z), as discussed in the last section.
Half-Filled
Let us start with a half-filled lattice. As discussed in [145], two phases are present in this
model. For small onsite interactions U , the system favors a metallic phase, for which the
spectral function C(ω) exhibits a finite peak at zero frequency. Fig. 5.8 (a) shows the spectral
function inside the metallic phase; for this plot the interaction strength is set to U/D = 1. It
can be shown, that the so-called Luttinger sum rule holds for this phase, which states that
the value of the spectral function at zero frequency, C(0), is pinned to its non-interacting
value C0(0), for the Bethe lattice C(0) is thus given by 2/π.
On the other side, for big onsite interactions U , one obtains a Mott-insulator, characterized
by a gap in the onsite spectral function, as shown in Fig. 5.8 (c). Finally, there exists a
coexistence region, where both phases occur, shown in Fig. 5.8 (b). Therefore two different
critical onsite interactions are present in this model, Uc1 and Uc2. Above Uc2 the system is
always in the Mott phase, while below Uc1 one can always observe the metallic phase. The
coexistence region is given by Uc1 < U < Uc2. The phase boundaries Uc1 and Uc2 can be
calculated numerically [143, 146], and are given by Uc1/D ≈ 2.39 and Uc2/D ≈ 2.95.
The spectral functions shown in Fig. 5.8 are converged DMFT results obtained by using
the DMFT as impurity solver. The broadening is set to η = 0.2, a bath size of L = 99 for
the metallic and L = 100 for the Mott-insulating solutions is used, the deconvolution is per-
formed by the Jackson filter with σ = 10−7 (see appendix A for more details), and M = 200
MPS-states are used. Both the U/D = 1 and the U/D = 4 are virtually converged in the
resolution of the impurity solver (which is controlled by the broadening η and the precision of
the DMRG spectral function, described by the deconvolution parameter σ). For U/D = 2.4,
as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b), the Mott gap of the insulating solution is quite small, but, how-
ever, by simply increasing the resolution of the DMRG, it is possible to resolve the gap better.
Let us now consider the metallic solution inside the coexistence region. For all other cases,
the spectral functions shown in Fig. 5.8 are basically converged in the resolution of the
impurity solver, however, this is not true for the metallic solution for U/D = 2.4. In [143],
additional peaks at the inner Hubbard band edges are reported. Using a broadening η = 0.2
and the deconvolution parameter σ = 10−7 is not sufficient to resolve this structure.
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Figure 5.8: Converged DMFT spectral functions for a half-filled Hubbard model on a Bethe
lattice for different onsite interactions U , (a) U/D = 1, (b) U/D = 2.4, and (c) U/D = 4.
For all plots, a broadening of η = 0.2 is used and the deconvolution is performed with the
Jackson filter with σ = 10−7 as discussed in the appendix. L = 99 bath sites are used for
the metallic and L = 100 for the Mott-insulating solutions.
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Figure 5.9: Converged DMFT spectral functions for a half-filled Hubbard model on a Bethe
lattice for different bath sizes L and broadenings η. The onsite interaction is given by
U/D = 2.4, σ = 10−7, and the system is inside the metallic phase.
In Fig. 5.9, the resolution is subsequently increased in order to able to resolve these “satel-
lite” peaks. This can achieved by reducing the broadening η while keeping the deconvolution
parameter σ = 10−7 constant. Note, that the bath size needs to be adjusted appropriately.
The required number of states kept increases dramatically with decreasing η. Roughly speak-
ing, a decrease of the broadening by a factor of two doubles the needed number of states to
faithfully represent the correction vectors. For η = 0.05, M = 1000 states are used.
Our results strongly supports the findings of [143], with increasing resolution the satellite
peaks are enhanced.
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Figure 5.10: Particle density n as function of the chemical potential µ for a Hubbard model
on a Bethe lattice. The onsite interaction is given by U/D = 2.4, the broadening by η = 0.2
and σ = 10−7. For µ = 0 is the system inside the metallic phase.
Doped
Now we want to consider a doped Hubbard model on a Bethe lattice.
The DMFT is grand-canonical, i.e. one needs to adjust the chemical potential in order to
change the density. It is useful to utilize the particle number conservation symmetry of the
Anderson model in order to speed up the DMRG, as discussed in section 2.2.3. In contrast
to the half-filled case, the particle section, in which the groundstate of the Anderson model
is located, is not known a-priori. Hence one needs to scan different particle sectors to find
the groundstate.
In Fig. 5.10 the particle density as function of the chemical potential is plotted. By the finite
slope, one can clearly see that the system is compressible for all chemical potentials below
|µ|/D ≤ 2, thus it is always in a metallic phase. Above |µ|/D > 2 the plateau indicates the
incompressible Mott phase.
In Fig. 5.11 the converged spectral functions for different chemical potentials are shown.
µ/D = 0 simply recovers the half-filled result (a). The slightly doped case, µ/D = 0.5,
results in a filling of roughly n = 1.1. The spectral function is shown in (b), the doping
increases the weight of the metallic peak while both Hubbard bands are moved to lower fre-
quencies. (c)-(e) shows the spectral functions when further increasing the chemical potential.
The metallic peak becomes more and more semi-circular, the right Hubbard band melts into
the metallic peak and the left Hubbard band is vanishing. Finally, for µ/D = 2.5 the system
is in a band-insulating phase. The excitations are free particles, thus the spectral function
is given by the non-interacting semi-circular spectral function, which is, however, shifted to
lower frequencies such that the system becomes gapped.
Finally, we considered the slightly doped case (µ/D = 0.5) in more detail. Fig. 5.12 shows
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Figure 5.11: DMFT spectral functions for a Hubbard model on a Bethe lattice as function of
the applied chemical potential µ, (a) µ/D = 0, (b) µ/D = 0.5, (c) µ/D = 1, (d) µ/D = 1.5,
(e) µ/D = 2, and (f) µ/D = 2.5.
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Figure 5.12: DMFT spectral functions for a slightly doped Hubbard model on a Bethe
lattice for different bath sizes L and broadenings η. The system parameter are µ/D = 0.5
and U/D = 2.4.
the obtained spectral function for different resolutions. As in the half-filled case, one can
clearly observe the satellite peaks.
5.3.2 One-dimensional Hubbard model
Let us now consider a finite dimensional system. Since the DMRG is able to calculate to quasi-
exact spectral functions for one-dimensional systems, a one-dimensional half-filled Hubbard
model is considered. A one-dimensional system is the most difficult case for any mean-field
theory, the error induced by considering a finite dimensional system is of the order of O (d−1).
The density of the one-dimensional Hubbard model with a bandwidth D is given by
D(z) =
(
D2 − z2)− 12 . (5.41)
This result can now be used to calculate R[x], needed in Eq. 5.30 to close the DMFT loop.
In Fig. 5.13 both the quasi-exact spectral functions obtained by the DMRG and the con-
verged DMFT results are plotted for different onsite interactions. The one-dimensional Hub-
bard model is known to exhibit a Mott phase for any finite interaction strength U , [17].
However, the DMFT spectral functions shows significant deviations. Even for onsite inter-
actions up to U/D = 3, the DMFT spectral function indicates a metallic phase, as shown in
Fig. 5.13(a-c). For a small onsite interaction, U/D = 1, the DMFT result agrees, except by
the missing Mott gap, well with the (exact) DMRG spectral function; the DMFT is exact
in the non-interacting limit (i.e. U = 0). With increasing U , the deviations become more
severe, however, for U/D = 4, where the Mott-insulating phase is correctly predicted by the
DMFT, the deviations starts to become smaller again, as the DMFT is also exact in the
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Figure 5.13: Converged DMFT spectral functions for a half-filled one-dimensional Hubbard
model with different onsite interactions: (a) U/D = 1, (b) U/D = 2, (c) U/D = 3, and (d)
U/D = 4, compared to quasi-exact DMRG spectral functions. The other system parameter
are η = 0.2, L = 99, M = 600, and σ = 10−7.
atomic limit (i.e. U →∞).
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5.4 Conclusion
Let us now conclude this chapter. The DMRG algorithm has been used as impurity solver
for the dynamical mean-field theory. By using the algorithms considered in section 2.5, it is
possible to calculate the spectral function for real frequencies (and only a small broadening
η), making a physical interpretation of the resulting spectral functions easy. This is a major
conceptual advantage compared to the quantum Monte-Carlo solvers, which are only able
to calculate the Green’s function on the imaginary frequency axis. While it is in princi-
ple possible to perform an analytic continuation to obtain the spectral function on the real
axis, the condition of this deconvolution problem is significantly bigger than the condition
number of the DMRG deconvolution problem, thus making it numerically even more difficult.
The calculation of the spectral functions by using the GMRES algorithm is the most time-
consuming part of the presented algorithm. In order to obtain high-resolution spectral func-
tions, big bath sizes on the one hand and small broadenings η on the other hand need to be
considered. However, this considerably increases the numerical costs. For one iteration with
a broadening of η = 0.05 and L = 199 bath sites (for instance as shown in Fig. 5.9), approx-
imately a quarter CPU-year on a single-core AMD-K10 is required. It is useful to store the
calculated corrections vectors, they can be used as a starting point for the GMRES algorithm
of the next iteration. 500 GB hard-disk space is required to save one set of correction vectors
(η = 0.05, L = 199).
The scaling of the required computational time as function of the broadening η is quite bad, a
decrease of η by a factor of two doubles the required size of the bath. Additionally, due to the
deteriorated condition number of the correction vector equation (i.e. Eq. 2.72) the number
of needed states is roughly doubled as well. Finally, since the spectral function contains more
visible details, one needs to calculate approximately twice as many correction vectors. So,
decreasing the broadening by a factor of two yields a 32-fold (25) increase of the required
CPU time. Using a broadening of η = 0.025 thus requires 8 CPU-years, η = 0.01 1500 CPU-
years per DMFT iteration. The high computational costs substantially limit the usability of
the DMRG as impurity solver for the DMFT. As discussed in section 5.2.2, continuous-time
QMC algorithms provide efficient solvers which require much less computational resources.
As discussed in section 5.2.1, the errors of the DMFT for finite dimensional systems are given
by O ( 1d). Thus, when considering low-dimensional systems, the DMFT approximation intro-
duces large errors, as observed in section 5.3.2. It is possible to extend the DMFT approach;
instead of considering a single impurity site, one can consider a bigger number of sites as
impurity. A review of these cluster extensions can be found in [147].
We have refrained from studying cluster extensions by using the DMRG as impurity solver,
as the computational requirements greatly increase for multi-impurity Anderson models. For
a two impurity Anderson model, even for L = 99 bath sites and a (big) broadening of η = 0.2,
more than M = 1000 states are needed for the correction vectors, requiring large computa-
tional resources.
Again, the computational costs of the DMRG algorithm are significantly higher than for
continuous-time QMC algorithms. In recent times, these algorithms have successfully been
applied to two-dimensional Hubbard models, [148–150].
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To finally conclude this chapter, we would like to give an outlook. At the present day, the
use of the DMRG algorithm as impurity solver for the dynamical mean-field theory is mainly
restricted by the limited available computational power. However, according to Moore’s law,
the speed of the computing facilities will further be increased. By the end of 2010, the clusters
of the Rechenzentrum of RWTH Aachen will provide an accumulative power of 200 TFlops,
the 20000-fold of a single core K10. Most of the simulations of this chapter were done on a
100 cores in parallel, thus, using the whole extended cluster3 would provide a speedup by a
factor of 100, allowing an η = 0.025 iteration to finish within four hours, an η = 0.01 one
within 25 days.
Another completely different brute-force approach to obtain more computing power is given
by using the GPU (graphics processing unit) of modern video cards. At the moment, the
fastest available video cards on the market offer 5 TFlops raw power, the next generation
providing 12 TFlops will be available within this year (by the end of 2010). It is possible to
equip a system with up to 8 video cards for less than 10000 e, thus providing approximately
100 TFlops with only modest costs.
Finally, let us note that instead of using matrix product states, it is also possible to use other
tensor product states. In [151], star-like geometries which employ tensors with higher ranks
at the impurity have been considered. This may yield a considerable speedup, and hence
making cluster extension of the DMFT feasible. In my opinon, it is worthwhile to spend
further research efforts on this topic, especially regarding cluster extensions of the dynamical
mean-field theory.
3Which is, of course, not possible with the RWTH Rechenzentrums-cluster.
Appendix A
Deconvolution
A.1 Introduction
In section 2.5, the calculation of Green’s functions G(z), z ≡ ω+ iη, by using matrix product
states is considered. Physically more interesting is the spectral function D(ω) of a Green’s
function, which can be related to the Green’s function by a convolution,
G(z) =
∫
dω
C(ω)
z − ω . (A.1)
It is also possible to consider only the imaginary part of the Green’s function. Then, the
convolution can be written as
Cη(ω) =
∫
dω′ C(ω′) Lη(ω − ω′), (A.2)
where Lη(ω) =
η
π
1
ω2+η2 is a Lorentz function. The deconvolution is a crucial part of the
DMFT, as discussed in chapter 5.
We want to consider different numerical algorithms which can be used to perform a decon-
volution of a convolved function. Let us start with considering a general deconvolution. A
general convolution of the function f(ω) with a kernel K(ω) is given by
g(ω) =
∫
dω′ f(ω′) K(ω′ − ω). (A.3)
The calculation of g for a given f is rather straight-forward, as one just needs to (numerically)
evaluate the integral. There are number of numerical methods available which are able to
deal with this problem. However, the inverse case is much more complicated. For a given
function g(ω) and a kernel K(ω), one needs to find a function f(ω) such that Eq. A.3 holds.
By using the Fourier transform one can easily write down a solution to this problem. Let us
start with defining the Fourier transform of f(ω) as
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f(t) =
√
1
2π
∫
dω f(ω) eiωt. (A.4)
The convolution becomes diagonal in the time domain,
g(t) =
√
2π f(t) K(t). (A.5)
This result is also known as convolution theorem. Now the convolution can easily be inverted,
f(t) =
1√
2π
g(t)
K(t)
. (A.6)
Finally we need to transform f(t) back to the frequency domain, i.e.
f(ω) =
√
1
2π
∫
dω f(t) e−iωt. (A.7)
This solves the deconvolution problem in general. However, depending on the kernel K(ω),
the condition number of this problem can be very large, even a diverging condition number
can often be observed, as we will show below, signaling an ill-posed problem.
In order to illustrate this, let us now consider the example of dynamical spectral functions,
as just discussed. Due to numerical reasons of MPS algorithms, a finite broadening η is
always needed, and thus the obtained spectral function is broadened by a Lorentzian kernel,
K(ω) ≡ Lη(ω). The Fourier transform of this kernel is given by
K(t) = exp (−η|t|) . (A.8)
As we are considering numerical algorithms there are always errors present in the input data,
g(ω), for instance induced by the finite floating point precision. This can be interpreted as
noise in the input data, allowing to define a signal-to-noise ratio of g(ω). The SNR (in the
time-domain) of a general noisy function h(ω) is given by
Sh(t) =
h(t)2
σh(t)2
, (A.9)
where σh(t)
2 is variance of the noise (i.e. the squared error of h). When the signal-to-noise
ratio is significantly smaller than one, the noise is much stronger than the actual signal, hence
it is difficult to obtain the correct underlying signal as the result is dominated by random
noise. However, if the SNR is much bigger than one, the noise disturbing the signal is much
smaller than the signal itself, thus it is easy to get the correct signal.
Consider now a noisy input function g(ω) with the SNR Sg(t) and a Lorentzian kernel as
input of the deconvolution problem, Eq. A.3. After performing a simple error propagation
analysis one obtains the signal-to-noise ratio of the result f(ω) which is given by
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Sf (t) = Sg(t) exp (−2η|t|) . (A.10)
Even for arbitrary small noise of the input signal g (for instance induced by the finite float-
ing point precision), the noise of the output signal diverges for |t| → ∞. Thus any direct
numerical solution of deconvolution problem with a Lorentzian kernel will always be spoiled
by diverging errors, preventing any solution of this problem. The condition number of the
problem is not finite, hence the problem is ill-posed. However, there are a number of differ-
ent approaches available which transform an ill-posed problem into a well-posed one, usually
done by enforcing additional constraints like the continuity of the solution. This procedure
is also known as regularization.
In the following section we want to present a number of different algorithm which regularize
the deconvolution problem, thus make a stable numerical solution possible. We would like to
start with the consideration of a class of algorithms based upon simple linear filters designed
to keep the overall signal-to-noise ratio finite, for more details see section A.2.1. The next
approach is based on statistics, i.e. by maximizing an entropy measure, one can find the
most probable solution. This approach will be discussed in section A.2.2. Finally we want
to compare both approaches and draw a conclusion in section A.3.
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A.2 Methods
A.2.1 Linear Schemes
In this section we want to present two different algorithm which regularize the deconvolution
problem. In the first subsection simple linear filters are constructed.
Let us first sketch the general algorithm used in this section. First a Fourier transform
of the input data function g(ω) is performed. Now we can use Eq. A.6 to obtain the
deconvolved result f(t) in the time-domain. However, due to the bad condition number of
the deconvolution problem, there might be regions where the signal-to-noise ratio is vanishing,
thus introducing arbitrary large errors in the result. By using a linear filter given by C(t) in
the time domain,
f˜(t) = f(t) · C(t), (A.11)
one can filter out the regions with a bad signal-to-noise ratio. This prevents the amplification
of small errors present in the input data, which would otherwise spoil the result. Finally,
we need to perform another Fourier transformation to obtain the final result f˜(ω). Since
the input data is usually given on a equidistant grid, it is possible to use a Fast Fourier
Transform, which scales linear in the number of data points (up to logarithmic corrections),
thus allowing a much faster computation of the transform than the simple straight-forward
algorithms.
In this chapter we only consider Gaussian white noise, this assumption/restriction will be
discussed in more detail in section A.3. Consider now a function fexact. Adding noise yields
a noisy new function fnoisy with a finite signal-to-noise ration Sf (t). Now we can apply a
filter (given by C(t)) to (partially) reconstruct the original function fexact.
fexact
noise−−−→ fnoisy filter−−−→ freconstructed
In order to assess a filter, one usually considers expectation value of 2-norm of the difference
〈∥∥∥fexact − freconstructed∥∥∥2〉 . (A.12)
In [152] the so-called Wiener filter is proposed, which minimizes the error given by Eq. A.12.
The filter is given by
C(t) =
Sf (t)
Sf (t) + 1
. (A.13)
For regions where the signal-to-noise ratio is large, the filter is approximately unity, and
thus it does not alter the result. However, when the signal-to-noise ratio is small, C(t) is
exponentially small, thus these regions in the time domain are suppressed.
By using the convolution theorem one can write down these filter as convolutions in the
frequency space,
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Figure A.1: The Wiener filter (given by Eq. A.15)) and a box filter plotted (a) in the time
domain and (b) in the frequency domain. Note that the Wiener filter does not possess any
cutoff frequency. In order to be able to compare both filter tc of the box filter is chosen such
that for the Wiener filter C(tc) =
1
2 holds.
f˜(ω) =
∫
dω′ f(ω′) C(ω′ − ω). (A.14)
Consider now a delta function δ(ω) with the signal-to-noise ratio Sδ(t) = S0 exp (−2η|t|).
which is a typical SNR after performing deconvolution of a Lorentzian kernel, Eq. A.10, and
a constant SNR S0 of initial data (i.e. the convolution of the delta function). Now the filter
is given by
C(t) =
S0
S0 + exp (2η|t|) . (A.15)
In Fig. A.1 a Wiener filter, given by Eq. A.15, and a simple box filter are plotted as function
of both time and frequency. In the frequency domain both filter exhibit strong oscillations,
which is known as the Gibbs phenomenon[153–155], discovered more than hundred years ago.
The only deconvolution problem considered in this thesis is the deconvolution of spectral
functions (see section 2.5). However, groundstate spectral functions (for zero temperature)
do not need to be analytic functions, the Gibbs oscillations will always spoil the deconvolu-
tion results.
This problem has been intensively discussed in the beginning of the last century. Nowadays
there are well-established solutions available. Let us consider filter with a hard cutoff time tc
C(t) =
{
C˜
(
t
tc
)
, |t| < tc
0, else
(A.16)
A simple box filter is then given by the constant function
C˜box(x) = 1. (A.17)
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Figure A.2: Different linear filter in the time-domain.
As seen in Fig. A.1 (b), the box filter exhibits severe Gibbs oscillations. In [156] Feje´r
proposed a different filter which removes the first order of the Gibbs oscillations. Instead of
considering a box filter, a smooth filter is used, given by
C˜Feje´r(x) = 1− x. (A.18)
Fig. A.2 shows the different considered filter as in the time domain and Fig. A.3 in the
frequency domain. As discussed before, the box filter exhibits a severe Gibbs problem. The
Feje´r filter significantly reduces the oscillations, however, oscillations with a smaller amplitude
remain. It is possible to further suppress theses oscillations. For the Jackson filter [157], given
by
C˜Jackson(x) = (1− x) cos (πx) + 1
π
sin (πx) , (A.19)
almost no oscillations are visible anymore. Fig. A.4 shows a log-log plot of the filter in
the frequency domain. Both the Feje´r and the Jackson filter are positive in the sense that
C(ω) ≥ 0 holds for all ω. Since C˜(t = 0) = 1 holds for all the considered filters (except
the Wiener filter where this only approximately holds), the filters preserve the norm. Both
properties are useful when considering dynamical spectral functions, since spectral functions
are usually both positive and normalized.
Besides the positivity there are a number of other points which can be used to assess the
quality of a filter. When considering the limit ω → ±∞ the envelop of the oscillations is
given by a power-law, C(ω) ∼ |ω|−α, with an integer exponent α. For the box filter the
exponent is given by α = 1, thus the oscillations are only weakly damped. The Feje´r filter
has α = 2, the Jackson α = 4, hence the Gibbs oscillations are much weaker for these filters.
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Figure A.3: Different linear filter in the frequency-domain.
However, the width of the main lobe, i.e. the peak at zero frequency, becomes smaller for the
higher order filter, thus the resolution is reduced. For the filters with higher orders, i.e. the
Feje´r and the Jackson filter, the most important side lobe besides the main lobe is the second
peak, its height is effectively measuring the strength of the Gibbs problem (the other peaks
are even more damped and thus the first side lobe is the relevant one). One can construct a
filter where the first side lobes are suppressed while the resolution is kept comparable to the
Jackson filter. This filter is the Blackman filter and given by
C˜Blackman(x) = a0 + a1 cos (πx) + a2 cos (2πx) , (A.20)
with the parameters
a0 =
3969
9304
≈ 0.42, a1 = 2310
4651
≈ 0.50, a2 = 1430
18608
≈ 0.08. (A.21)
As one can see in Fig. A.4, the weight of the first four side lobes is much smaller than the
one of the Jackson filter. However, the envelope of the tail of the Blackman filter is given by
α = 1 (since C˜(1) 6= 0 for the Blackman filter), thus the Jackson filter is much more localized.
Further the Blackman filter is not positive. There are a big number of other filters available,
extensive reviews can be found in [158–160].
Let us now summarize the described schemes which regularize the general deconvolution
problem. Given a (noisy) input function g(ω), first the Fourier transform g(t) is calculated
by using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In the time domain, the (de)convolution becomes
diagonal, thus one can easily perform the deconvolution in the time domain, yielding f(t).
Now given the signal to noise ratio of the input data, one can use a error propagation analysis
to get the SNR Sf (t). A reasonable choice of the cutoff time tc is the time, where the SNR
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Figure A.4: Different linear filter in the frequency-domain. The dotted lines represent nega-
tive values of C(ω).
drops below 1, i.e. Sf (tc) ≡ 1. Then the discussed filters can be applied in order to improve
the signal to noise ratio of the result. Finally f˜(ω) is obtained by another FFT. Thus the
general algorithm is schematically given by
g(ω)
FFT−−−→ g(t) deconvolution−−−−−−−−−→ f(t) filter−−−→ f˜(t) FFT−−−→ f˜(ω). (A.22)
In order to estimate the SNR of the input data, a useful assumption is that the variance of
the noise is constant in the frequency domain, i.e. the errors are assumed to be a constant σ
for all frequencies. Then the SNR is given by
Sg(t) =
|g(t)|2
σ2
. (A.23)
By using this SNR one can now obtain the cutoff time tc. Finally we want to present some
results obtained by these algorithms.
The dynamical mean-field theory, as discussed in chapter 5, requires a deconvolution inside
the DMFT loop. Here we want to consider the deconvolution of a converged spectral function.
The broadening is given by η = 0.05 and we are considering a half-filled Bethe lattice with
U/D = 2.4. The deconvolved spectral function is shown in Fig. 5.9.
Fig. A.5 shows the resulting spectral functions obtained by the Jackson filter with different
value of σ. With decreasing σ the cutoff time tc is increased, which increases the resolution.
For big σ a number of details of the spectral function are smeared out. When, however, σ is
too small the errors of the initial data becomes visible. In this case σ = 10−7 is a reasonable
choice, while suppressing the error sufficiently the resolution is maximized. Note that no
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Figure A.5: Deconvolution of a converged DMFT/DMRG spectral function using a Jackson
filter with different σ. The spectral function was calculated for a half-filled Bethe lattice,
U/D = 2.4 and by using a broadening of η/D = 0.05, as shown in Fig. 5.9.
Gibbs oscillations are visible.
Finally, we want to consider the effects of the different filters, see A.6. For this data we
choose σ = 10−2 such that basically no noise of the input data is affecting the results. As
expected, strong Gibbs oscillations are visible when using the box filter. These oscillations
can be reduced by using better filters, which, however, decrease the resolution. For the Feje´r
filter one can still observe small oscillations (at ω ≈ 1.1) Both the Jackson and the Blackman
filter finally remove this oscillation, thus with respect to the Gibbs problem both filter yield
the best results.
A.2.2 Maximum Entropy Methods
Now, we want to consider a different approach to regularize the deconvolution problem.
Based on a statistical analysis, we derive a likelihood of spectral functions solving the de-
convolution problem. Then the most probable spectral function is taken as the deconvolved
spectral function. This approach is known as Maximum Entropy Methods(MaxEnt), for an
introduction see [161–163].
A physical spectral function n(ω) fulfills a number of conditions: first, it can be normalized
(
∫
dω n(ω) = 1) and it is positive (n(ω) ≥ 0), thus it can interpreted as a probability density.
Bayes theory gives us the likelihood of a spectral function n(ω) (without any further knowl-
edge about the function) with respect to a so-called default model D(ω) as L1 ∼ exp
(
α1S¯[n]
)
,
where S¯ is the usual von Neumann entropy,
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Figure A.6: Plot of the deconvolved spectral function obtained by using different linear filters
for σ = 10−2. As in Fig. A.5, a DMFT/DMRG spectral function is used as input spectral
function. The “exact” result is obtained by using a Jackson filter with σ = 10−7.
S¯[n] = −
∫
dω n(ω) log
(
n(ω)
D(ω)
)
, (A.24)
and some constant α1 > 0. One can show that S¯[n] ≤ S¯[D] = 0, so the most probable
spectral function is given by the default model. The default model can be used to include
a-priori known information of the result. It is useful not to restrict ourselves to normalized
spectral functions. In this case a reasonable definition of the entropy is given by a generalized
Shannon - Jaynes entropy (which simplifies to the usual von Neumann entropy when both
n(ω) and D(ω) share the same norm, see [162]),
S[n] =
∫
dω
(
n(ω)−D(ω)− n(ω) log
(
n(ω)
D(ω)
))
. (A.25)
Since we want to find a spectral function n which fulfills the convolution equation, g(ω) =∫
dω′ K(ω− ω′)n(ω′), one can consider the squared norm of the residual of the convolution
which is given by
H[n] =
∫
dω
1
σ(ω)2
∣∣∣∣g(ω)−
∫
dω′ K(ω − ω′) n(ω′)
∣∣∣∣2 . (A.26)
where σ(ω) is a measure of the errors of the input function g(ω). Again one can use Bayes
theory to obtain a likelihood of a test function n which shall fulfill the convolution equation,
namely L2 ∼ exp (−α2H[n]). Combining both L1 and L2 one obtains the most probable
spectral function, which on the one hand minimizes the residual of the convolution equation
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and on the other hand also minimizes the contained information. The overall likelihood is
given by
L ∼ exp
(
− α (H[n]− β−1S[n])︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡F [n]
)
, (A.27)
so the most probable spectral function is the one which minimize the free energy F [n] for a
given parameter β. Consider a variation of the test function n(ω) → n(ω)+ δn(ω). Then the
variation of both H[n] and S[n] can be calculated,
δH[n] = −
∫
dω δn(ω)
∫
dω′ K(ω − ω′) A(ω′), (A.28)
δS[n] = −
∫
dω δn(ω) log
n(ω)
D(ω)
. (A.29)
where
A(ω) ≡ 2
(
g(ω)−
∫
dω′ K(ω − ω′) n(ω′)
)
. (A.30)
We are looking for the spectral function n(ω) which minimizes the free energy F [n]. F [n]
is then stationary, i.e. the variation of the free energy is vanishing, δF [n] = 0. Now, since
this holds for arbitrary variations δn(ω), it is straight-forward to write down the MaxEnt
equations
n(ω) = D(ω) exp
(
β
∫
dω′ K(ω − ω′) A(ω′)
)
,
A(ω) = 2
(
g(ω)−
∫
dω′ K(ω − ω′) n(ω′)
)
, (A.31)
which form a set of non-linear equations. In order to obtain the most probable spectral
functions, these equations need to be fulfilled self-consistently. As we want to solve these
equation numerically, one needs to discretize them at some point. There are different options
available. Let us start with considering a discretization of n(ω), which is represented as
n(ω) =
∑
i
cini(ω), (A.32)
where ni(ω) are some functions forming a basis. Inserted into the MaxEnt equations, Eq.
A.31, this yields a set of non-linear equations for the parameter ci. These equations can
now be solved by using a Newton algorithm. However, this discretization scheme exhibits a
fundamental instability. A prerequisite for the Maximum Entropy approach is the positivity
of the test function n(ω). This requirement needs to be additionally imposed here, yielding
a serious loss of stability of the algorithm. This can be prevented by considering another
discretization scheme, which discretizes
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Figure A.7: Energy H[n] and Entropy S[n] of the most probable spectral function as function
of the inverse temperature β.
A(ω) =
∑
i
ciAi(ω). (A.33)
We again obtain a set of non-linear equations for the parameter ci, which can be solved by a
Newton algorithm. This approach, however, does not have any positivity problems as n(ω)
is, per definition, always positive. There exists an elegant derivation of this scheme, which
is based on test functions for the functional H[n]. Consider some functions Ai(ω). Now, we
can reformulate the functional H[n]
H[n] =
∑
i
1
σ2i
∫
dω
∣∣∣∣Ai(ω)
(
g(ω)−
∫
dω′ K(ω − ω′) n(ω′)
)∣∣∣∣2 . (A.34)
When the Ai(ω) form a complete orthonormalized basis set of the full Hilbert space the
reformulated functional is equal to the original functional H[n] given by equation Eq. A.26.
Now one can again perform the derivation of the MaxEnt equations, however, this formula-
tion yields directly the discretization scheme given by Eq. A.33. This derivation was first
performed in [164].
We have considered different ansatz functions Ai(ω). Simple choices are for instance equidis-
tant delta peaks, stepfunctions, splines, Wavelets, or Chebyshev polynomials. However, as
long as one considers a reasonable number of ansatz functions, the resulting spectral func-
tions do not change (significantly).
The MaxEnt approach has still a free parameter left, the “inverse temperature” β. For small
β the dominant term in the free energy F [n] is the entropy term, thus the resulting spectral
is basically given by the default model. In the limit β → ∞, or correspondingly T → 0,
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Figure A.8: Most probable spectral function n(ω) for different inverse temperatures β.
the dominant term is given by the energy H[n]. Then, the result is the spectral function
which minimizes the energy, corresponding to the straight-forward solution considered in the
beginning of this chapter and is thus fully affected by the exponentially large errors.
Now we want to consider a test case, given by a semicircular spectral function,
C(ω) =
{
2π−1
√
1− ω2, for |ω| < 1,
0, else.
(A.35)
First, the convolution with a Lorentzian kernel (η = 0.1) is performed, then some noise is
added to the convolved spectral function. The resulting function is then used as input data
for the MaxEnt deconvolution.
Fig. A.7 shows the value of the functional H[n] for the most probable spectral function as
function of the inverse temperature β. One can distinguish three different regions: for small
β (maybe up to β ≈ 102) the energy is virtually constant with respect to β. In this region the
spectral function is basically given by the default model, for which the entropy is vanishing.
This changes when further increasing β. From β ≈ 102 up to β ≈ 2 · 106 the energy and
the entropy are decreasing with increasing β. At both β ≈ 102 and β ≈ 2 · 106, one can
observe a kink in energy H[n]. Beyond the second kink the energy is again a constant. In
this region, the most probable spectral function is basically the one which minimizes the
energy functional, the entropy term of the free energy is not relevant anymore.
In Fig. A.8 the resulting spectral functions n(ω) for different inverse temperatures are shown.
For β = 109 the obtained spectral function exhibits severe artificial oscillations. As in this
parameter region the obtained spectral function minimizes the energy functional, the di-
verging condition number of the deconvolution problem reappears, thus small errors of the
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input data will be exponentially amplified. With decreasing β, the oscillations disappear. At
β = 106, close to the second kink, the errors vanish. When further decreasing the inverse
temperature, the default model D(ω) (here a simple flat spectral function) becomes visible.
Based on this analysis, we can conclude that the optimal inverse temperature is at the second
kink, at the point where the oscillation, due to errors of the input data, are not yet present,
while the optimization of the spectral function has carried out best possible.
Finally, we like to mention another similar approach. One can interpret the energy function
H[n] given by Eq. A.26 as the Hamiltonian of a classical field theory with the field n(ω).
Now we can calculate the partition function
Z =
∫
Dn exp (−βH[n]) , (A.36)
and the expectation value of the field n(ω) at a finite temperature,
〈n(ω)〉β =
1
Z
∫
Dn n(ω) exp (−βH[n]) , (A.37)
where
∫
Dn denotes the functional integral over all possible realization of n. The calculation
of the expectation values can, in general, not be performed analytically, however, it is possible
to evaluate the integrals by using a Monte Carlo algorithm [165]. Beach has shown in [166],
that the maximum entropy approach can be interpreted as mean-field solution of this field
theory (with a flat default model). However, we have refrained to study this approach in
more detail, as the needed CPU time to evaluate the functional integrals is large. Even the
simplest problems need more than one day on a 16core AMD-K10 running at 2.3 GHz, which
is considerably more time than for the needed time of the other algorithms1.
1The runtimes are less than one second for the linear schemes and of the order of several minutes for the
MaxEnt algorithms on a single core AMD-K10.
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Figure A.9: Deconvolution of a box function by using two linear filters, a simple box filter
and a Jackson filter, and by the MaxEnt algorithm. The broadening is given by η = 0.1.
A.3 Comparison and Conclusion
In this section we want to compare the different algorithms. Let us start with some general
considerations about spectral functions. Usually, the spectral functions obtained by DMRG
are for system with zero temperature, thus in general they do not need to be an analytic
function of the frequency. For instance, a simple band edge yields a discontinuity of the spec-
tral function. Further there may be sharp resonances present, represented by delta functions.
When the simple linear filters (like a box cutoff filter) are applied to these spectral functions,
severe Gibbs oscillations are emerging which dramatically deteriorate the use of these filters.
The situation is considerably different when calculating finite temperature spectral functions.
A finite temperature always smears out the spectral function, thus there one only needs to
consider analytic functions which simplifies the deconvolution problem significantly. When
using quantum Monte-Carlo algorithms as impurity solver for the DMFT, the simulation will
be performed at a finite temperature (since otherwise the sign problem prevents to get any
useful results).
In order to assess the quality of the different algorithm, we want to consider the deconvolution
of a box function. First a convolution with a Lorentzian kernel with η = 0.1 is performed, and
then small random errors are added to the convolved spectral function. Now, the different
algorithms are applied to this problem and the results are compared.
Let us start with considering the MaxEnt deconvolution. Fig. A.9 shows the resulting func-
tions. The MaxEnt result exhibits severe Gibbs oscillations. This is a general effect of the
MaxEnt approach and does not depend on any technical details of the used algorithms. There
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are a number of technical points which can be adjusted. We tried changing the discretization
scheme of the MaxEnt equations, i.e. using either Eq. A.32 or Eq. A.33. For both ap-
proaches one can use a vast number of test functions like delta functions, piece-wise constant
functions, splines, wavelets, trigonometric functions, Chebyshev or other polynomials, or a
number of other functions. Finally, it is possible to use different default models. However,
independently of these technical details, the Gibbs problem is always present and is thus a
general property of the MaxEnt approach.
One minor note about the result shown in Fig. A.9. For |ω| > 12 the box spectral function is
vanishing. Due to the representation of the spectral function used in the MaxEnt approach,
i.e. C(ω) = D(ω) exp (βAη(ω)), where Aη(ω) is the convolution of A(ω), Aη(ω) needs to
be reasonably small to represent the vanishing spectral function, thus allowing C(ω) to be
exponentially small. However, changing Aη(ω) in this region yields only an exponentially
small change of C(ω). Therefore, one cannot observe the Gibbs oscillation for |ω| > 0.5,
albeit visible in Aη(ω).
In the terms of the filters considered in section A.2.1 the MaxEnt approach can be interpreted
as a low-pass filter, however, with a complex, non-linear filter characteristic. As discussed
in this section, a simple low-pass filter inherits the Gibbs phenomenons. Due to the non-
linearity of the MaxEnt approach, constructing improved additional filters which suppress
the Gibbs oscillations is not an easy task. The derivation, particularly the construction of
the residual functional H[n] and the entropy functional S[n], is only valid when considering
analytical functions. For the residual H[n] it may be possible to use some Hausdorff metrics
(a similar approach can be used to construct linear filters for which the Gibbs oscillations
are reduced, for instance like the Jackson filter considered in the last section). While this
extension of the energy might be possible to handle, it cannot be used for constructing a
entropy functional S[n] which does not break down for non-analytical functions. I am not
aware of any other approaches which might solve this problem.
Let us now consider the simple linear filters. As discussed in the last section, using a box
filter introduces the Gibbs problems. Unlike for the MaxEnt approach, it is now possible to
construct improved filters for which the Gibbs oscillations are reasonably suppressed, like the
Jackson filter, which is also shown in Fig. A.9. This, however, reduces the resolution of the
deconvolved result.
Finally, we want to apply the discussed algorithms to a high-precision spectral function ob-
tained by the DMFT algorithm, as shown in Fig. 5.9. We consider only the η = 0.05 spectral
function. Fig. A.10 shows the resulting spectral functions obtained by the different decon-
volution algorithms.
Here we only considered the Jackson, the Blackman filter and the MaxEnt deconvolution.
Two sources of errors are present in the results, first the unavoidable errors due to the limited
numerical precision of the input data. Both classes of deconvolution algorithms are able to
take these errors into account, for the linear filter a finite tc is needed, while for the MaxEnt
the inverse temperature β needs to be finite. However, these regularization schemes induces
another type of errors, the well-known Gibbs problem.
The linear filters provide a robust scheme to handle the Gibbs problem. By considering the
kernel of the filter, i.e. C(ω) as defined in Eq. A.14, and by comparing the results of the
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Figure A.10: Deconvolution of a high-precision DMFT/DMRG spectral function using the
MaxEnt algorithm (β = 106) and a Jackson filter (σ = 10−7).
different filters, it is possible to control the strength of the Gibbs problem. For both the
Jackson and the Blackman filter, the Gibbs problem is sufficiently suppressed such that it
is not visible when deconvolving spectral functions (albeit the oscillations are always present).
This is different when considering the MaxEnt algorithm. For this approach, the Gibbs
problem is completely uncontrolled, one always needs to make sure that it is not present in
the results. However, when the results are sufficiently smooth (or even analytic), the Gibbs
problem does not occur in general. This case occurs in Fig. A.10, where the DMRG data
is precise enough to recover the (in this case) smooth spectral function. When the spectral
function is sufficiently smooth, the MaxEnt algorithm produces better results as no additional
filter is involved.
Finally, we would like to mention another deconvolution approach used in [148]. The Green’s
function is an analytic function is the upper half-plane, thus one can try to approximate the
function by a rational function. This is known as Pade´ approximation, the Green’s function
is approximated by
GPade´(z) =
a0 + a1z + a2z
2 + . . . aNz
N
1 + b1z + b2z2 + . . . bNzN
. (A.38)
N is the order of the Pade´ approximation. Given some G(zi) for some zi, the coefficients of
the Pade´ approximation of a given order can now calculated in a straight-forward fashion.
The spectral function can then be obtained by considering the limit η → 0.
This approach requires the spectral function to be analytic even for η → 0. When this re-
quirement does not hold, the Gibbs problem is also present, limiting the use of this algorithm,
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Figure A.11: Deconvolution of a box spectral function using a Pade´ approximation, η = 0.1.
especially when considering DMRG spectral functions. This is a well-known problem of Pade´
approximations [167]. Fig. A.11 shows some results for a box function which exhibits severe
Gibbs oscillations, which are even stronger than the one present when using a simple box
filter.
Let us now conclude this appendix. A number of different algorithms have been considered
which are able to numerically solve the deconvolution problem. The algorithms have been
constructed by two different approaches. On the one hand, we have considered simple linear
filters, and on the other hand a more complex approach based on statistics, the Maximum
Entropy approach.
When the input functions are smooth, the MaxEnt algorithm yields better results than the
linear filter. However, this changes considerably when considering non-analytic functions.
The Gibbs problem emerges and is always spoiling the results. Only for the algorithms
based on linear filters, it is possible to control and especially suppress the Gibbs problem.
Therefore, the linear filter are the best available method to perform the deconvolution of
DMRG spectral functions. They are robust towards the Gibbs problem, generally stable
algorithm and by using the FFT the computational costs are very moderate.
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